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We struggle to make research into interfaces and interactions,

but a musician only has to pick a new instrument...

—- 821 words and 20 images,

Joel Ryan and Kristina Andersen, 2017



A B S T R A C T

Artists and technologists working with digital musical instruments (DMIs) draw

influence from diverse disciplines, tools and perspectives. Musical artefacts are

shaped by aesthetic values as much as research concerns and design methods.

These elements might vary considerably, depending on the specific community of

practice and context out of which a given music technology emerges. Digital tools

themselves draw on technical knowledge which is built around cultural assump-

tions and musical expectations.

The working hypothesis behind this dissertation is that, while assembling an

instrument, music makers are engaged in a complex negotiation comprising the

values and representations inherited from particular socio-cultural environments

and the patterns suggested by the digital tools and materials at hand. This research

explores some of the modalities through which musical ideas are inscribed in and

mediated by musical interfaces.

Three empirical investigations are introduced. The first outlines a value discov-

ery exercise exploring the breadth of perspectives musicians active in different

contexts might have while speculating on the design of not-yet existing musical

instruments. The second considers a selection of digital tools, examining the mu-

sical notions they promote and how these influence the composition of sonic in-

teractions. The third reports a set of cheerful and open-ended design explorations

conceived to elicit and make manifest highly personal design knowledge and vi-

sions. Finally, an autobiographical account on the making of a digital artwork is

presented to situate the insights emerged from these investigations and illustrate

how they might support DMI practices and their assessment.

The research advances a holistic, playful and yet critical approach to the study

of new musical interfaces and, more generally, on the development of technology

for creativity and the arts. Rather than jumping straight into the design of new

musical interactions, this dissertation takes a step back to ponder some of the

socio-material synergies and conditions that tacitly orient technological practices.

This thesis offers a set of suggestions to discover and interpret the musical import

of our tools and cultural settings, and critically engage in the co-creation of DMIs.
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1
I N T R O D U C T I O N

“The skeletons in our closets are most likely old computers”

Joseph Auner – [26]

Researchers active in disparate domains, such as anthropology and Human

Computer Interaction (HCI), provide compelling perspectives on craft and de-

sign that celebrate the intimate, physical and tacit factors linked to these prac-

tices [182, 196]. Such views emphasise the implicit knowledge we develop while

interacting with tools and materials, which are often understood as “living” com-

ponents actively influencing making processes [110, 195].

One might argue that such reflections bring design closer to music. The magi-

cal intertwining between bodies, instruments and sounds is indeed hard to frame

based on a symbolic, rational and language-oriented stance [360]. Writing about

music is like dancing about architecture, as the expression goes. Musicians soon

understand that practice is key, as noted by Michel Waisvisz “I discovered long

ago that it works ‘just to do things’ in music” [ibid. p 124]. Aware of this, music

technologists often aim to examine new instruments making explicit the embod-

ied and tacit knowledge acquired while designing and interacting with musical

artefacts [125, 158, 384].

Alongside our sensory-motor capabilities, the engagement with musical objects
1 requires the employment of cognitive, emotional and intellectual resources which

allows us to engage with the broader context, shaping our actions and delineating

musical intentions and significations. Music, as any other embodied conduct, is in

situation: grounded socially and culturally as well as cognitively and experientially

[116].

The social contexts in which instruments are employed then contribute to shape

their cultural form [184]. Such form, as much as physical affordances and con-

strains, significantly pre-configures the perception and interpretation of musical

tools [163].

1 The term musical object has here a broad and inclusive connotation – e.g. a score is an object as much

as an instrument.
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This socio-cultural mechanism certainly also takes place within those sectors

concerned with the development and use of new instruments. Music technolo-

gists and researchers might inherit and promote cultural attitudes from their dis-

ciplinary contexts [153] and pursuit a great variety of different ambitions, ranging

from technical optimisation to philosophical thought. Instrument designers might

chase their individual musical visions through their creative work [90] and be the

primary “users” of the technology they develop [270]. Alternatively, they might tar-

get particular communities of musical practices [251] or exploit digital instruments

to investigate a great variety of issues linked to music cognition, performance and

interactions [223].

The examination of the complex network of situated significances grounding

the work of music technologists has been traditionally entrusted to musicolo-

gists [61, 344] and, within the domains of musical interaction research, practi-

tioners rarely consider their own musical assumptions and socio-political values

[45, 271, 170]. Such tendency can be partially related to the influence that techno-

scientific thought has on technology-driven domains in which sectorisation and

specialisation exempt researchers from a reflection that goes beyond the insularity

of their object of study [136].

This situation then implies that, in music technology contexts, what is tacit are

also the contingent representations, beliefs and perspectives that practitioners mo-

bilise while working with musical interfaces. As a result, new musical tools often

carry unstated cultural assumptions which, if not made explicit, risk to undermine

related academic, technological and artistic practices.

The thesis therefore advances a few strategies for the acknowledgment of contex-

tual concerns and expectations in order to support the critical practices of artists

and technologists engaged with the design of musical interactions. These strate-

gies are discussed in detail to provide practical suggestions that, beside orienting

design choices, might help to address targeted communities and clarify the in-

tended goals and uses of a particular musical artefact.

How can we make these values and expectations visible to the researcher’s eyes,

whether they are subjective or culturally situated? How to recognise the musical

notions and assumptions inscribed into a given digital musical tool? How can we

acknowledge the spectrum of values and concerns characterising the musical com-

munities we are part of? How can we approach these questions through creative,

practice-based and design-oriented methods that resonate with the routines, mind-

sets and sensitivities of music technologists? These are some of the main concerns
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behind the investigations here collected.

The main contributions of this research are a set of methodological suggestions

(or heuristics) for NIME (New Interfaces for Musical Expression) design. These

open-ended and critical inputs draw from different practices and mindsets linked

to disparate contexts, including design, computer music, the arts and social sci-

ences. On one hand, the dissertation aims to provide a few conceptual tools to

better understand the complex processes through which shared musical knowl-

edge travels across communities and technologies. On the other, it explores a set

of practical approaches for the discovery and interpretation of the values inscribed

in and mediated by new digital instruments. Based on this it is possible to affirm

that this dissertation stands at the intersection of NIME design methodology and

critical NIME thinking, with multiple roots in neighbouring fields.

In particular this research identifies and examines three viable factors often influ-

encing the work of music technology practitioners: the cultural notions inherited

from cultural settings and communities, the patterns of use promoted by digital

tools and materials, and the individual visions, intuitions and judgments intro-

duced by each maker. By considering how these elements are in a relationship

of reciprocal determination, this dissertation brings to the forefront some of the

socio-technical implications linked to electronic music practices and technology

research.

The works here collected then offer a view on the modalities through which,

in the contexts of computer-mediated musical creation and performance, specific

ideas and practices become more “successful” or “contagious” than others, and

how they influence design processes, physical interactions and musical aesthetics.

This is a quest that, on one hand, scouts the cultural ground upon which musi-

cal ideas are able to flourish, and, on the other, examines digital instruments as

contributing to shape their environments as well as the specific communities and

cultures from which they arisen.

Overall, this work highlights the importance of cultural awareness and value

rationality for the design of interactive systems within and beyond the musical

domain. In the society of technological innovation – in which new media are des-

tined to rapidly become old – it seems crucial to develop our abilities for the

critical scrutiny of the origins and evolution of our instruments. By showing that

music technologists often transfer into musical artefacts pre-existing beliefs and

assumptions, this research question the notion of “new” (intended as better, more
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powerful and efficient), which might be then replaced by concepts such as reinter-

preted, reused and re-generated.

1.1 scope of the thesis

This research moves from a rather simple observation: in the era of digital re-

production almost every aspect of our musical experience is mediated by, or dele-

gated to, technological artefacts. On one hand, the work here presented then sets

with the idea that one of the main challenges posed by contemporary musical

work lies precisely in recognising and assessing the ways technology influences

our practices. On the other, as our techno-scientific capabilities of altering the ma-

terial world exponentially increase, it seems crucial to develop contributions that

support researchers to reflect on the social contexts they operate in as well as

on the consequences of their practices beyond specialised and technology-focused

investigations [170].

This dissertation examines the design of music technology as a complex pro-

cess, entailing the materialisation of knowledge that is at once cultural and tech-

nical. Digital music tools are therefore treated as multifaceted assemblages [345],

emerging out of intricate socio-technical and temporal relationships [62]. This the-

sis then explores the interplay between culture, design tools and musical practices,

considering technology as both caused by and causing human action.

The works here presented are mostly in dialogue with the investigations and

literature coming from the New Interfaces for Musical Expression (NIME), Sound

and Music Computing (SMC) and Human Computer Interaction (HCI) domains –

this also due to the research expectations of the department in which this thesis

has been developed. This purposefully selective outlook inevitably narrows down

the scope of this dissertation, excluding from the discussion relevant contributions

linked to domains such as composition, musicology and performance studies.

According to this perspective, the focus is on the critical study of Digital Musical

Instruments (DMI) adopting the term, its formulation and conceptual understand-

ing from the NIME tradition. In the context of this thesis DMIs are essentially

understood as technologies for music performance which combine a physical in-

terface, which senses the performer’ s gestures, and a digital component that trans-

lates the incoming data into sonic outputs.

Throughout the thesis the terms “musical interface”, “novel musical instru-

ment”, “interactive musical system” and “digital musical artefact” are used as
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synonyms of DMI, somehow overlooking the fact that these expressions can be

related to different bodies of theories and imply diverse artistic connotations. Also

the term digital musical tool is used as an equivalent of the DMI acronymous, with

the exception of chapter Chapter 4, where it indicates the various components (i.e.

the building blocks) constituting a DMI – such as Pure Data (Pd) and SuperCol-

lider audio programming languages or basic hardware sensors (e.g. knobs and

buttons).

More specifically, in Chapter 4 the expression digital musical tool is used to refer

to hardware and software elements which can be considered as well defined com-

ponents that a designer manipulates and integrates into a given DMI. Pd, buttons

and knobs are then examined as mature and well-defined building blocks, emerg-

ing from specific socio-technical genealogies, mobilising particular cultures of use

as well as shared expectations and contextual meanings. Based on this outlook,

in Chapter 4 DMIs are discussed as assemblages, indirectly alluding to Latour’s

work, thus viewing them as composite objects emerging from the intersection of

many socio-technical factors.

Music technology practitioners draw influence from diverse disciplines, exper-

tise and cultural perspectives. Alongside operational and technical works, holistic

and critical research help us to better frame the overall implications of our musical

practices. Such works comprise gender and class studies [377, 66], discussions on

the diversity of methods and contributions [305, 231] as well as inquiries on ethics

and inclusion [271, 131].

As the music technology community gradually expands its “ways of knowing”

[193], we begin to appreciate how DMI practices are shaped by cultural values as

much as research concerns and methods [250] – factors that might considerably

vary depending on the particular context in which the work is carried [153].

Researchers concerned with the design of musical artefacts and interactions then

often challenge the role of instruments in creative practice as well as the meth-

ods adopted for the development of musical interfaces in academic contexts – see

amongst others [70, 156, 148, 170]. This thesis relates to these research trends shar-

ing their overall sensitivities and concerns.

In recent years, HCI has seen a flourishing of viewpoints and methods as diverse

fields have been brought into contact with its research practice [287]. Researchers

are increasingly engaged with critical discourses, mediating perspectives coming

from the arts [103], social sciences [209] and philosophy [31]. These expansions
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and diversifications are often described in relation to different “waves” in HCI

research, each supporting increasing levels of intellectual diversity [59, 130].

Within this framework, the research here introduced strongly relates to the

critical and contingent attitudes that characterise Research through Design (RtD)

[140, 385]. In particular, the studies reported combine fictional, speculative and

ludic design approaches [118, 54, 361] which allowed for both engaging partici-

pants in playful design exercises and unveil the rich and composite nature of the

resulting musical artefacts [141, 321].

The rationale developed in this thesis also exploits some ideas coming from me-

dia studies, philosophy of technology and Science and Technology Studies (STS).

Most notably, the notions of inscription and remediation is an important conceptual

tool here exploited to frame the socio-technical implications of DMIs [256, 60].

Furthermore, the concept of negotiation is adopted as a powerful key for the

interpretation of the relations between human beings and their artefacts. Consid-

ering new musical instruments through the perspective of negotiation allows us to

acknowledge the constellation of cultural, technological and individual elements

which intervene in the making and use of a DMI [62]. Based on this attitude we

then expand the technical notion of design towards that of assemblage [65].

From a more general viewpoint, this thesis draws inspiration by various philo-

sophical works often labelled as posthuman or new materialism. In particular, en-

tanglement theories (as Frauenberger calls them [130]) such as Latour’s Actor-

Network Theory [217], Ihde’s Post-Phenomenology [308] and Barad’s Agential

Realism [28] indirectly influenced our work as they often are pivotal references for

many of the HCI and NIME research this dissertation is in conversation with.

Finally, the theoretical considerations and methodological suggestions proposed

in this thesis are mainly concerned with the ideation and design of new musical

interfaces in academic research contexts. This research then aims to speak primar-

ily to those practitioners that, while making art and technology, aim to produce

and share research outcomes that might be relevant for other music technologists –

e.g. to say something about the development and use a of particular music technol-

ogy within a socio-cultural setting. In particular, the considerations introduced in

Chapter 7 highlight the importance of value discovery to both design instruments

that target specific music communities and support the emergence of creative and

unconventional traits in music technology contexts.
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On a different extent, the contributions introduced in the following chapters

have relevance beyond DMI design. First, researchers and technologists involved

in HCI and interaction design might benefit from the value discovery strategies ex-

plored in this research to situate their work and better understand users’ needs and

problems, acknowledging their socio-cultural affiliations and technological views.

Second, the methodological suggestions introduced in this dissertation might be

adopted in educational contexts to help (music) technology students to bring their

own values to the fore, better understand the values embedded into the technolo-

gies they use and develop their critical perspective – see Chapter 7 for a discussion

on the pedagogical implications of our work.

This doctoral research moves from a perspective that privileges artistic creation

as the ultimate goal of music technology practices. The work here articulated em-

braces critical and humanistic views and it often examines the design and use of

new interfaces through musical, compositional and performative concerns. This

attitude is grounded in the assumption that future achievements might “solve”

some technical issues, but the artistic dilemmas and stimuli posed by digital in-

struments are likely to be with us for a long time.

Based on this attitude, the studies here presented explore the design of DMI

through open-ended and creative approaches, inspired by artistic and music prac-

tices. The playful, yet serious, approaches for critical making then turned out to

be particularly suitable to both explore the musical expertise and sensibilities of

musicians and engage with rich, complex and often amusing design outcomes. As

Perry Cook pointed out “musical interface construction proceeds as more art than

science, and possibly this is the only way it can be done” [97, p. 6].

1.2 how did i end up here

Before proceeding any further it might be helpful to provide some clues on how

this thesis came about. The intention is to introduce some of the reflections behind

this research, also including more personal insights related to my journey within

the domains of music and technology.

My musical adventures began with the study of piano and percussion and a

focus on the Jazz, Afro-Cuban and Brazilian traditions. Since my teens, I also had

the chance to participate in a variety of projects related to the production and per-

formance of folk and songwriting music. The passion for improvisation led me

to explore more experimental practices related to contemporary jazz and I soon
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become interested in the so-called non-idiomatic or free improvisation. Thanks to

these musical interests, I soon discovered those musical practices in which acous-

tic instruments are combined with live electronics in improvisational settings. My

dedication to the technologies of music still feeds back to such fascinations and

yearnings.

Driven by a spirit of curiosity, during the last years, my artistic work has been

exploring the fields of electroacoustic composition and improvisation, sonic inter-

action design and sound art. This journey has been so far exciting and precious

– at least for the many inspiring people I had the chance to meet, and the many

things I learned from them and their artwork.

The issues addressed in this thesis partly emerged from a series of reflections

confronting contemporary electronic music practices, their origins and academic

affiliations. Overall, we might agree that outstanding artworks are rare and they

often do not need much explanation to be appreciated. Nevertheless, there is great

value in any creative act, from the pupil’s first musical attempts to the latests

electroacoustic piece made by a senior and renowned composer.

However, despite the formal level of expertise and status of music technology

practitioners, it is often possible to identify a set of lazy attitudes and routines,

which risk to flatten the creative work on and with sound. Music technology teach-

ers will be familiar with the tendency of beginning students to create musical inter-

faces which often (dis)play similar aesthetics and interactions (e.g. theremin-like

or keyboard based instruments) [191]. Attendees of electroacoustic and live elec-

tronics concerts will likewise encounter a recognisable prevailing (though by no

means universal) aesthetic, often including the same audio effects, textured noises

or manipulated samples [20].

This thesis explores the degrees to which this clustering is due to cultural

dynamics (e.g. aesthetic-pedagogical habits [249]) or to the standardisation and

spread of specific tools within the interactive art and music technology communi-

ties [343]. On one hand, the opportunities offered by new tools might be subordi-

nated to pre-existing ideas which musicians culturally inherit [115]. On the other,

practitioners might fall for the latest fashionable tool (whether actually new or re-

vived) and end up composing what the technology makes easier or more obvious

[259].

While navigating the music technology fields, I also had the opportunity to

get in close touch with researchers affiliated to computer science and engineering
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departments – as an obvious example, this doctoral research has been carried at an

engineering school. Once again, these encounters has been valuable and formative

as I could learn a lot from colleagues and their enthusiastic and clever approaches

towards technology research.

An epistemological prerogative of these contexts is that research contributions

are often meant to be evidence-based and peer-reviewed. Although many aspects

of such methodological commitment have been regarded as “socially constructed”

[42], its demand of rigour and concreteness forces us to carefully ground our musi-

cal practices and contributions. From this viewpoint, technological advancements

constantly open up new creative possibilities, making the field of music technol-

ogy an exciting, generative and dynamic research context.

Understandably, engineers and computer scientists are primarily interested in

technological innovation. As a matter of fact, technological research and develop-

ment is characterised by an intense fast-pace. Tools and techniques which once

stood out for their novelty and performance rapidly fall into disuse, supplanted

by newer and ostensibly improved technologies [50]. The techno-scientific work

is indeed mainly organised around a short-term notion of time: the recent past

(the latest up-to-date technology) and the immediate future (the next legitimate

advancement). Scientific formulations are inherently renewable as a new hypothe-

sis, if empirically validated, can discard previous principles and becomes the new

knowledge. Accordingly, new implementations are then “in vogue” until a “better”

technology makes them obsolete.

Throughout the last half of the twentieth century, the ideas of linear time and

progress have been challenged by many postmodern theories, which extend well

beyond the scope of this thesis. However, often based on a boundless idea of

socio-economic growth, the narrative of the “perpetual advancement” still per-

meates many aspects of the western culture [214] – including music technology

development. Although within the creative sectors technological innovation is of-

ten celebrated, one might argue that the innovation-to-obsolescence circle places

artists in an always-new-present where they have always less time to cope with

constant, fast and radical changes. Musicians might agree with me in finding such

circumstances rather problematic 2.

Music technology researchers have indeed argued that the development of in-

timate and embodied relationships with DMIs can be essentially achieved by en-

gaging in long-term artistic practice – e.g. [349, 124]. According to this view, the

2 See the famous example of Jean-Claude Risset who refused to update the equipment used in his

studio [314]
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time we spend with our instruments becomes a crucial element for the emergence

of nuanced, complex and unique music performances and aesthetics.

More importantly, the rapid loss of technological innovations to obsolescence

makes particularly difficult to identify the origin and evolution of an artefact, in-

cluding the cultural context from which it first emerged. While prioritising techno-

logical innovation, we risk to solely focus on DMI design and evaluation without

explicit consideration on the socio-cultural, aesthetic grounds that made possible

the manifestation of a given musical interface. The risk is then to be able to ex-

plain everything about the particular without understanding anything about the

context. As Pascal wrote a few centuries ago:

“All that exists [..] is both cause and effect, dependent and supporting,

mediate and immediate, and all is held together by a natural though

imperceptible bond, which unites things most distant and most differ-

ent. I hold it impossible to know the parts without knowing the whole,

or to know the whole without knowing the parts in detail” [291, p. 23].

The brief personal excursus presented in this section ultimately aims to make

more explicit my own values (i.e. where I am coming from) and clarify the con-

cerns that motivated this research. Like many music technologists I found myself

wearing different hats depending on the tasks and contexts I address in my ev-

eryday work. This dissertation can be ascribed to two main perspectives which

privilege different values.

On one hand, as designer and technologist, I set with the goal of revealing

shared assumptions and technological habits in order to critically engage the devel-

opment and use of new music technology. From this perspective, I consider value

discovery as the pivotal element of the research, and the strategies explored to

expose tacit knowledge, and translate them into operational choices, are strongly

inspired by design, HCI and ethnographic methods.

On the other, as an artist, I often try to resist my own banality and I am attentive

to the construction of strategies that form an impediment to the reproduction of

musical stereotypes and latent technological routines. These values and concerns

prompted the retrieval of more disruptive techniques linked to the arts. These

techniques are then suggested to abandon conventional ideas and design patterns

in order to facilitate the emergence of creative traits in NIME research. According

to this mindset, I explore value discovery as the first necessary step of a “defa-

miliarization” process which might allow to get access to new forms of artistic

expression.
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Throughout the thesis these two voices alternatively emerge, and the implicit

“switching” between them might generate a tension in research objectives as differ-

ent chapters aim at slightly different things. For instance, Chapter 3 and 4 mainly

advance an HCI and ethnographic outlook to increase technological awareness

and properly address the needs and priorities of different musicians. Chapter 5

and 6 instead exploit value discovery in view of more creative and artistic goals.

A further element of ambiguity, sometimes emerging throughout the thesis, re-

lates the idea of “newness”. My journey in the music tech word led me to develop

a rather skeptical attitude towards technological novelty per se. Especially in engi-

neering contexts, innovation tends to become a leading narrative that overshadows

many concurring factors and implications linked to technology design (e.g. ethical,

economical and political). Simultaneously, I am attracted to the notion of artistic

exploration and creation where elements of novelty play crucial roles for the emer-

gence of musical inventions. I attempt to soften this friction by conditioning the

idea of newness with notions of reuse and repurpose, also drawing on theories

coming from philosophy of technology, media studies and social sciences.

Departing from these design ethos, this thesis aims to provide a clear account

on how, besides technical expertise, the development of a music technology en-

tails the materialisation of purposes and assumptions. The empirical work here

presented then explores a set of strategies for the discovery of situated musical

values emerging from specific communities and identifiable in the tools and arte-

facts these contexts produce.

This research is then concerned with the ways unstated cultural assumptions in-

fluence design choice as well as instrument’s uses and interpretations. A culturally-

aware approach to NIME research is then proposed, which aims to discover and

embrace underlying musical values, whether they derive from a target musical

community, the tools and materials used to craft an interface or the researchers

themselves.

1.3 research questions

The key research questions I ask in this research are:
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1. How can we discover shared values and assumptions produced by different commu-

nities of practice in relation to new instruments?

In particular I ask:

• In what ways does the involvement with a community of musical prac-

tice shape the understanding of musical interactions?

• Given a novel musical instrument, to what extent can the musical back-

ground of its maker be identified?

• How do makers’ musical background influence the design and interpre-

tation of new DMI?

2. How do digital music tools influence the design of novel musical interfaces?

In particular I ask:

• How can we identify the cultural load carried by a particular music

tool?

• How do the values embedded into musical tools condition new musical

interactions?

• How do musicians react to the suggestions offered by technology?

3. How can we unveil the personal design knowledge and views brought in by practi-

tioners engaged in the DMI practices?

Particular questions I address are:

• How can we make manifest subjective intuitions and narratives for the

ideation and development of musical interfaces?

• How can playful and open-ended design activities be exploited for the

discovery of personal design perspectives?

• How can we explore unconventional, critical and diversified visions on

NIME practices beyond the paradigms imposed by current music tech-

nology?
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1.4 thesis structure

This dissertation examines three viable factors often influencing the work of music

technologists: the shared values linked to diverse communities of musical prac-

tice, the musical patterns promoted by design tools and the personal visions

through which practitioners handle the assemblage of digital musical artefacts.

The cultural, technical and subjective influences considered in this research are

then shown to be highly co-dependent and decisive for the the inscription of

knowledge into musical interfaces. Based on this outline, the structure of this the-

sis is as follows:

Chapter 2 gathers the theoretical frameworks supporting the research investiga-

tions presented in this dissertation. It is split into three sections: the first discusses

a set of critical music technology works, highlighting some of the techno-musical

intricacies characterising the NIME research contexts; the second introduces rele-

vant concepts and theories drawing on philosophy of technology and Science and

Technology Studies (STS); the third considers considers various works from social

sciences, HCI and the arts which frame design as a situated practice that simulta-

neously embodies contingent knowledge and contributes to the social construction

of reality.

In Chapter 3 I detail two studies focusing on the discovery of shared musical

values within different musical contexts based on design of fictional musical instru-

ments. First, I introduce a workshop in which musicians active in different musical

contexts are invited to imagine and sketch not-yet existing music instruments “as

if by magic”. Second, I report on an online survey in which music technologists

were asked to speculate on the background of the musicians who designed the

fictional instruments. This research allowed us to directly engage with a broad set

of perspectives and attitudes for the interpretation of musical interactions which

were largely shared within and across musicians affiliated to specific communities

of musical practice.

In Chapter 4 I describe a compositional game in which music technologists

were invited to create simple DMIs using common sensors and the Pure Data pro-

gramming language (Pd). This research provides an antithesis to the speculative

and non-functional approach previously introduced, focusing on specific hard-

ware and software technologies and examining how they influence the making of

musical interfaces. The outcomes of this sonic interaction design exercise are then
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discussed in light of both makers’ techno-musical backgrounds and the musical

interactions promoted by the tools and materials provided.

The work introduced in Chapter 5 focuses instead on the individual perspectives

brought in by practitioners engaged in the design of digital musical instruments.

I present two activities organised around the themes of absurd musical interfaces,

questionable sonic interactions and unworkable music designs. In the context of

this research, the “subjective factor” then relates to the individual understandings

of the “musical absurd” that often revealed musicians’ concerns and priorities.

In particular, these research gave us the opportunity to elicit and make manifest

highly subjective visions that both set and critique what practitioners perceived as

ordinary and familiar in music technology contexts.

Chapter 6 presents a practice-based and self-reflexive account on the Cembalo

Scrivano, an interactive audio-visual installation I developed during the course

of my PhD. The discussion aims to highlight how, while considering in detail a

single and situated designs, cultural, technical and subjective factors often result

inherently interdependent and hardly separable. Overall, the chapter provides a

set of open-ended reflections that further clarify how the questions posed in this

dissertation might support the critical scrutiny and assessment of DMI practices.

Finally, the discussion introduced in Chapter 7 offers a few conceptual and

methodological suggestions that might inform our critical practices based on find-

ings gained through the theoretical and empirical work presented in previous

chapters. These methodological and analytical reflections focus on the playful dis-

covery of the socio-material grounds in which DMIs are rooted as well as the

subjective negotiation of such cultural and technological factors.

1.5 methods

This research explores a set of approaches for the discovery of the values and rep-

resentations inscribed in digital music tools. Design processes are then examined

as shaped by pre-existing musical notions and musical interfaces are scrutinised

for their musical predisposition over particular compositional and performative

conducts.

The works introduced in this dissertation combine a set of creative and playful

approaches for the ideation and development of musical interfaces which promote

rich and critical reflections through disruptive and hands-on design activities [71].

Within this context, the research draws on a set of critical methods for the ac-
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knowledgement of culturally situated values such as Feminist HCI [32], Research

through Design [69] and Value discovery [219].

The studies introduced in Chapter 3 exploit design fiction methods to explore

the different modalities through which musicians active in different contexts envi-

sion not-yet existing music instruments [14]. The reflections and speculations pro-

vided by the musicians involved in the research were then captured through a mix

of qualitative methods, including focus groups, interviews and semi-structured

surveys [77], and analysed following a thematic approach [311] based on the de-

velopment of data-driven codebooks [105].

Drawing on these approaches, the compositional game introduced in Chapter 4

considers the design of sonic interactions and their “think-aloud” demonstrations.

Our method then evokes the expertise and knowledge of music technologists on

the use of musical tools as well as their abilities to perform with them [149].

The pointless musical creations examined in Chapter 5 instead relate to different

thought-provoking design strategies for the generation of critical and personal

design knowledge [109, 374, 71]. Strange, fragile, cheerful and sometimes naive

musical artefacts are then exploited to produce a kind of design vision hooked

to the individual makers and embedded into the narratives they participate in

[14, 55, 357].

Chapter 6 instead takes inspiration from HCI first-person [237, 181, 279] and

NIME practice-based methods [203, 154, 90] to describe the origins and evolution

of a digital artwork I developed drawing on media archaeology art approaches

[176, 290].

1.6 statement of contribution

This research’s main contribution is the exposition of a set of strategies for the

discovery of values in DMI practice. This dissertation also sets the stage for value

discovery research that is currently under-explored in musical instrument design,

and more generally, in music technology contexts. The main contributions can be

summarised as follows, in the order in which they appear in this thesis:

• The design fiction work outlined in Chapter 3 expands on Kristina Ander-

sen’s workshop [14] to query shared values and concerns brought in by par-

ticipants. In particular, we detail an approach for the analysis of the work-
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shop outcomes and a further speculative enquiry to better examine the cul-

tural values inscribed into fictional instruments.

• Chapter 4 outlines an approach for the discovery of the musical patterns pro-

moted by specific musical tools based on playful interaction design briefs.

• In Chapter 5 the notion of the “musical absurd” is suggested as a powerful

tool to stimulate individuals’ musical creativity, unlock unconventional mu-

sical visions and reveal critical perspectives on technology development.

• The autobiographical account reported in Chapter 6 situates the insights

emerged from previous chapters in a lived experience and demonstrates

how these findings can be applied to support the critical scrutiny of DMI

practices.

• The discussion of Chapter 7 articulates a set of theoretical and methodolog-

ical suggestions for the discovery of values and assumptions in NIME prac-

tices before committing to any particular approach to technology creation.
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2
F R A M E W O R K S

This chapter incorporates snippets of material from ‘Mirroring the Past, from Typewrit-

ing to Interactive Art: an Approach to the Re-design of a Vintage Technology’, ‘Fictional

Instruments, Real Values: Discovering Musical Backgrounds with Non-Functional Proto-

types’ and ‘Beholden to Our Tools: Negotiating with Technology while Sketching Digital

Instruments’ by Lepri and McPherson originally published in the proceedings of the In-

ternational Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression, NIME 2018, 2019 and

2020 [227, 228, 258]; ‘Making Up Instruments: Design Fiction for Value Discovery in

Communities of Musical Practice’ by Lepri and McPherson and ‘Absurd Making as Crit-

ical Practice’ by Lepri, McPherson and Bowers, originally published in the proceedings of

the Designing Interactive Systems Conference, DIS 2019 and 2020 [225, 229] and ‘Em-

brace the Weirdness: Negotiating Values Inscribed into Music Technology’ by Lepri and

McPherson, currently under review, to be published in the Computer Music Journal [226].

This chapter gathers the theoretical frameworks grounding our research. We

begin by surveying various NIME and music technology contributions linked to

the critical scrutiny of musical interactions and related design practices. We then

introduce a set of reflections on the non-neutrality of technology drawing on the

fields of philosophy of technology, media theory and STS. Finally, we move to the

domain of interaction design, discussing relevant HCI research concerned with

socio-cultural studies and art-inspired approaches.

2.1 critical nime research

“I wish Bach had claimed the invention of virtual reality”

Michel Waisvisz – [360]

Along with technical expertise, the design of an instrument involves the materi-

alisation of assumptions, musical representations and cultural values. Instrument

makers then balance knowledge coming from diverse disciplines and traditions.

In particular, NIME research has strong multidisciplinary implications as it draws

on a variety of fields and practices, such as composition and improvisation, elec-
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troacoustic music, computer science, design and engineering. Digital instruments

are also examined from different viewpoints, including musicology [344], social

sciences [297], cognitive science and performance studies [223].

As a result of these cross-fertilisations, a clutter of mindsets, objectives, meth-

ods, and outcomes coexist within the same field [152]. A famous account of such

diversity is provided by Alexandra Supper which described in detail some of the

divergences founded within the International Community for Auditory Display

(ICAD) [340]. Supper then identifies “Trained Ears” and “Correlation Coefficients”

cultures, associating them to distinct research concerns linked to particular disci-

plinary backgrounds.

Similarly, the strong interdisciplinary nature of NIME often implies that “the

background expectations of one field are not met by research whose approach

derives from another” [153]. In an attempt to address this and related issues, the

NIME community is currently engaged with a series of self-critical debates. To

name a few: the conundrum of musical expression [113, 156], the diversity in re-

search approaches [153, 148, 268] and the appreciation of different sub-communities

and their identities [250, 270] as well as discussions of representation and author-

ship [377].

Within the domains of musical interactions and instrument design, a small

but growing body of work engages with the political implications of technology

ideation and development. Examples of such research include the reflections by

Tomás [346] on the prevailing tendencies for musical creation with digital inter-

faces and their significance to contemporary consumerism.

NIME practitioners are proposing direct actions to deal with political issues

linked to NIME research. Morreale et al. [271] examine instruments as cultural

artefacts which re-produce political discourses, identifying a set of directions to

engage with socio-cultural and ethical topics within and beyond academic con-

texts. Bin [45] instead suggests that collective efforts are needed to improve the

ways we document our work as NIME’s historical record is a powerful tool for the

critical examination of NIME epistemological complexities.

Drawing on Born’s relational musicology, Hayes and Marquez-Borbon [170] dis-

cuss the “political and epistemological crises” within the NIME research commu-

nity, arguing that certain “disciplinary and social frictions” relates to the “quan-

tification and economisation of research” we increasingly witness in academia

[p. 428]. Following Green’s suggestions, Hayes and Marquez Borbon considered
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Born’s four planes 1 of social mediation [63], noticing that, although “there has

been extensive NIME research on the micro-socialities of the first plane ... and

on the second, with the various imagined public groups that engage in these ac-

tivities”, a few cluster of activities within NIME have engaged with the broader

issues linked to the third and fourth planes identified by Born – i.e. “large-scale

social, cultural, economic and political forces that provide for [music] production,

reproduction or transformation” [63, p. 232].

This dissertation does not directly engage with broad sociopolitical matters that,

as uncovered by the research here gathered, currently challenge our academic and

musical institutions. Rather, we examine the ways in which designers and mu-

sicians active in different communities, contexts and disciplinary fields 2 might

express their own values through making, and what cues an observer would then

use to recognise them. Our work then aims to contribute to NIME critical dis-

cussions by outlining a few approaches for the discovery of perspectives NIME

practitioners might mobilise while imagining, designing and playing new digital

instruments.

2.1.1 A techno-musical imbroglio

Although since the advent of real-time computing proto-NIME research has been

presented in venues such as the International Computer Music Conference (ICMC)

and related journals (e.g. [365, 232, 86]), the first NIME workshop took place in

2001 as part of the SIGCHI conference [202].

This affiliation continued through the years and NIME gradually embraced a

range of values and approaches from HCI – as noted by Bin [45], these include the

“problem” of DMI “evaluation” [366, 288, 205], a view of the musician as “user”

[206] and the infatuation with design frameworks and guidelines [269].

On a more general level, DMI research has drawn inspiration from the more

technical ends of HCI spectrum by adopting the methodological rigour and scien-

tific mindset that distinguishes the engineering work [380]. Furthermore, the in-

fluence of HCI on NIME might appear to have an aesthetic component, as second-

1 As summarised by Green “Born divides social aspects of music into four irreducible planes: the

micro-social aspects of musical action (1st) and associated ‘imagined communities’ (2nd), through

to larger formations, such as the ways in which music mediates relations of race, gender and class

(3rd) and is bound up in political and historical currents (4th)” [148, p. 2].
2 In this respect, our research might be ascribed to Born’s second plane, although our insights some-

time point at wider social relations and historical courses.
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wave HCI theories of information flow share a language with notions of musical

expression as communication [156, 154, 274].

There remains considerable value in HCI research around musical communities

whose performance practice does not explicitly involve computing. The work of

Benford and colleagues is notable in this area, including ethnographic studies of

Irish session musicians [37] and DJs [3] and a technology probe study involving a

purely acoustic guitar accompanied by scannable digital codes [38], each of which

reveal some of the underlying values of their communities. However more work re-

mains in querying what musical communities expect from their instruments, and

the role that computing might play, before committing to any particular approach

to technology creation.

In highlighting the obvious and deep affinity between these two communities,

we want to stress that DMI practice does not necessarily represent a neutral aes-

thetic cross-section of possible research in music and HCI. While digital music

communities are sometimes criticised for being preoccupied with technical factors

[156], an equal challenge is not the lack of aesthetic reflection but rather a surfeit

of latent cultural assumptions.

NIME practice partly inherits from musique concrète and elektronische musik tra-

ditions. Although a full review of which is beyond the scope of this thesis, it

possible to argue that postwar serialism, Cageian indeterminacy and particularly

algorithmic composition have strongly influenced NIME research [91, 107, 123, 154].

To name one, the use of random and probability-based processes often em-

bedded in new DMIs can be related to the work laid out by composers and re-

searchers such as Lejaren Hiller, Gottfried Michael Koenig and Iannis Xenakis.

Paul Berg thoroughly observed that the musical concepts introduced by these mu-

sicians proved to be rather resilient, and they can be found in many computer

systems and workstations of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s [39]. Such compositional

approaches keep finding their way into contemporary NIME design and related

musical productions.

Against this background, it is worth considering that even generic design prin-

ciples of DMIs such as mapping, as the composition of the relationships between

actions and sonic features [189], may have cultural overtones. In this case, perhaps

a post-serialist tendency to organise musical events into multidimensional feature

spaces which are systematically explored over time. Alternatively, mapping strate-

gies, intended as functions that systematically describe the relations between two
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given systems, often unveil a procedural and technical gaze directed towards the

modelling of complex phenomena.

Such overtones become relevant in designing toolkits or participatory exercises

which seek to let musicians create their own instruments [81, 280, 245]: whatever

the merit of the resulting devices, it is unclear whether such exercises reveal the

values of musicians not already part of the DMI community or those of NIME

researchers themselves.

NIME socio-technical intricacies do not stop here. Research mindsets and ap-

plications include accessibility and special needs [131], cross cultural collabora-

tions [76], classical and folk music practices [207, 352] sonic arts and installations

[276], media studies [179] and post-colonial perspectives [350]. A full accounting

of NIME values depends on a great variety of factors, such as repertoire [154],

pedagogy [249] and performer skill [146].

NIME practitioners are also influenced by common places and shared repre-

sentations coming from the music technology industry. For instance, within the

music market, DMIs are often proposed as means for personal sense of individual

achievement and creativity, effortless production, leisure, and immediate gratifica-

tion [271, 262, 274]. Such narratives can be traced back to the commercialisation of

first automatic musical instruments in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen-

turies. Théberge [344] sharply describes how the “consumer mythology” of early

pianos rolls industry relied on tropes such as personal expression, universal acces-

sibility and immediacy, which still qualify many music technology discourses.

It is not our intention to trace all of NIME’s influences. Rather, we wish to

illustrate how perspectives and disciplines are frequently integrated into the com-

munity. As argued by Bin “[t]his flexibility means that this community is a place

where researchers can combine and re-combine perspectives without typical dis-

ciplinary constraint, with unusual and insightful results” [45, p. 5]. The acknowl-

edgement of this wide breadth of attitudes and mindsets is then one of the core

motivation behind this thesis, which focuses on the discovery of values and as-

sumptions in order to support the work of music technologists engaged in the

design of DMIs.
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2.1.2 Instrumentality or instrumentalities?

Researchers and musicians engaged with new instruments have devoted consid-

erable efforts to emphasise the peculiarities and idiosyncrasies of DMIs [244]. In-

strument makers often ask fundamental questions about the identity of musical

interfaces in view of their complex socio-technical origins [161, 270]. Why and

when can a given technology be defined as musical instrument? How can it be

recognised as such? What are the similarities and differences between acoustic,

electronic and digital instruments or other sound-based information technologies?

In the past years, the notion of instrumentality has been considered by composers,

designers and musicologists engaged working on and with DMIs. Instrumental-

ity refers to those features that determine the specificity of a musical instrument

as distinguished from other sound-producing devices, where it is generally ac-

knowledged that musical instruments are something more than sound-producing

devices.

In his 1987 article entitled Instrumentalities, musicologist David Burrows [78]

addresses musical instruments by focusing on the relation between instruments

and players. He suggests that a musical instrument is ultimately defined by the

intentions and purposes of the person that interact with it.

Joel Ryan uses the term instrumentation to describe a compositional attitude

which “extends from the mechanical design of sensors and controllers, through

the electronics and software of interfaces and finally to the modelling of the higher

level relations between performer and composition” [312, p. 3]. Physical effort is

a key element for Ryan which rejects the idea of the computer as “labor saving

device” and suggests that DMIs can be view as “physicalized models” allowing

for the subtle exploration of musical ideas “at the expense of comfort” [ibid].

Also Cadoz proposes a view on instrumentality grounded in the “sensory physi-

cal phenomena” which should follow mechanical relationships conforming to con-

sistent energetic exchanges. The emphasises is on “the ergotic character of the in-

strumental interaction, its multi-sensoriality and the enactive point of view linking

action and perception” [79, p. 227].

Alperson instead considers “the intention to use the object as a musical instru-

ment” pointing at the fact that musical practices are always culturally situated and

instruments are not mere material objects but they are socially and historically con-

structed and embedded [5, p. 38]. In line with this view, Cance et al. presented an

interview study in which different music technologists had to give their personal
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definitions of musical instrument [87]. As a result, they argue that instrumentality

is not so much dependent on the properties of a device itself, but rather on the

actions and meanings that are associated to a given technology.

Torre & Andersen discuss how the act of perceiving a digital object as a musical

instrument can be considered as directly proportional to the amount (and quality)

of time invested in its development and refinement [348]. They support this idea

with a case study based on the work of Michael Waisvisz and his 30-year long

development of The Hands.

Based on an extensive review of related literature Hardjowirogo introduces a

preliminary inventory for the definition of what she calls “criteria of instrumen-

tality” [161]. This inventory is based on recurring topics associated to this debate

such as sound production, intentionality, learnability and virtuosity, control and

immediacy, agency and interaction, effort and corporeality, cultural context and

audience perception.

Overall, musical interfaces often stimulate researchers to problematise the ontol-

ogy of contemporary instruments, sometime highlighting their unique and special

qualities [239, 342], and sometime appreciating the common traits they have with

acoustic and electric artefacts [368].

We would argued that instrumentality is probably best viewed as a dynamic

concept that is not tied to the object per se but is rather conditioned by the broader

socio-material ecosystem as well as the subjective perception of symbolic, intellec-

tual and physical features [155].

The references here collected are not intended to provide a comprehensive

overview on the ways music technologists conceptualise their instruments. Rather,

our aim is to loosely describe the diversification of instrumental views we can find

in research contexts.

In this regard, musicians often share diverse autobiographical accounts on the

integration and understanding of new technologies within their musical practices.

For instance, Thor Magnusson examines his journey while learning a new musical

programming environment for live coding, and how this affected his musical work

[242]. Rebecca Fiebrink and Laetitia Sonami instead report on their work on the

development and use of machine learning tools in compositional, educational and

research contexts, considering the opportunities and challenges involved in using

machine learning over many years of practices [128].

Particularly relevant for this thesis is the article by Pamela Z A tool is a tool

[381]. She considers how the gradual adoption of digital technologies facilitated
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a transition from singer and songwriter to broader sound-art and performance

oriented practices, involving the use of body gestures and movements as well as

found objects and sounds. In this text, the artist supports the idea that a tool is just

a tool and therefore “[w]hat is really required to make good art is a good artist” [p.

361], a view that is in contrast with some of the pages of this thesis (see Section 2.2

and 4). However, she also acknowledges that tools often influence the work of an

artist, and provides many examples on how her fascination with computers had

great impact on her work.

Pamela Z suggests that technologies, as well as musical practices, are affected

by cultural influences. In particualr, she reflects on the predominance of male

artists and researchers in music technology as a consequence of the fact that “our

culture has always socialized women to feel less confident working with mechani-

cal or electronic devices, and people in general continue to have less confidence in

women’s abilities with them” [p. 358]. From this view point, the mindset promoted

by Pamela Z strongly resonates with the approach promoted in in the dissertation,

which aims to take into account both technological and socio-cultural factors while

also acknowledging that “[t]here are as many ways of working with tools and as

many attitudes toward the tools as there are artists using them” [p. 361].

Overall, the rich debate around the notion of “instrumentality”, which is not

the central focus of our work, provides us with a sense of these different techno-

musical outlooks. Our starting point is that there are no obvious considerations.

The research questions and methods explored in this dissertation aim to support

the critical work of instrument makers suggesting a few strategies to make explicit

and carefully meditate technological concerns and musical values before moving

into the implementation stages.

2.1.3 A practice-based attitude

Magnusson writes that “instruments are actors: they teach, adapt, explain, direct,

suggest, entice. Instruments are impregnated with knowledge expressed as music

theory ... they explain the world” [243, p. 79]. Such directivity is equally true

of music notation [244] and music programming languages [277]. Impett then

argues that (music) technology directly suggests many of the metaphors we live

by [194]. Such views imply that technology largely shapes our abilities to imagine

and compose sonic interaction.
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McPherson and Tahıroğlu consider these influences through the lens of idiomatic-

ity: “patterns of instruments or languages which are particularly easy or natural

to execute in comparison to others” [259, p. 53]. They suggest that similarly, pat-

terns which are idiomatic to a digital tool will also disproportionately appear in

the objects and systems created with that tool. On traditional instruments, musical

patterns which naturally fit the movements of the body often disproportionately

appear in improvisation [104, 338]. Just as an improvising pianist may reach for

chords that fit easily under the hand, the idiomatic patterns of a digital instrument

will suggest certain musical structures, gestures and cognitions [259].

An in-depth reflection over musical tools often leads researchers to develop mod-

els of interactions that fully acknowledge the influence that technological arte-

facts have on creative domains, thus considering artistic actions and outcomes

as “agency shifts in the mid-ways between person[s] and thing[s]” [274, p. 130].

Within the NIME contexts, it is possible to associate these approaches with crit-

ical and creative methods such as as practice-based or material-oriented 3 – see

amongst others [347, 355, 149, 167, 203].

Musicians promoting such mindsets often “view technological interactions less

as means to particular ends, and more as ends in themselves: the tools are not con-

duits to particular material, but are the material themselves” [274, p. 131] ]4. Mu-

sical practices are then asserted for their exploratory connotations as composers

and performers, “in conversation” with the materials, navigate a web of influences

which include ,amongst others, digital tools and instruments as well as physical

environments, scores and emerging sonic structures.

An example of such research practice is the project One Knob To Rule Them All

in which Bowers et al. reflect on “a variety of design issues were explored includ-

ing: mapping, physicality, the question of control in interface design, reductionist

aesthetics and design strategies, and questions of gender and power in musical cul-

ture” [72, p. 433]. Their approach then involved the development of experimental

musical instruments and related performance practices which partially functioned

as reflective provocations into how NIME research is conducted in artistic settings.

Gurevich instead adopted a practice-based attitude to promote an “ecological

view of music-making” which challenges the traditional model of music as com-

munication, the rigid distinction between composer-performer-listener as well as

the location of agency across human and non-human factors [154]. While pro-

3 See [114] for a discussion of the different shadings between research that is practice-based, practice-

led, and so on.
4 See Section 2.2 for a more detailed discussion on the issue of means becoming ends.
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viding a first-person account on the design of instruments for the performance

of pieces from the contemporary repertoire Gurevich then explored how musi-

cal meanings emerge from the “noise” that arises through the interactions of the

nodes of a network “that allows for flexible, mutually informing relationships be-

tween diverse actors” [ibid p. 165] – including composers, performers, spectators,

instrument makers, digital systems, scores and stylistic conventions.

Such views resonate with Donald Schön’s notion of reflection-in-action as a

“reflective conversation with the situation” [319]. According to Mudd: “Schön em-

phasises the importance of a receptiveness on the part of the user (or the designer)

to what comes back from the material in question: how they resist, surprise, and

help to reframe the practitioners perspective of their activity” [274, p. 130].

In contrast with the scientific mindsets, in practice-based methods the researcher-

practitioners often undertake different roles as while making artefacts and per-

forming with them, they “examine latent research themes, explore developing

ideas about practice itself or undertake experiments related to a central topic of

interest” [90, 378]. The musical artefact (intended in a broad sense) is therefore a

focal point of the research project as it is “both an outcome of the research, and

also an integral part of the research method” [ibid].

Creative practices then become precious opportunities for a self-reflection that

can make tacit knowledge communicable, provide insights into creative processes

and point towards larger socio-material research themes beyond the finite work.

For instance, Waters reviews a series of situated musical activities (including his

own works and those from colleagues) to discuss different socio-cultural entangle-

ments that “make instruments musical”; an ecosystemic view that aims to examine

“what happens in the areas of ambiguity between musicians, their instruments and

environments” [368, p.2 ].

Besides providing an overview of one of the foundational NIME research atti-

tudes, this brief overview identifies the epistemological grounds from which this

thesis moves 5. As a result, the research presented in this dissertation privileges a

practice-based approach in which the creative making of musical artefacts is con-

sidered simultaneously as an end in itself and a way to reflect on our practices,

tools and cultural settings.

Overall, we are aware that the analyses and considerations introduced in the

following chapters will inevitably reduce the complexities and richness that char-

acterise the artefacts created by the musicians involved in our research. Our focus

5 I should declare here that, within NIME research, practice-based and contemporary music perspec-

tives are those to which I am closest to, for their humanistic sensibilities and their artistic affiliations.
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is indeed on a small selection of source of influences. However, in spite of their

narrowness, the insights and lessons we learned have been gained through an

art-oriented, critical and holistic attitude that recognises the networks in which

practitioners and instruments are enmeshed.

2.2 the politics of technical artefacts

“Means are superior to the finite ends”

G. W. F. Hegel – [173, p. 747]

“Do artefacts have politics?” is the title of a well-known article by Langdon

Winner [375] on the impact of technological devices and systems in our lives and

communities. Madeleine Akrich [4] claims that “technical objects have political

strength” for their ability of modify and stabilise social, economic and histori-

cal courses. In turn, Horn argues that the shared practices and cultures evolving

around artefacts can be exploited to design new tangible interactions [184]. On

a more fundamental level, Tim Ingold views materiality as an intrinsic guide for

human action: the grain of materials influences our practices as the grain of the

wood guides the woodworker’s strokes [195].

In order to emphasise the “own weight” of technological artefacts Don Ihde

proposes the notion of “technological intentionality” [192]. Similarly, Feenberg’s

argument on the impossibility of neutral tools recognises technology as both a

product of society and a driver of societal change [126]. When the political is un-

der scrutiny, some challenging and productive contributions come from a feminist

standpoint (e.g. [32]), where technological artefacts are often considered as the

non-neutral products of situated perspectives which do not necessarily take into

account outer-edge viewpoints and alternative or marginal practices.

These are some of the accounts that, in contrast with a popular view that technol-

ogy is a neutral vehicle for action and expression, shed light on the ways artefacts

can engender or reinforce social relationships, values, institutions and power struc-

tures – see [25] for a broad and inclusive collection of StS studies addressing the

socio-political implications of technology.

Melvin Kranzberg 6 well synthesised these technological discernments with

the axiom “technology is neither good nor bad; nor is it neutral” [215, p. 545].

6 Melvin Kranzberg was an American historian pioneering the cultural study of technology.

Kranzberg is particularly known for his laws of technology which he defines as “a series of tru-
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Kranzberg expands this statement by suggesting that “technological developments,

many complicated sociocultural factors, especially human elements, are involved,

even in what might seem to be purely technical decisions” so that “nontechnical

factors take precedence in technology-policy decisions” [215, p. 550].

Alongside the socio-political dynamics that foreshadow the design of a given

technology, Kranzberg also emphasises the long-term socio-cultural implications

of technological innovation, reminding us that “technology’s interaction with the

social ecology is such that technical developments frequently have environmen-

tal, social, and human consequences that go far beyond the immediate purposes

of the technical devices and practices themselves, same technology can have quite

different results when introduced into different contexts or under different circum-

stances” (ibid.)

Our approach to the study of the non-neutrality of technical objects is influ-

enced by the work of philosopher Umberto Galimberti 7 who examines how the

ubiquity of technology in contemporary societies radically shapes our identities

and purposes [136].

Although Galimberti engages with a broad set of topics, including ethical and

political issues, we pick a small portion of his discourse on the autonomy of tools,

which is in turn based on the philosophies of Marx and Hegel. We roughly sum-

marise Galimberti’s argument on the ineluctability of technology in two key points:

means become ends, on the modalities through which means can prevail over needs

and purposes [252], and quantity affects quality, on how the quantitative increase of

a given phenomenon imposes a qualitative change to its context [174, 173].

2.2.1 Means become ends

The process through which means become ends has been described by Marx [Cap-

ital, book I, chapter V - 252] in his critique of modern economies [136]. A classic

example is the evolution of the role of money: money can be considered a means

for the acquisition of goods whose production and consumption are the aim of the

economic process. Nonetheless, in modern society, the possession of money has

isms deriving from a longtime immersion in the study of the development of technology and its

interactions with socio-cultural changes” [215, p. 544].
7 Galimberti’s work, which has been translated in many languages but not yet in english, largely

draws on the philosophy of his master Emanuale Severino which identifies the origins of the techno-

scientific culture that predominates our time in the philosophy of Aristotle and Plato [324].
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gradually become the main condition for the achievement and satisfaction of most

goals and needs. Thus, money becomes the absolute end to which everything else

is subordinated – including the production and consumption of goods, which in

turn become means for the accumulation of money.

The tendency of means to become ends is well described by Severino [323] which

illustrates this inversion in various social, religious, economic and technological

contexts. In philosophical settings this phenomenon is often identified as hetero-

gony of ends, whose origin can be traced back to the works of Giambattista Vico

and Wilhelm Wundt.

Technology is commonly conceived as a means to facilitate human action for spe-

cific purposes. However, we are approaching the situation where most our needs

and objectives can be achieved only through technology [136]. In global-north so-

cieties, technology not only mediates almost every aspect of our life, but it sets

the very condition for the realisation of most human activities. Technology then

ceases to be a simple tool and it becomes an end, the achievement of which any

other purpose is subject to. Galimberti notes that also Hegel, before Marx, consid-

ers the relation between means and ends: “the plough is more honourable than

are immediately the enjoyments procured by it and which are ends. The tool lasts,

while the immediate enjoyments pass away and are forgotten” [173, p. 747].

What about the technologies of music? We argue that musical instruments are

often understood as both means and ends, simultaneously perceived as points of

departure and arrival. The significance of traditional instruments goes well beyond

their mere functional elements, to the point that instruments become emblematic

of a given culture, also embodying social, historical and religious connotations

[34].

In western cultures, the instrument is clearly a crucial element for most musi-

cal practice and it is often recognised as coalescence of embodied, cognitive and

emotional features [282]. The focus on the instrument as a goal in itself is indeed

the main concern of most primary training programmes, where pupils are encour-

aged to learn the instrument. However, musical instruments suddenly become

means of expression once musicians start to develop a personal style, pursue a

given aesthetic canon or study a certain repertoire, thus conveying music with the

instrument.

As suggested by Théberge, instruments can be understood in terms of “their

place in a network of relationships - an assemblage - with other objects, practices,
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institutions and social discourses” [345, p. 59]. Accordingly, different networks

might contribute to position an instrument within the continuum between means

and ends. We would indeed argue that, given a particular musical context, these

two conceptions often coexist, to the point that it is often difficult to identify which

of the two prevails. With only a few exceptions (e.g. the human voice), musical

tools are an essential condition for the (re)production of music: there is no music

without a technology of music – the term technology of music here intended in a

broad sense, also including systematic and analytical representations, such as mu-

sical scores [241] and music theories [373].

Let us apply this argument to two specific attitudes found in academic digital

music research (though by no means limited to academia). The idea of music tech-

nology as a medium for expression and communication seems to be particularly

grounded in techno-scientific research communities – see amongst many others

[88]. However, researchers in engineering and computer science generally target

technological development as the primary research objective.

We can then clearly observe the transformation of means into ends as music

practices become instrumental to technological research and development. Such

work typically relies on quantitative methods (i.e. measure, model and evaluate)

with the risk of reducing musical instruments, performance and expression to

issues that should be essentially solved or optimised [153, 156].

As mentioned in previous section, in NIME contexts, we also see an approach

to musical interaction that explicitly puts musical instruments and their making at

the core of contemporary musical practice, “[an] approach where the instrument

becomes a material source for sonic investigations, rendering it more as an end in

itself than a medium for expressing neutral musical ideas” [244, p. 124]. According

to this attitude, which integrates technological research with arts practices, digital

instrument design is considered as a process where musical ideas, tools and ma-

terials co-evolve in a perpetual and explorative dialogue – an exchange in which

“the material kicks back” [274, p. 127].

New instruments then become a crucial source of inspiration for the emergence

of creative and critical practices. Instrumental agencies [96], co-creation [127] and

material exploration are some of the ideas used to qualify material-oriented prac-

tices. By drawing attention to the influence of technology, practitioners engaged

with digital instruments consider music technology as “a necessary and creative
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mediation that can be a source of ideas itself rather than simply a means for their

transmission” [274, p. 123].

We are not suggesting that contemporary instruments are designed with a Marx-

ist outlook. We are also aware that the two approaches here illustrated do not com-

prise the diversity of perspectives we can find across music technology domains.

Our intention is instead to show how some of the prevailing mindsets found in

sound and music computing and NIME contexts are associated with cultural dy-

namics which extend well beyond the scope of music technology. These attitudes

seem to be in line with the general ever-shifting tendency of means to become

ends - whether tacitly exploiting music as a pretext to optimise the latest technol-

ogy, or explicitly considering the critical exploration of music tools and materials

as a core element to the development and use of new musical instruments.

2.2.2 Quantity affects quality

If technology is an end in itself, it follows that its exploration, improvement and

expansion will be ubiquitous. According to Galimberti, the idea that an increment

in quantitative terms of a phenomenon imposes a qualitative change has been first

outlined by Hegel [174, p. 263]:

“[I]f the quantity present in measure exceeds a certain limit, the quality

corresponding to it is also put in abeyance. This however is not a nega-

tion of quality altogether, but only of this definite quality, the place of

which is at once occupied by another”.

Hegel provides material examples (ibid.):

“[T]he qualitatively different states of aggregation water exhibits un-

der increase or diminution of temperature. The same phenomenon is

presented by the different degrees in the oxidation of metals. Even the

difference of musical notes may be regarded as an example of what

takes place in the process of measure the revulsion from what is at first

merely quantitative into qualitative alteration”.

Galimberti extends this argument to the contemporary condition where techno-

logical presence has drastically increased. On a macro scale, technology is, more

than ever, pervasive and affecting our everyday life. On a micro scale, a single

artefact integrates an enormous amount of scientific knowledge and expertise. As
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a result of these quantitative variations, our relationship with technical objects

qualitatively changes.

As long as the available means were barely sufficient to satisfy specific needs,

technical artefacts could still be considered as simple tools subordinated to the

fulfilment of human needs and goals. Instead, when technological ubiquity dras-

tically rises, means themselves, and not us, increasingly determine the range of

possible ends. In these terms, as creators of ends 8, contemporary tools radically

influence our actions as we can only choose within the possibilities that the tech-

nological means make available.

Once again, let us translate these reflections to the context of musical devices.

Due to its breadth and complexity, the evolution of musical instruments is a chal-

lenging issue which exceeds the scope of this dissertation. Nevertheless, it seems

reasonable to trace a path that, through sometimes convoluted lineages, leads to

the progressive appearance of first acoustic instruments, then electronic instru-

ments and finally digital musical interfaces. According to this view, Magnusson

[239] identified a few salient features that qualify the making of these instru-

ments: in a nutshell, luthiers of acoustic instruments have traditionally acquired

their skills mainly through embodied and iterative practices. Such non-theoretical

knowledge is achieved through apprenticeship and builds on a deep awareness of

materials, playing techniques as well as shared aesthetics and cultural practices.

In contrast, (analogue) electronic instrument designers are instead faced with

an increased logic of calculation, science and engineering. They usually have an

understanding of electromagnetism and wave propagation as well as components

such as capacitors, inductors, and transistors. Unlike Antonio Stradivari, Robert

Moog could draw from Fourier’s and Helmholtz’s theories while designing mod-

ular oscillators and filters.

While drawing this distinction we also acknowledge that many contemporary

luthiers of acoustic instruments rely on science and engineering, and we do not en-

dorse a romantic notion of lutherie as being stuck in the 18
th century. For instance,

a remarkable mix of novel hardware/software tech and classical instrument mak-

ing can be found in the work of the luthier Hans Johannsson, which develops

electric violins with embedded convolution engines based on impulse response

8 This term is borrowed from Galimberti [136] and it is here used to evoke poetically the fact that our

actions are less and less inspired by human intentions and needs, and increasingly driven by the

opportunities offered by technical means – we do not because we want but because we can.
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measurements of high quality stringed instruments 9. Moreover, collaborations be-

tween traditional luthiers and audio engineers often lead to the production of new

research knowledge (e.g. [197]) as well music technology products 10.

However, useful insights on this matter can be found in the work of Armitage et

al. which interviewed violin makers in order to inform NIME practices [24]. This

research highlights how violin makers tend to “rely implicitly on their tacit, em-

bodied abilities and experiences” [p. 397] which requires years of practices “where

repetition and flow are important factors for internalising the making process” [p.

395]. Even if the luthiers involved in the study often considered scientific knowl-

edge and engineering tools (e.g. acoustic theory and visualisation tools) useful

aids, these means were often viewed as limited in terms of practical applications.

As mentioned by one of the interviewees: “[w]e rely on our hands” [p. 396].

Electronic instruments may come with instructions and schematic diagrams that

describe their behaviour, whereas “acoustic instruments do not come with a man-

ual, they are manual” [244, p. 107]. Makers of digital instruments are instead often

busy with coding “a set of instructions turned into binary information converted

to an analogue electronic current in the computer’s soundcard” [239, p. 172]. The

digital instrument assemblage possibly requires a computer, a display, a sound

card, an amplifier, speakers and some sort of performance interface. Each of these

units relies on thousands of materials and specialised components, which in turn

were eventually assembled thanks to a multitude of industrial processes. In Mag-

nusson’s words: “from the perspective of Latour’s actor-network theory, the net-

works enrolled in the production of digital instruments are practically infinite.

There is an impenetrable increase in complexity, which means that the inventor

shave to constantly rely on black boxes” (ibid.).

Beside emphasising the “impenetrable complexity” linked to the production of

digital technologies, the “black box” analogy seems particularly appropriate as it

points at the limitations of human intellect to fully grasp the totality of processes

operating inside a given digital instrument. Such considerations might resonate

for those researchers active in the domains of machine learning for audio and

music applications, where we are unable to properly understand the functioning

of our algorithms, and users are left only with the possibility of selecting one of

the many outputs generated by the system. Still, to a certain extent, this condition

9 See the OTHAR project in Hans Johannsson’s website – last access April 14, 2023

10 See Vsound 2, a stand alone pedal with bundled impulse responses of acoustic violins – last access

April 14, 2023
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is not unique to digital technology: it also arises when playing an acoustic piano,

though arguably on a smaller scale.

We do not endorse the view of a “fundamental difference of the acoustic versus

the digital” [239, p. 175]. Instead we suggest that the modalities through which

we encounter an instrument vary, in qualitative terms, over a continuum, rang-

ing from the musical practices in which the body is the only instrument required

(e.g. singing) to the latest deep learning musical interface (until the next “better”

technology will made artificial intelligence obsolete). Musicians can then feel the

smallest qualitative variation between rather similar instruments – indeed, despite

decades of advancement in digital piano technology, acoustic and digital pianos

are often perceived somehow as qualitatively different.

In an effort to avoid an overly radical technological determinism, we treat cul-

tural forces and technical processes “as two aspects of the same phenomenon” [60,

p. 77]. Digital keyboards are a good example of how a technological assemblage,

based on a general purpose processor, can remediate (i.e. refashion or translate

– see next section) specific notions of music and music performance [60] – i.e.

those already inscribed into an acoustic piano. Théberge indeed argues that a cru-

cial factor for the maturation of the synthesiser industry was “the decision by a

number of engineers and inventors ... to move away from making unique devices

to meet the specialised needs of avant-garde composers working primarily in in-

stitutionally based electronic studios and towards the manufacture of affordable,

keyboard-oriented musical instruments” [344, p. 55].

Théberge also describes how the advent of microprocessor in the mid-1970s

profoundly impacted the keyboard industry: “whereas the Minimoog (1970) con-

tained about three hundred transistors and took Moog about six months to design,

an instrument such as Korg’s Wavestation (1990) contained the digital equivalent

of close 300 million transistors and occupied some twenty people for a period of

over three years” [344, p. 70]. Considering the number of socio-technical processes

behind (and inside) a given digital instrument allows us to appreciate how digi-

tal artefacts necessarily imply an increased layering of inscriptions [4] which, far

from being solely technical, are also culturally situated. We might then say that

each component of a musical digital interface is then an active mediator of technical

functions, socio-cultural norms and musical values.
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2.2.3 Inscriptions and (re)mediations

For some time sociologists of technology have argued that while drafting objects

and materials, designers necessarily make hypotheses on the world into which a de-

vice will be used [84]. In her article The De-Scription of Technical Objects Madeleine

Akrich proposes the notion of the script to illustrate how artefacts de-scribe poten-

tial scenarios of uses which were previously in-scribed into technical objects. The

scenario associated to an artefact might then reflects a body of tacit knowledge

and norms assumed for the future contexts of a given technology:

“Many of the of the choices made by designers can be seen as decision

about what should be delegated to a machine and what should be left

to the initiative of human actors. In this way the designers express the

scenario of the device in question: the script out of which the future

history of the object will develop” [4, p. 216].

Akrich introduced the notion of script in order to frame the processes through

which “designers define actors with specific tastes, competences, motives, aspira-

tions” [4, p. 208]. Akrich argues that “designers also assume that morality, tech-

nology, science and economy will evolve in particular ways”, thus a large part of

the work of makers is that of inscribing a vision into an object. While interacting

with a technology we then interpret the script envisaged by the designer, a set of

predictions which include users’ aspirations and behaviours.

In this way a technologist provides a “libretto” delineating the subsequent events

and uses related to the object. Although users will add their own interpretation,

it is likely that the script will become a major factor for understanding the inter-

action between the object and its users. Based on this, it is possible to argue that,

while building an instrument, a luthier transfers into the object specific cultural

knowledge and musical meanings. A violin maker envisions for her instrument

cultural contexts (e.g. music schools or concert spaces), musical aesthetics (e.g.

classical or folk music), physical behaviours (e.g. musical techniques and ethical

conducts) and so on.

Beside the technical expertise, making of an instrument entails the materialisa-

tion of pre-existing musical values and norms. Following with the case of the pi-

ano, the keyboard interface de-scribes specific musical knowledge to impose twelve-

tone equal temperament, percussive (impulse/decay) note events as well as certain

assumptions around diatonic scales (black/white keys), the spatial proximity of
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neighbouring frequencies, the reach of the hand to just over an octave, etc. Con-

sidering the complex evolution of musical instruments and their practices within

the Western history, NIME designers inherit a centuries-old body of knowledge.

New instruments are indeed often discussed in relation to traditional instruments

[312, 205, 163] suggesting that pre-existing socio-materials routines are easily ex-

ploited to inform the design of new instruments as well as to discuss and evaluate

them.

Acoustic instruments have traditionally evolved through relatively slow pro-

cesses, and, far from being obsolete technologies, they steadily persist in contribut-

ing to most of the musical contexts. On the other hand, in fast-paced electronics

and computer industries, technological obsolescence is both the rule and the ra-

tionale for increased consumption. Devices which once stood out for their novelty

and performance gradually fall into disuse, supplanted by newer and ostensibly

better technologies [98, 298, 50]. As a consequence, while it is still possible to get

sounds from a bone flute crafted more than 30,000 years ago, due to the acceler-

ating cycles of innovation and obsolescence, a music software that is more than a

decade old might just as well be prehistoric.

Nevertheless, the cultural evolution of music values and aesthetics does not nec-

essarily proceed at the same speed of technological advancements. The chasing of

perpetual innovation often lead us to focus on the technical element and forget

about (or take for granted) socio-cultural norms and values. By constantly chas-

ing what is ostensibly new we end up forgetting (or ignoring) the history of our

subject, which, amongst other things, implies a loss of awareness of our tools and

techniques.

The most obvious consequence of such is that “new” instruments frequently

repurpose the same old good musical values which tacitly keep influencing the

production of “new” music. On this matter, Emily Dolan has written compellingly

about the way that our conception of music itself is tightly bound up in the key-

board as an interface [115].

On that basis, a useful conceptual tool for the critical study of technology is

the notion of remediation [60]. Following McLuhan’s intuition that “the content

of any medium is always another medium” [256, p. 23] , Bolter and Grusin dis-

cuss remediation as “the formal logic by which new media refashion prior media

forms” [60, p. 273]. This implies that characteristics typical of an existing media are

transferred into the new media. Digital media often remediate analog media, for
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instance the pages of a web portal might remediate those of a printed newspaper.

More specifically, Bolter and Grusin suggest that:

“[A]t this extended historical moment, all current media function as

remediators and that remediation offers us a means of interpreting the

work of earlier media as well. Our culture conceives of each medium

or constellation of media as it responds to, redeploys, competes with,

and reforms other media. In the first instance, we may think of some-

thing like a historical progression, of newer media remediating older

ones and in particular of digital media remediating their predecessors.

But ours is a genealogy of affiliations, not a linear history, and in this

genealogy, older media can also remediate newer ones” [60, p. 55].

In this context, the notion of medium should be understood in a broad sense.

To clarify this, we rely on the discussion provided by McLuhan in the opening

pages of Understanding Media in which he argues that although a light bulb does

not have contents in the way that a newspaper has articles, it is a medium that

has a cultural and social effect – “a medium without contents” that produce space

through its “mere presence” [256, p. 8].

According to this perspective, the design of a digital instrument involves, to a

certain extent, a migration process through which features associated with exist-

ing musical technologies and contexts are re-configured through a novel interface.

Thor Magnusson argues that “what new instruments translate from earlier tech-

nologies are not simply the simulation of an interface, but a whole constellation of

embodied contexts” [243]. This rationale complements Bolter and Grusin’s view,

according to which “what is new about new media comes from the particular

ways in which they refashion older media” [60, p. 15].

A clear example of this phenomenon are modular synthesisers which directly

refashion features coming from prior information technology. Beside material fea-

tures, remediation is also understood as the technological inscription of abstract

knowledge and representations – see the idea of the script previously introduced.

In the case of modular synths, knobs, switches, rack modules, cables, etc. are not

just physical elements shared between different interfaces. Being previously used

as part of measurement devices, these materials convey techno-scientific notions

such as fine tuning, accuracy, predictability, numerical representation, modularity

and automation.

Other examples of cultural remediation within the context of music technol-

ogy are musical tuning and tempo. The equal temperament tuning system, which
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provided the basis for the development of the MIDI communication protocol, is

probably one of the most remediated notions in current music technology – see,

amongst others, the piano roll displayed in most Digital Audio Workstation (DAW)

software. Sequencers and drum machines instead are generally concerned with the

remediation of a very specific type of musical tempo: a never changing four-based

subdivision.

2.2.4 On socio-technical constraints

The complementary notions of inscription and remediation offer a circular view

of music technology: pre-existing aesthetics are embedded into new instruments,

which actively repurpose them and therefore influence the production of new mu-

sic and so on – see Chapter 4 and Chapter 7 for a more extended discussion on

the recursive processes that characterise DMI design and performance.

A confirmation of the presence of these iterative patterns is the widespread of

Western music theories in popular music production softwares. In recent years,

musicians and researchers started to grow awareness on this matter 11 In his book

“Uproot” Jace Clayton writes:

“Digital tools [..] shrink us down to a small set of options. Virtually all

music software is made in the United States or Europe. These programs

all tend to do the same thing, in varying amounts, and that thing de-

faults to a narrow concept of what music can or should be. It matters

because more and more music is being made using this tiny number of

systems. Software tools are never neutral. They reinforce their builders’

blind spots and biases and, once widely distributed, play an active role

in maintaining those assumptions.” [94, p. 137]

Moving from this perspective, Clayton describes the development of the Sufi

Plug Ins: a set of software modulus conceived while collaborating with musicians

coming from the North African (Berber) traditions. In this context, Clayton vividly

illustrate the incompatibility between the square patterns encoded into his music

software and the poly-rhythmic diversity that characterises Berber music. Another

11 For instance, the theme of the 2022 NIME Conference is “Decolonising Musical Interfaces” which

aims to challenge the socio-cultural implications and aesthetic limitations linked to Western-centric

approaches.
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issue encountered was the difficulty to accommodate with his synth the quarter-

tone notes played by his fellow musicians.

Clayton then approached the development of the Sufi Plug Ins by consciously

privileging musical values and knowledge proper of the Maghrebi tradition: “I

didn’t want more choices [..] I wanted fewer, better choices [..] [w]ith my pre-

sets and assumptions embedded. [..] I could do that by incorporating different

defaults, different assumptions, different blind spots” [Ibid. p. 144-151]. This atti-

tude, which resonates with the mindset adopted in this thesis, acknowledges the

inherent limitations linked to a musical tool, and, rather than designing more pow-

erful technology, aims to critically embrace the normative musical values inscribed

in digital production tools.

The idea that instruments support and facilitate specific cultural notions and

practices is well established beyond the music technology domains [104]. In par-

ticular, the notion of affordances [284] and that of constraints [57], often found in

NIME and HCI contexts, present strong affinities with the arguments developed

in this section.

A given object can be examined based on the specific actions it affords – i.e.

makes possible. Inspired by the work of Gibson [143], Norman introduced the

concept of perceived affordances in HCI:“ the properties that the agent perceives as

possible actions upon an object” [283, p. 63] – a perception that is in part socially

constructed and therefore might chance across places and communities.

As in HCI literature the term “affordance” is highly varied in interpretations

and definitions, it might be beneficial to consider the complementary notion of

constraints, which gained through the years a certain popularity in NIME contexts

[292]. Indeed, Magnusson suggests that “affordances and constraints in musical

instruments are two sides of the same coin, but with a change of focus where

affordances point to features that make things possible and constraints define the

limits of the possible” [240, p. 71].

This view is particularly relevant for the research presented in Chapter 4 which

aims to unpack some of the socio-technical factors that contribute to the devel-

opment of simple digital instruments, examining how the values and knowledge

inscribed into digital music tools (e.g. Pd audio programming language) simulta-

neously push towards particular directions and inhibit other possible paths.

In the context of NIME design, Magnusson describes a model of constraints that

resonates with the framework of this dissertation. Three types of constraints are
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identified: “objective constraints (including the affordances of the physical gestu-

ral interface and the limitations of the programming language, protocols, or hard-

ware), cultural constraints (the style of music for which the system is designed),

and subjective constraints (the background and experience of the designer)” [240,

p. 65].

The notion of constraints is particularly suited to describe specific practices

linked to the design of a DMI – see for instance mapping strategies as well as pro-

cedural audio and algorithmic composition methods, which often remediate long-

lasting attitudes inherited from post-Cagean and computer music traditions. How-

ever, the constraints’ lens might result reductive to examine broad socio-cultural

dynamics, as well as subjective attitudes towards music and technology. In this

dissertation, we then adopt the concepts of inscription and remediation described

previously. Nevertheless, the work reported in the following chapters echos the ap-

proach drawn by Magnusson, as cultural, technological and subjective influences

on DMI design are respectively explored in Chapter 3, 4 and 5.

In Chapter 7 we further discuss the notion of constraints as fundamental sources

of creativity in the context of DMI. Based on the findings presented in the em-

pirical chapters, we will defend the idea that the constraints (whether inscrip-

tions or (re)mediations) that characterise digital instruments have the effect to em-

phasise the idiomaticity of the musical interactions supported by these interfaces

[341, 265, 355].

Finally, besides relying on different theoretical systems compare to those usually

found in NIME and HCI literature, the ideas introduced in these chapters aim to

provide a perspective on the presence of constraints and affordances beyond the

properties of a given DMI. On one hand we offer a holistic view on the relation-

ships between contemporary western cultures and technology, see the argument

means becomes ends. On the other, the concept of quantity affects quality lets us ap-

preciate how the myriads of technological layers present in digital instruments

constrain and influence the musical interactions they promote.

According to this view, the work presented in this thesis critically examines

particular digital music tools in order to provide an account on the ways a given

music technology facilitates (or constrains) the development of interactions and

aesthetics. Through this socio-material focus, which mainly relates to the work

presented in Chapter 4 and 6, we then explore an approach to reveal the values

and patterns inscribed in and remediated by digital instruments.
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2.3 situating technology research

“I cannot obtain any truth whatsoever about myself, except through the mediation of

another. The other is indispensable to my existence, and equally so to any knowledge I can

have of myself. Under these conditions, the intimate discovery of myself is at the same

time the revelation of the other..”

Jean-Paul Sartre – [315]

It is common knowledge that computer interfaces vary across cultures: design-

ers present information in different languages, use different iconography to des-

ignate concepts, and employ different representations and semantics. Since the

early 1970s, the ergonomics community has been interested in the development of

practical guidelines aiming to tackle the issues of usability and cultural differences

(for an overview see [83]). In general, rather than offering ready-made solutions,

design principles point out the need of increasing cultural awareness and critical

thinking.

While discussing the processes through which new technologies refashion exist-

ing paradigms, Bolter and Grusin note that each media “participates in a network

of technical, social, and economic contexts; this network constitutes the medium

as a technology” [60, p. 65]. Such thinking poses questions on how different “socio-

economic networks” might differently interpret the same interface and which

traits of a culture most notably shape the comprehension of a given digital in-

terface.

The very notion of “culture” is a complex and problematic one. In the follow-

ing sections we will attempt to provide some workable “definitions” which draws

on previous interface design research. The HCI literature provides a great variety

of interpretations of culture, generally relying on anthropological and sociological

studies – e.g. [335, 177]. However, in HCI domains the tendency is to operationalise

the concept of culture in regards to the specific needs and difficulties encountered

by designers while developing whether cross-cultural or culture-specific technolo-

gies.

Clearly, culture is not a homogeneous construct and the absolute boundaries of

a specific socio-cultural context cannot be determined. Cultures are generally con-

ceived as dynamic entities where different communities constantly interact with

and influence each other [106]. Thus, culture is permanently susceptible to change

and impossible to frame in rigorous and scientific terms. For these reasons, many

HCI principles and guidelines studies leave to the readers the task of identifying
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relevant elements in function of the social differences, economic effects and cul-

tural factors that characterise a given context [330].

Based on these premises, our attitude towards technology research resonates

with the third HCI paradigm described by Harrison et al. [164] 12. As posed by

Frauenberger, this approach “focused on interaction that is situated in the social

and bodily complexities of a messy, real world” where “[t]he cultural and emo-

tional aspects of interaction became more central to the experience of people with

technology” [130, p. 2].

Often drawing on feminist philosophy of science (e.g. [32]), the researchers

adopting this paradigm tend to consider the production of knowledge as circum-

stantial and contingent. One of the foundations of third wave HCI research relates

to the notion of situated knowledge introduced by Haraway [160]. Stated briefly, sit-

uated knowledge questions the traditional idea of objectivity HCI inherits from

engineering – i.e. the researcher as neutral collector of empirical knowledge and

the object of inquiry as a passive and stable.

A close argument to this theory often adopted in HCI contexts, is Lucy Such-

man’s distinction between plans and situated actions [336]. Suchman challenges the

design of interactive systems noticing that, beyond abstract intentions, human ac-

tion is constantly constructed and reconstructed from dynamic interactions with

the material and social worlds [337]. Overall, these perspectives stress the fact that

knowledge is always bounded by socio-material factors, and a good part of the

researcher’s job is to make these limitations visible as much as possible.

In line with these epistemological values, HCI practitioners proposed a variety

of situated approaches for the engagement with communities and cultures. These

include Situated Design [330] and community-based Participatory Design [329].

These attitudes focus “on the social constructs and relations of groups in settings”

[112, p. 183] and examine design practices as always carried out with partiality

and from a specific and embedded position.

12 The evolution of interaction design research is often outlined in relation to the HCI “waves” (i.e.

paradigms), each supporting increasing levels of intellectual diversity [59]. The first mainly relates

to an engineering understanding of human-machine interaction focusing on task optimisation, and

the second instead acknowledges the need of studying social contexts and human behaviours for

technology design [58]. A fourth wave, embracing post-human perspectives and relational ontolo-

gies, has been recently suggested by Frauenberger [130].
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Particularly relevant for our research is the work of Michael Horn which, draw-

ing on Saxe’s form-function shift framework [317], proposes an approach to tangible

interaction design concerned with the “overall experience around an interactive

artefact by cueing productive patterns of social activity” by evoking existing cog-

nitive, physical and emotional resources [184, p. 117]. According to Horn, while

designing a new object, it is therefore possible to elicit, augment or deviate the

interactions associated with existing objects, their environments and cultures of

use.

The role of cultural form in interaction design (i.e. the norms and behaviours

we socially inherit) has been thoroughly explored in HCI domains. The concepts

of perceived affordances and social signifiers introduced by Norman are examples

of the theoretical basis grounding situated design research 13. Another influential

approach in line with these perspectives, relates to the research of Dourish on

embodied interaction, which envisions the relation between interaction, objects,

and meaning as constructed through social and cultural practice [116].

Our work relates to these research trends sharing their overall sensitivities and

concerns. In particular, our intention is to discover the cultural forms and pre-

existing representations that tacitly influence the design of a digital instrument.

2.3.1 A psycho-sociological outlook

In order to set the our research in context, we introduce a few conceptual tools

coming from social psychology studies. These will help to shed some light on the

modalities through which individuals and groups co-develop shared representa-

tions and imaginaries.

Aristotle is one of the first to observe that the individual is unknowable in her-

self as her intelligibility is inherently linked to the social dimension – zôon politikón:

social animal. According to this perspective, identity can be viewed as social gift

and reality might be essentially understood as socially constructed [41]. From a

psycho-sociological viewpoint, this dissertation relates to two well known frame-

works: schema knowledge structures (or mental models) [33, 294] and social represen-

tations [273, 119].

While suggesting schema as an approach to the interpretation of technology

within HCI research, Callahan provide a concise description of this notion: “[schemata]

13 In a nutshell, a design provides clues [283, 284] and designers can exploit them to elicit meanings

and behaviours which are socially shared and interpretable [285].
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include mentally run scenarios to anticipate effects of actions. We call upon schemata

to make sense of, or to help us interpret, information that comes to our senses and

to enable us to be cognitively efficient in responding to our physical and social

worlds” [83, p. 268].

Based on the schema framework, Callahan also suggests a relatively concise

notion of culture which we adopt for our research:

“[C]ulture can be understood as a complex construct encapsulating

shared values, group behavioural patterns, mental models, and com-

munication styles” [83].

The models examined by schema theories occurs when a person tries to under-

stand and interact with the environment: experiences can be added to existing

schemata (accretion), minor changes can be made to account for a more refined

view (tuning), or major structural changes based on new information can occur

(restructuring). When existing schemata do not explain observed phenomena, ad-

ditional new schemata need to be created (schema induction) [316].

Although schema structures are often used to explain individual’s experiences

and behaviours, many schema theorists agree in recognising the influence of con-

texts and cultures on individuals’ development and world interpretation 14. As

Anderson notes:

“The knowledge a person already possesses is the principal determiner

of what a person can come to know. Knowledge, in turn, is conditioned

by culture. Therefore, a person’s culture is a principal determiner of

what he or she can come to know.” [19, p. 8]

This dissertation takes advantage of the perspectives introduced by authors such

as Mead [263], Schutz [320] and Goffman [144] which shows the centrality of the

social dimension for the development of identities, the generation of meanings

as well as the understanding of experience. Due to its focus on social interaction

and communication this approach has been defined by Herbert Blumer as symbolic

interactionism:

“Symbolic interactionism rests in the last analysis on three simple premises.

The first premise is that human beings act towards things on the basis

14 Schema theories are particularly popular in the Anglo-Saxon culture, and they relates to a set of

psycho-sociological approaches which, inevitably, can be here only named. These include the pio-

neering contributions of Bartlett [33], Piaget [294] and Vygotsky [359].
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of the meanings that the things have for them ... The second premise

is that the meaning of such things is derived from, or arises out of, the

social interaction that one has with one’s fellows. The third premise is

that these meanings are handled in, and modified through, an inter-

pretative process used by the person in dealing with the things [s]he

encounters” [51, p. 2]

Within this framework, social representations theories provide an account on the

ways system of values, ideas, metaphors, beliefs allow communication and prac-

tices amongst members of a given social context [273]. On a psycho-sociological

level, social representations then are the processes through which groups and com-

munities produce shared knowledge which “enable individuals to orient them-

selves in their material and social world” [272, p. ix–xiv].

The construct of social representations is particularly relevant for our research as

it is closely related to the theme of values. Indeed, values are here framed as what

is important and orient our actions towards a specific object. We therefore examine

values in light of its implications and relationships with social representations,

ignoring the moral and ethical connotations that are often associated to the term
15. According to this view, values, as emerging from a culture, contribute to the

generation of particular social representations.

The work presented in this research (see, in particular, the studies introduced in

Chapter 3) explores musical instruments as “cultural objects” observing that their

representation, being connected to different systems of value, might widely vary

across the members of different musical communities.

In these terms, we will appreciate that the idea of the musical instrument does

not exist as an autonomous and universal construct, but it is intrinsically situated

within communities which, based on their cultures of reference, produce differ-

ent representations of the object. As we will see, these collective representations

then become elements of reality, secure categories [119] and influence design and

musical practices.

15 Due to its moralistic assonances, I am not particularly fond of the term value, however, beside alining

my work with existing scholarship in both the HCI and STS traditions, the choice seems appropriate

in view of the function that values have in contributing to the construction of shared representations.
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2.3.2 Communities of practice

In order to explore the influence of shared values and representations the studies

presented in this thesis we will often compare the work of musicians active in

different musical contexts. It might then beneficial to delineate what, in the context

of our research, constitute a social group.

The situated and interactional understanding of human conduct outlined in pre-

vious sections led us to consider the work of Etienne Wenger on Communities of

Practices (CoP) [218, 370]; a concept that has been also adopted in various NIME

research to examine groups of musicians concerned with particular musical prac-

tices [250, 249, 248].

Lave and Wenger first introduced the CoP theoretical framework in 1991 [218].

Wenger developed it through the years, proposing slightly divergent definitions

with the consequence of generating some confusion in the usage of the term 16. In

the context of this thesis, we take as a main reference Wenger’s 1998 work Commu-

nities of Practice: Learning, Meaning and Identity [369], which focuses on the “social

relations and meanings that grow up around a work process when it is appro-

priated by participants” [100, p. 537]. Wenger describes CoP as a construct which

relates to three interconnected dimensions [233]:

• Mutual engagement: the interrelations between individuals that contribute

to the creation of shared meanings;

• Joint enterprise: the procedures through which members work together on

a common target;

• Shared repertoire: the shared resources and jargons used to negotiate mean-

ings and facilitate learning within the group.

Based on these elements, Wenger provides a set of indicators to better define

the main features of a CoP – see Table 2.1. An important concept linked to the

CoP framework exploited in this dissertation is the notion of legitimate peripheral

participation [218] – see in particular Chapter 6. With this concept Lave and Wenger

point at the processes through which newcomers approach a community from

“a region that is neither fully inside nor fully outside” [369, p. 117] and moves

towards the centre through growing involvement.

16 See Cox [100] and Li et al. [233] for more detailed reviews on different usages and definitions of

CoP.
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Wenger highlights the importance of the trajectories across different levels of par-

ticipation within a group as members’ are increasingly given opportunities to learn

and develop new skills. This progressive participation then implies that individ-

uals gradually receive from the community (e.g. knowledge and responsibilities)

but also contribute to the group by, for instance, mentoring other newcomers [369].

1 Sustained mutual relationships – harmonious or conflictual

2 Shared ways of engaging in doing things together

3 The rapid flow of information and propagation of innovation

4 Absence of introductory preambles, as if conversations and interactions were merely the continuation of an ongoing process

5 Very quick setup of a problem to be discussed

6 Substantial overlap in participants’ descriptions of who belongs

7 Knowing what others know, what they can do, and how they can contribute to an enterprise

8 Mutually defining identities

9 The ability to assess the appropriateness of actions and products

10 Specific tools, representations, and other artefacts

11 Local lore, shared stories, inside jokes, knowing laughter

12 Jargon and shortcuts to communication as well as the ease of producing new ones

13 Certain styles recognised as displaying membership

14 A shared discourse reflecting a certain perspective on the world

Table 2.1: Wenger’s indicators of community of practice. Extracted from [369, p. 125–6].

The notion of CoP has been also adopted by various researchers in NIME con-

texts to examine the emergence of shared musical practices and explore new peda-

gogical approaches. Particularly significant for this thesis are the reflections posed

by Marquez-Borbon and Stapleton on the “value and meaning of community in

interactive music research” [250].

Marquez-Borbon and Stapleton examine how the notion of community pro-

posed by Lave and Wenger could be applied in music technology contexts, suggest-

ing that NIME might be best described as a “community-of-communities”. This

configuration relates to Fischer’s concept of community of interest where members

sharing the same objectives contribute to the group from multiple domains. We

may say that, in the case of NIME, participants aim to “develop a body of work re-

lated to new digital instruments from different disciplines and perspectives” [250,

p. 308].

In line with this attitude, Marquez-Borbon and Martinez Avila discussed the

problem of DMI adoption and longevity arguing that these issues should be tack-

led also considering the socio-cultural dynamics surrounding musical interfaces

[249].
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By focusing on the situated learning occurring within particular socio-cultural

environments [75, 44], Marquez-Borbon and Martinez Avila suggest a holistic per-

formance pedagogy taking into account broader “ecosystemic factors” which are

beyond particularities of the device itself. Marquez-Borbon further investigates

this approach providing a more detailed account on how through shared learning

experience – including mutual playing, rehearsing, improvising, and composing –

group members “came to a unified language and conceptualisation of the instru-

ment” [248, 585].

Drawing on this body of work, our intention is to discover some of the repre-

sentations we might find within different sub-communities which reflect different

musical practices and histories of learning [248]. This is based on the idea that

practitioners belonging to different social structures might negotiate rather diver-

gent understandings of music performance and tools.

In short: the core assumption behind our work is that through practice and social

interaction musicians develop shared imaginaries [17], which might reflect shared

sensitivities towards specific aesthetics (e.g. musical styles and genres), modes of

expressions and technological views.

The musicians involved in the studies presented in this dissertation relate to

different musical backgrounds, genres, instrumental expertise and ensemble prac-

tices. These elements emerge from and are situated in different social contexts,

including educational institutions and musical venues – e.g. concert halls, music

clubs, festivals and traditional local events. In order to move beyond abstract fram-

ings, the following chapters provide specific information on the musical activities

and backgrounds of the musicians involved in our research – see Section 3.2.2 and

Section 4.2.3.

Despite being suitable for our research, the notion of community of practice is con-

troversial in many aspects [100]. Researchers active in sociological settings argued

that the term “community” might be rather difficult to clearly define [6, 95].

Williams noted that it has “strongly and unqualified positive overtones”, given

that a community of practice might not be necessarily friendly or harmonious

[100]. Wenger’s language and rationale mainly relate to the work place, often fo-

cusing on enterprises and organisations – see indicators 5, 6, 9 in Table 2.1. In the

latest of Wenger’s works on CoP [371], such connotation is emphasised, leading

to a discourse that is closer to a manual for community management rather than

a sociological analysis. In this regard, the functional and problem-solving dynam-
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ics considered by Wenger do not automatically relate to the open-endedness and

purposeless qualities that often characterise artistic practice.

Overall, I am aware that the term community is a difficult qualifier. The appre-

ciation of shared identities within social groups should always be balanced by

the acknowledgement of pluralities that often characterise communities. Thus, as

noted by DiSalvo et al [112], the researcher should always work with great care

not to reduce and essentialise participants or communities.

Yet, Lave and Wenger’s view of CoP “stresses diverse forms of sense of belong-

ing” where “boundaries can be vague” [100, p. 532], acknowledging that commu-

nities often emerged through sustained mutual engagement which evolve over

time. As reported by Cox [100], quoting Gherardi, Nicolini and Odela:

“Referring to a community of practice is not a way to postulate the

existence of a new informal grouping or social system within the or-

ganisation, but is a way to emphasise that every practice is dependent

on social processes through which it is sustained and perpetuated, and

that learning takes place through the engagement in that practice” [142,

p. 279].

2.3.3 Discovering values through design

Our investigations aim to gather a sense of the range of shared values and rep-

resentations we might find across different communities of musical practice. Our

intention is then to show the breadth of possible concerns and priorities musicians

might (re)produce while imagining future instruments (Chapter 3), interpreting ex-

isting music technologies (Chapter 4) and making original interfaces (Chapter 5).

Within HCI, a number of approaches have been developed to elicit stakeholder

views and values. Katie Shilton provides a thorough review of the constellation of

theories and methods for surfacing values and ethics in technology design [327].

One of the most recognised methodologies for the translation of values into de-

sign choices is Value Sensitive Design (VSD). VSD was introduced by Friedman

et al. [132] and it can be defined as “a theoretically grounded approach to the de-

sign of technology that accounts for human values in a principled and systematic

manner throughout the design process” [135, p. 64]. A working definition of value

within VSD is: “what is important to people in their lives, with a focus on ethics

and morality” [135, p. 68]. Methods concerned with empirical investigations for
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value discovery and representations include value scenario [379], value sketches

[376] and semi-structured interviews [102].

Value-driven research is often concerned with the incorporation of broad eth-

ical, environmental and social values (such as sustainability, privacy, democracy,

inclusivity and accountability) into technology design [134, 354], aiming to design

technologies that could help shaping better societies and improve quality of life

[133].

In this regard, many researchers develop a sounding critique of early VSD ap-

proaches aiming to temper the universal notion of ethical and moral values [198].

As noted by Borning and Muller “the belief that there are universal values (from

whatever source – God, evolutionary development, biological determinism, ...) has

on occasion led to the further belief that a particular group, culture, or religion is

the keeper of those values, and needs to impose them on others – with sometimes

tragic consequences.” [68, p. 1128]. Within a project values and priorities might

then be negotiated amongst parties (e.g. designer and stakeholders) and they can

also serve as explicit evaluation criteria [199].

According to this perspective, a key feature of value sensitive design is the sourc-

ing and identification of potential values. One of the most common approaches to

VSD involves a 3-phase process that supports the emergence, development and

grounding of values [199]. This represents the full cycle of a values-led inquiry:

from the process of early analysis to the development of the final product. Our re-

search tackles this emergence phase, illustrating how we can support the discovery

of values linked to the use and interpretation of music technologies.

The following chapters then relates to those VSD research that approach the

emergence of values in contexts based on culturally-specific and participatory pro-

cesses [68, 199]. In particular, we draw on the work of Le Dantec et al. which

suggest a series of explorative VSD methods to foster “the discovery of and en-

gagement with local expressions of values” [219, p. 1144]. Such approach foresees

the empirical exploration of values as embedded into subjective perspectives and

practices. Le Dantec et al. then understand values inseparable from lived experi-

ence as they both shape and are shaped by lived experience.

Although we do not claim to present anthropological research, the work intro-

duced in the coming chapters relates to the attitudes and concerns linked to these

qualitative works, whether to explore digital tools and their culture of use (Chap-

ter 4) or to discuss the evolution of a musical interface through an autobiographical
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perspective (Chapter 6).

More specifically, our investigation builds on a set of technology research con-

cerned with sociology, anthropology, and cultural studies. Our approach to the

discovery of values then aims to investigate knowledge and representations musi-

cians develop through the direct, first-hand involvement with music technologies.

In this regard, our methods are influenced by ethnographic and auto-ethnographic

HCI contributions [117, 306, 110, 108].

An important source of inspiration for our work relates to cultural probes meth-

ods [137, 190, 342] which have been developed to scrutinise complex, socially-

organised settings. Within HCI contexts, cultural probes are generally intended

as packages of objects, questionnaires and exercises which encourage people to

reflect on their experience in an open-ended fashion. These allows researchers to

collect artefacts and data which are then exploited to better understand local cul-

tures and inspire design interventions. The instruments introduced in Chapter 3

and Chapter 5 might be somehow interpreted as cultural probes, since they pro-

vided us with rich and varied accounts “of their beliefs and desires, their aesthetic

preferences and cultural concerns” [137, p. 29].

Based on the relational and experiential framework outlined in this chapter,

the methods adopted in this research heavily rely on hands-on manipulations of

materials and tools. This practical explorations were conceived as playful group

activities, ranging from small groups of 2 up to larger activities of about 30 partic-

ipants. This enactive attitude partially derives from the influence Kristina Ander-

sen’s work had on this research.

Drawing from design and art practices such as embodied design [374], bodys-

torming [289] and dance choreography [211], Andersen considers the concept of

thinking with the hands: “we use physical making as a way of thinking with our

hands and then letting the resulting object support the imagining and talking

about any underlying ideas” [13, p. 39]. The design work described by Andersen

is in many ways inspired by the philosophical work of Dewey which stresses the

centrality of practical experience for the formulation of thought itself:

“[T]he philosopher like the carpenter, the physician and politician know

with their habits not with their ‘consciousness’. The latter is eventual,

not a source. Its occurrence marks a peculiarly delicate connection be-

tween highly organised habits and unorganised impulses. Its contents

or objects, observed, recollected, projected and generalised into princi-
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ples, represent the incorporated material of habits coming to the sur-

face, because habits are disintegrating at the touch of conflicting im-

pulses. But they also gather themselves together to comprehend im-

pulse and make it effective.” [111, p. 182]

The value discovery exercises explored in this dissertation are meaningfully in-

debted with the Magic Machines workshops developed by Andersen. These can be

framed as a set of strategies aiming to expose individual’s visions and knowledge

through the making of “not-yet existing” artefacts [14].

By taking rather literally Clarke’s idea that “any sufficiently advanced technol-

ogy is indistinguishable from magic” [12, p. 8], Andersen exploits the notion of

magical unknown [15] to free participants’ imagination; “a theatrical turn, which al-

lows the users to explore how such an interaction with the real technology might

be” [11, p. 632].

Based on this attitude the musicians involved in this research were indirectly

invited to disclose their personal relations to technology by making musical arte-

facts which materialise their visions and concerns [10].

From a more general viewpoint, Andersen’s attitude inherits the disciplinary

and epistemological perspectives characterising Research through Design (RtD) [385,

69]. Over the last years, the HCI research community increasingly incorporated

design practices to pursue research on technology and its contexts. Although RtD

contributions might vary in methods and results, practitioners often agree in recog-

nising the production and discussion of “artefacts” as a way to ground knowledge,

explore hypotheses, understand contexts or inspire action [140].

As RtD work often looks at the arts and humanities to inform HCI inquiries,

researchers often value the ability of the field to generate diverse, situated and

reflexive outcomes [322, 165, 286, 306] – where the idea of outcome does not refer

solely to the “end product” but rather includes design processes [293], material

reflections [299] as well as people’s use of the created artefacts [363]. These per-

spectives move away from the scientific paradigms and mitigate “expectations of

creating extensible and verifiable theory” [140, p. 945].

2.3.4 Doing research through art and fiction

Alongside the critical and contingent attitudes that characterises RtD, in recent

years, HCI research embraced a variety of approaches as diverse fields have been
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brought into contact with their research practice [287]. Researchers are increas-

ingly engaged with an inclusive and critical discussion of technology, mediating

perspectives from the arts [103] and humanities [166].

This thesis examines the complex and multifaceted nature of contemporary mu-

sical instruments through a series of cheerful, creative and permissive design ex-

plorations. In this respect, our work situates close to fictional, speculative and ludic

HCI approaches [118, 54, 361].

Design fiction has been defined as “the deliberate use of diegetic prototypes

to suspend disbelief about change” [234, 52], and, within the HCI community, its

origins are generally found in the work of Superflux [339], Dunne and Raby [118]

and Julian Bleecker [49]. Researchers often refer to the notion of diegesis as one of

the key features related to design fiction practices [55, 333]. For instance, Bleecker

and Kirby introduce diegetic prototypes, stressing that design fiction artefacts exist

within a narrative [210].

This implies an understanding of fictional objects as means for the creation of

story worlds and discursive spaces [234]. These prompts might embody fears, de-

sires and priorities within open-ended design spaces [55, 138]. Thus, the ambiguity

that often characterised fictional artefacts often announces the generative power of

these investigations [140, 53].

During the years design fiction has taken various forms including textual-visual

“counterfunctional” artefacts [295], pastiche scenario [56] and material speculation

[361]. An approach that particularly influenced our work is the one introduced

by Mark Blythe et al. [55] where design fiction is exploited to generate fragile,

cheerful and sometime naive design ideas. In this research, by fostering playful

narratives and scenarios, fictional artefacts become useful prompts to acknowledge

the complexity of design problems and the limitations of our solutions.

As mentioned in previous section, our work largely builds on Kristina Ander-

sen’s Magic Machines workshops [14]. These have been developed within a larger

body of work exploring the making of open-ended fictional artefacts to materialise

personal technological perspectives [12].

Following Andersen, our research combines “magical thinking” and “embodied

making” to facilitate the emergence of subjective and unconstrained visions – i.e.

narratives entailing makers’ intentions, motivations and feelings. The generation

of make-believes artefacts then allowed us to explore, interpret and compare as-

sumptions and representations associated to musical devices.
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Finally, the approaches to music technology research described in this thesis

certainly pay a tribute to artistic/philosophical movements such as dadaism, sur-

realism and situationism. While planning our studies (see in particular the works

presented in Chapter 5) we broadly looked at these cultural insurgencies; amongst

them Pataphysics was undoubtedly the most inspirational.

Pataphysics is often introduced as the science of imaginary solutions [200]. Ray-

mond Queneau declared that pataphysics “rests on the truth of contradictions and

exceptions” [187, p. 5], and many leading pataphysicians have added definitions

such as the science of the particular which aims to investigate the laws governing ex-

ceptions [201]. While celebrating human subjectivity and the multiplicity of things,

pataphysics offers a severe and ironic critique of positivist thinking, a serious hu-

mour that “finds fertile ground in any mind that thinks the objective truths of

empiricism at least demand a little playful tweaking” [187, p. 2].

Since the “apparent” death of its prime exponent Alfred Jarry in 1907, pata-

physics has silently influenced a large part of western cultural production, includ-

ing – directly or indirectly – academia and scientific research. Within the context of

research dissemination, an example of such pataphysical attitude is the Ig Nobel

Prize: an annual ceremony where actual Nobel Laureates award improbable but

serious research achievements 17. These prizes are intended to applaud unusual

and imaginative research that makes “first laugh and then think” [1] as well as

stimulate people’s interest in scientific research such as medicine or engineering.

Out of the many pata-musical resources that inspired our work, we mention the

Museum of Imaginary Instruments. Curated by Deirdre Loughridge and Thomas Pat-

teson, the museum offers a collections of “fictophones” often existing as diagrams,

drawings or written descriptions [236]. Loughridge and Patteson note that musical

tools “take on physical reality that previously existed only in the conceptual space”
18. This project stimulates reflections on the emergence and evolution of musical

objects and the requirements, at once material and intellectual, they should have

to be acknowledged as musical instruments.

The fascination with surreal, ironic and uncanny objects also exists in design con-

texts. Often mentioned in HCI domains, is the Japanese art of Chindogu, where

a designer produces “un-useless” objects [55]. Unlike other absurd designs, Chin-

dogu must physically exist (i.e. a concept should be translated into an artefact)

17 For instance, the 2019 medicine award went to Gallus et al. for collecting evidence that pizza might

protect against illness and death, if the pizza is made and eaten in Italy - see 2019 Ig Nobel Prize

Winners – last access April 14, 2023

18 See Museum of Imaginary Instruments – last access April 14, 2023.
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and they must be, from a practical point of view, (almost) completely useless [208].

Often Chindogu solve one problem while creating other, larger problems – see, for

instance, the Noodle Cooler: an electric fan attached to the chopsticks that cools

noodles just before they are eaten. In this sense the object is not useless, but neither

is it useful: it is un-useless 19.

The spirit of Chindogu was embraced by Sheridan and the .:thePooch:. collective

who organised the first Chindogu Challenge 20: “a kind of ‘hackfest’ for human-

computer interaction academics with the purpose of challenging them to use an

unfamiliar creative framework” [326, p. 253]. Due to its explicit affiliation with

the HCI realm, this initiative was a main source of inspiration for our enterprise.

Another influence was the Stupid Hackathon, started by Amelia Winger-Bearskin,

a playful event where participants create tech projects that “have no value whatso-

ever” 21. The work presented in Chapter 5 can been then considered as a variation

of the Stupid Hackathon but with a focus on the design of impractical and un-

workable musical devices.

Beside offering a glimpse on the diversification of critical positions we can find

in design and HCI contexts [310], the references above outlined a variety of cre-

ative approaches to technology research. These attitudes and mindsets are fully

embraced in this thesis. Accordingly, we attempt to engage the musicians involved

in this research in creative, artistic and exploratory activities. This open-ended and

generative approach allowed us to sidestep functional and technical practices and

uncover cultural values and representations.

2.4 chapter conclusions

This chapter outlined the theoretical basis of our research which encompass ideas

and approaches from a variety of fields. In Section 2.1 we attempted to provide

an overview of the intricate techno-musical perspectives that we can appreciate in

music technology contexts.

To drastically simplify, NIME is concerned with creating new instruments, prin-

cipally but not exclusively using digital technology. The NIME community em-

braces certain cultural and aesthetic values (although with wide variance across

practitioners) whose identity is the topic of ongoing conversation [156, 90, 270,

45, 271, 170]. Finally, NIME prides itself on its multidisciplinarity, including its

19 For a better understanding of Chindogu see The Ten Tenets of Chindogu – last access April 14, 2023

20 See the Chindogu Challenge organised by the .:thePooch:. in 2005 – last access April 14, 2023

21 For an overview of the first Stupid Hackathon - last access April 14, 2023
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parallel roots in HCI and arts practice [250]. None of the three aforementioned

statements is an inevitable consequence of any of the others.

This research does not intend to resolve longstanding debates about what values

are (or should be) found at NIME. Rather, this thesis aims to support researchers

in the process of unpacking the socio-technical intricacies that characterise musi-

cal interfaces and their contexts and critically challenge technology ideation and

development.

What is currently missing in NIME research, we argue, are non-reductivist, gen-

erative, uncertainty-seeking and practice-based strategies for the discovery of the

techno-musical visions inscribed into digital tools [71]. Following this attitude, our

work aims to explore the tacit socio-material conditions that facilitate the emer-

gence of certain music technologies from certain socio-cultural environments (and

not others). We do not claim to uncover the entire spectrum of factors influencing

the work of musicians and designers. Rather, this dissertation outlines a set of cre-

ative approaches for the acknowledgement of values and perspectives that avoid

overly theoretical discussions and objectifying procedures.

Drawing on philosophy of technology and STS studies, we also introduced a

set of arguments on the non-neutrality of technology, suggesting that, due to their

countless inscriptions, digital instruments actively promote musical ends and val-

ues in ways that are qualitatively different compared to the constraints and affor-

dances of traditional instruments. This perspective supports the research questions

posed in this dissertation, highlighting the need to expand our critical abilities for

the discovery of values in music technology contexts.

Furthermore, the observations articulated in Section 2.2 provide a viable theo-

retical framework for the scrutiny of the modalities through which digital tool and

materials influence music technology practices. In particular, the means become ends

and quantity affects qualities perspectives will be further considered and discussed

in light of the research presented in the following chapters.

Finally, we reviewed the existing technology research which provides crucial

points of reference for the studies presented in this dissertations. The selection of

HCI and design work presented then illustrate key operative concepts and terms

such as value discovery and communities of practice. Based on these considerations

we can now intone: this research focuses on the discovery of values inscribed into

musical interfaces and mediated by communities of musical practices.

Section 2.3 also introduced different approaches to design research which priv-

ilege artistic, open-ended and critical attitudes. The work reported in this thesis
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then draws on these methods, adopting and re-interpreting them based on the dif-

ferent research demands and interests addressed in the various chapters. By mov-

ing away from classical design methods, we aim to advance the debate around

the complex, interdisciplinary and multifaceted nature of contemporary musical

instruments, thus questioning the assumptions and routines we sometimes en-

counter in academic and research areas through playful and creative design explo-

rations.
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3
O N M U S I C A L C U LT U R E S A N D C O M M U N I T I E S O F P R A C T I C E

This chapter is built on significant material from ‘Making Up Instruments: Design Fiction

for Value Discovery in Communities of Musical Practice’ by Lepri and McPherson, origi-

nally published in the proceedings of the Designing Interactive Systems Conference, DIS

2019 [225] and ‘Fictional Instruments, Real Values: Discovering Musical Backgrounds

with Non-Functional Prototypes’ by Lepri and McPherson, originally published in the

proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expression,

NIME 2019 [228].

The two studies presented in this chapter aim to examine how diverse musical

backgrounds related to specific communities of practice influence the ideation of

music technology. First, I introduce a design fiction workshop in which musicians

active in different musical contexts are invited to imagine and sketch not-yet exist-

ing music instruments “as if by magic”. This research provides a sense of the range

of interests and concerns we might find across the various groups. The intention is

then to explore the breadth of possible values and priorities in relation to different

music cultures and practices, and by extension some processes by which values

might be queried in other areas of SMC and HCI.

Second, I report on an online survey in which music technologists were asked

to speculate on the background of the musicians who designed the fictional in-

struments. This follow-up study aims to gather further evidences of the presence

of shared musical values in the musical prototypes created. In particular, it in-

vestigates whether observers with music technology experience can work out the

background of the musicians involved in the design fiction workshop based on

photos of the prototypes and a short descriptions provided by their creators.

3.1 background

Instrument makers envision for their instruments contexts (e.g. music venues and

schools), aesthetics (e.g. genres and stiles) and behaviours (e.g. performance tech-

niques). Likewise, by means of teaching, composing and performing, musicians
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are influential vectors through which musical values are conveyed within com-

munities. Different musical communities – linked to different technologies and

practices – might then develop different values which shape the development and

use of musical artefacts. As considered in Section 2.1, the NIME communities em-

brace an assortment of cultural values – with variance across practitioners – which

might considerably influence the ways researchers envision and understand novel

musical interactions [156, 270]. Typically, practitioners recognise the multidisci-

plinarity of the NIME field, including its parallel roots in HCI and arts practice

[250].

This chapter examines the ways in which an individual designer might express

their own values through making, and what cues an observer would then use to

recognise them. The two studies introduced can be considered as value discovery

exercises [220] involving design fiction [14] and community-based design method-

ologies [112].

The work detailed relies on design fiction methodologies [52]. More specifically,

our research draws on the work of Kristina Andersen and it can be considered

a variation of the Magic Machine workshops [14]. As reported in Section 2.3.4

design fiction has been defined as “the deliberate use of diegetic prototypes to

suspend disbelief about change" [234, p. 210]. The narratives that an artefact con-

veys are not just about the imagined device and its functionalities, they rather

contribute to “the creation of cultural objects, allowing them to act as prompts

for a story we tell about ourselves” [10, p. 2]. The first study presented focuses

on the exploration of cultural artefacts through crafting activities. The intention

is then to identify shared musical values and investigate the modalities by which

they might be transferred into a future technology. The follow-up study instead

exploits the mock-up instruments as open-ended design spaces [139], thus taking

advantage of the ambiguity that often characterised fictional artefacts to engage

music technologists and allow them to freely interpret the artefacts’ origins [140].

Section 2.3.3 examines a number of HCI approaches developed to elicit stake-

holder views and values. Value-driven research is often concerned with the in-

corporation of moral and social values (such as sustainability, privacy, democracy,

inclusivity and accountability) into technology design, aiming to design technolo-

gies that could help shape better societies and improve quality of life [133, 354].

On the other hand, various research has approached the discovery of stakeholders’

values based on more culturally-specific and participatory processes [68, 220]. The

works here introduced are oriented towards these kinds of socio-cultural investi-
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gations, in order to discover patterns of experience and meaning-making related

to the engagement with music technology [198].

The reflections introduced in Section 2.3.2 sought to provide the working def-

inition for the notion of “community” used in the dissertation. The musicians

involved in the design fiction workshop share specific musical backgrounds (learn-

ing and educational processes), instrumental expertise and ensemble practices.

These elements are also situated in specific places and social gatherings (e.g. mu-

sic schools, concert halls, clubs and festivals). Based on Anderson’s contributions,

we interpreted communities as requiring shared imaginaries, intended as sets of

values and symbols common to a particular social group [17]. In this research,

we are interested in both the sharing of interests towards specific aesthetics (e.g.

musical genres) and in common legacies received from music traditions (e.g. in-

fluential musical contributions and narratives related to specific social groups and

geographical areas).

Finally, our work has been inspired by various HCI research engaging with spe-

cific social groups. Participatory Design (PD) research often aims to work with

and for communities by focusing on “the social constructs and relations of groups

in settings” [112, p. 1]. Within the vast spectrum of community-based PD research,

various research influenced the work presented in this chapter as they show sim-

ilar sensitivities and overall goals. These include the fostering of cultural produc-

tions as a way to make public subjective views of first and second generation

immigrant youth [48], and the mediation of stakeholders’ values where digital

technology was designed to support the experience of adults with severe intellec-

tual disabilities in art museum [198].

3.1.1 Research questions

The studies introduced in this chapter address the following research question:

How can we discover shared values and assumption produced by different communities

of practice in relation to new instruments?

In particular I ask:

• In what ways does the involvement with a community of musical practice

shape the understanding of musical interactions?
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• Given a novel musical instrument, to what extent can the musical back-

ground of its maker be identified?

• How do makers’ musical background influence the design and interpretation

of new DMI?

3.2 as if by magic workshop

Figure 3.1: People making things

This Section introduces the As If By Magic workshop, a hands-on activity in

which musicians active in different musical contexts were invited to envision not-

yet existing musical instruments. The purpose of the workshop was to produce cul-

tural low-fi artefacts [10, 137] through crafting activities. As the workshop aimed

to explore possible design spaces emerging from the musicians’ subjectivity, it was

conceived as an open-ended exploratory experience. The intention of outlining an

open-minded setting also influenced the selection of materials provided: mundane

and everyday objects.

3.2.1 Workshop materials

Figure 3.2 shows the materials mainly used in our workshops: cardboard, dis-

posable cups, paper plates, masking tape, roll of twine, scissors, wire cutter, paper

clips and pins, metal wire, plastic ball, elastic bands, straws and toothpick. The ma-

terials were arefully selected according to Andersen’s referenced methodology [12,

p. 93]. While choosing the materials, we avoided tool kits, electrical components,
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sensors and software units. Most of the participants involved were not familiar

with hardware and design tasks; the materials have been therefore selected to be

perceived as not intimidating. Moreover, to support the creativity of the musicians

we sought to bypass paradigms, uses and discourses linked to existing technology.

It is not my intention to negatively label research that encompasses the design

and analysis of toolkits for the development of new musical instruments (see [82]

for a successful example of this approach). However, we would argue that any

functional technology always embodies specific uses, intentions and meanings.

In sustaining this point, we refer to the notion of perceived affordances as intro-

duced by Norman within the context of HCI. In a rundown, a design provides

clues [284]. We avoided tool kits, electrical components, sensors and software units

because of the affordances already present in the given technologies (as properties

both related to the actual objects and dependant on culture, prior knowledge or

expectations of the person). In line with this considerations, Kristina Andersen

discourages materials with distinct acoustic properties (e.g. boxes and wood) as

their usage risks to limit people imagination and inventiveness [14].

Based on this framework and Andersen guidelines, we privileged mundane

and everyday objects. By sidestepping tools and materials directly linked to exist-

ing functionalities, we aimed to free participants and facilitate the emergence of

individual values and purposes.

Figure 3.2: Curated material selection for the As If By Magic workshop.
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3.2.2 Participants’ background

The various workshops involved 29 musicians: 20 male, 9 female, aged between 16

and 65 (average 32). After recruitment, detailed information on each participant’s

instrumental background, musical practices and aesthetic preferences were col-

lected through an online survey – see Section 3.2.4. As mentioned in Section 2.3.2,

We are aware that the term community is often difficult qualifier. Professional mu-

sicians are often engaged with two or even three different musical communities,

thus dealing with different practices, genres, aesthetics and styles. Furthermore,

in addition to traditional instrumental skills, 9 participants declared to have mu-

sic technology expertise (i.e. a strong multidisciplinary background). However, for

each participant it was possible to identify a community of practice and two genres

(primary and secondary) in line with the various backgrounds and music activi-

ties declared. The participants involved in the workshop are musicians active in

the following musical communities:

• Ethnic1 - Afro-Cuban 2 musicians, Middle-East 2 musicians, Balkan 2 musi-

cians, Italian-Folk 1 musician;

• Classical - Classical orchestra repertoire 6 musicians, Contemporary Classi-

cal / New Music 2 musicians;

• Electronic Electroacoustic 5 musicians, IDM (Intelligent Dance Music) and

Alternative 3 musicians;

• Improvisation Free Improvisation (electronics excluded) 3 musicians;

• Rock, Pop and Jazz - Rock and Pop 2 musicians, Jazz 1 musician.

3.2.3 Workshop facilitation

Andersen’s original workshop aims to encourage participants in the direction of

thinking outside the box in order to promote a shift outside their normal way of

thinking about music and musical instruments. The workshop facilitator should

thus carefully balance two parallel processes: the promotion of novel ideas while

letting participants follow their trains of thought without interference. Rather

than provoking original and disruptive design ideas, this work focuses on the

1 In this context we use the term ‘ethnic’ as shorthand for specific regional musical traditions rooted

in the history of a particular community, while acknowledging that the other musical communities

in this study may also be considered to exhibit these properties.
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emergence of existing musical values and instrumental concerns. We therefore ap-

proached the task of conducting the activity with the intention of exploring latent

assumptions on music technology. We are not interested in the novelty per se; in-

stead we exploit the workshop to elicit participants’ internalised musical values

that influence their expectations of the nature of musical instruments.

Drawing on Andersen’s approach, the terminology used while introducing the

workshop tasks have been carefully pondered. The word magic “is used delib-

erately to introduce the notion of new, powerful and unknown” [12, p. 39]. In-

stead, the word machine evokes something rather undefined associated to the ideas

of technology and physicality. The words instrument, design and technology are

avoided in order to prevent participants limiting themselves to ideas they already

consider possible with current technologies. The language used aims to “open up

the query beyond what it is adjacent to our current technologies” [12, p. 35].

During the As if By Magic workshop the musicians engage with the activity of

sketching a magic machine that should address performative features or sonic pos-

sibilities defined by the participants themselves. The overall duration was around

1 hour, depending the number of participants. After a brief introduction (welcom-

ing and presentations) the musicians are provided with two prompt activities: (i)

write down a relevant aspect of your instrumental musical practice (ii) draw one

sonic element of a music you particularly enjoy playing or listening to. The aim of

the prompts is to situate the work within the musical practice of each participant,

i.e. instrumental and aesthetic outlooks. The prompt activity is an achievable and

fast task that frames the upcoming design phase. Figures 3.3 3.4, 3.5 are examples

of participants’ drawing prompts.

The musicians are then asked to use the available materials to build the machine

that addresses the prompt. Thus, participants are invited to build mock-up instru-

ments that work as if by magic. The contents of the prompts must be translated into

an imagination of the device that privileges, supports or produces them. Once the

group has finished building the prototypes the facilitator invites the musicians to

present their machines and explain its functionalities (e.g. how should the ma-

chine be played?). After each presentation, the facilitator invites the whole group

to share comments, impressions and ideas.

This activity takes the form of a group discussion and it aims to explore possible

divergent interpretations of the artefact and the degree of agreement in regard to

the ideas proposed. During the first phase of the workshop, we provided general

instructions and clarified requirements while taking care not to suggest ideas. For
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group discussion, the facilitator asks open-ended questions, often inviting partici-

pants to elaborate on phrases the participants themselves previously said. Overall,

we ran 8 workshops with an average of 3 participants per workshop. The schedul-

ing of the activities was organised to group together musicians belonging to the

same communities of practice, with the aim of eliciting shared values and con-

cerns within each community.

Figure 3.3: Examples of abstract sound and music drawing prompts.

Figure 3.4: Examples of figurative drawing prompts, including a musical score and nature

elements.
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Figure 3.5: Examples of drawing prompts representing sound/music in time or space.

3.2.4 Data analysis

The analysis of the data focused on establishing connections between the work-

shop results and the cultural heritage of the musicians involved. More specifically,

once we were able to identify analogies within communities, we aimed to look

for theoretical explanations in relation to the similarities and differences spotted

between the groups. This is based on the idea that cultural phenomena can be bet-

ter understood when they are compared in relation to contrasting (meaningfully

different) cases [77]. This process led to the identification of different perspectives

related to the interpretation of not-yet existing technologies – see Section 3.2.6.

The analysis included both the workshop outcomes (i.e. mock-up instruments

and interviews) and the information gathered through the online survey. For each

participant, we were able to gather information related to (i) the instrument(s)

played and the year of practices, (ii) the genres of music studied and currently

practiced, (iii) aesthetic and stylistic preferences (i.e. favourite genres and influ-

ential musicians or ensembles). These data related to the musicians’ background

were organised in a set of variables:

• Main Genre - Jazz/Blues, Classic, Rock, Soul, Middle East, AfroCuban, Balkan,

Electroacoustic, New Music, Free Improvisation;

• Second Genre - Classic, Electronic, Funk, Alternative (misc), World music,

Pop Rock, Middle East, Europena Folk, Ancient, Jazz, Free Jazz, New Music;

• Main Instrument - Guitar, Bass guitar, Plucked Ethnic, Percussion Ethnic,

Trombone, Flutes Ethnic, Piano, Electronics, Karlax, Cello, Flute, Violin, Sax-

ophones, Voice
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• Year of instrumental practice - Ranging from 2 to more than 20;

• Second Instrument - Bass guitar, Modular Synth, Electronics, Percussions

Ethnic, Piano, Marimba, Plucked Ethnic, Guitar, Theremin, Voice, None;

• Instrument Design Expertise - High, Medium, Low.

Regarding the level of instrument design expertise, almost half of the musicians

involved (12 participants) did not have specific knowledge and experience related

to instrument design. On the other hand, 10 participants declared to be involved

in the development or modification of instruments or technologies for music per-

formances. The remaining participants declared to have had some experience in

repairing existing instruments or building simple music interfaces.

Both prompts and machines were documented (i.e. pictures) for later analy-

sis. The group discussions and presentations were audio recorded and manually

transcribed. These data were analysed following a thematic analysis methodology

[311] characterised by a data-driven (inductive) approach: looking for patterns,

similarities and correlations while analysing the data [105]. The various codes

were collected in a codebook which has been systematically updated and refined.

The various codes were organised by categories: groups of codes that shared spe-

cific elements and features.

We conducted five iterations of coding, and only once the code book was estab-

lished did hypotheses or theories emerge. The method adopted (from open coding

to category formation) forced us to critically look at data through many lenses and

each concept earned its way into the discussion by repeatedly being present in the

data [178, 99]. The full process of data analysis can be summarised in the follow-

ing steps:

• Open coding - formation of initial codes from the interview data. We read

the data in order to become aware of (i) the most present words and phrases

and (ii) the information that seems to be of importance or interest to the

research;

• Codebook - collection and re-assembling of initial codes. The codebook is

constantly updated and refined at each coding iteration. Each code is made

of a label, a definition (with inclusion and exclusion criteria), and examples.

The codebook was developed to: (i) identify central phenomenon (e.g. rep-

resentation of musical activity); (ii) explore causal conditions (e.g. presence
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of puppets and figurines representing musicians); (iii) identify context and

intervening conditions (e.g. musician declarations on the artefact);

• Category emergence - hypotheses (i.e. themes relevant to specific issues)

were formulated using the codes defined. This process entailed the selection

of the core themes, systematically relating them to other themes and vali-

dating those relationships. Codes relate to a common theme were grouped

together through a criterion of higher order commonality;

• Concepts - grouping categories to find yet higher order commonalities for

the emergence of high-level ideas.

3.2.5 Findings

This section introduces the results of our analysis. According to the approach

proposed by DeCuir-Gunby et al. [105] the various themes identified are presented

with a short description and examples from the interview data.

A summary of the analysis’s thematic headings is presented before describing

the results in more detail.

• Artefact Interpretation

– Representation

– Non functional prototype

– Functional artefact

• Technological References

– Traditional instruments

– Current electronic music technology

– Not existing music technology

• Expression and Perception

• Musical Aesthetics

• Body Interactions and Technological Agencies

Artefact Interpretation

One of our main findings relates to the participant understanding and interpre-

tation of the produced artefacts – i.e. the nature of the objects designed. It was

possible to identify three main approaches to the presentation and interpretation

of the various mock-ups: functional artefact, prototype and representation.
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representation The artefact is described as a representation of a musical

activity (e.g. playing or listening music), see Figure 3.6. The artefact components

are often associated with elements related to the targeted activity (e.g. people,

objects, spaces or actions). The artefact does not imply any functional element and

it is not linked to the ideas of machine, tool or instrument. These mock-ups often

include puppets, dolls or figurines. The artefacts can also represent a more abstract

idea (e.g. notion of music) or a state of mind (e.g. intimate and focused condition

achieved while playing). This approach is rather common within the classical and

ethnic communities, and nearly absent in the other groups.

P142 (classical) - “So, mine is not exactly a musical instrument.. it is more

like a representation of music.. and I did represent the orchestra.” Figure 3.6 –

P7 (classical) - “This would be the musician, and this would be the audience..

and so the elastic bands are the connection between the musician and the

audience..”

Figure 3.6: Example of artefact representing a musical activity – Conductor and Orchestra.

non functional prototype The artefact is introduced as a model for a

potentially workable instrument, see Figure 3.7. Although there might still be ab-

stract or undefined elements, the makers tend to associate specific functions to

specific parts of the artefacts. Moreover, the participants might evaluate the model

in terms of plausibility (e.g. considering scale and range). In order to describe the

2 Participants are quoted using labels for anonymity (e.g. P1) followed by the musical context in which

they are mainly involved in.
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prototype, the designer might refer to: modalities of input, interactions between

the artefact elements, structural or aesthetic elements, different versions of the

same object. This type of artefact is prevailing within the electronic music commu-

nity but it can also be found amongst classical and pop-rock-jazz musicians.

P12 (classical) - “The air should go through the tubes, which have different

timbre and frequencies, because they are made of different materials and differ-

ent lengths.. so each of them is conceived for a type of sound” Figure 3.7a

(a) Corpo Souno – an organ inspired instruments

with tubes filtering the air.

(b) The wheels – a wheel based mechan-

ical machine for the generation of

polyrhythms.

Figure 3.7: Examples of artefacts as prototypes of potentially workable instruments.

functional artefact The musician builds an artefact that can actually

make sound (see Figure 3.8), although this was not required by the workshop in-

structions – i.e. make “as if by magic”. Most of these objects are intended literally

as functional and often a proper demo showcased by the participants (eventually

playing the instruments together as an improvised ensemble). In some cases, musi-

cians apply basic instrument design knowledge (e.g. making a reed out of a straw)

as an easy solution to the workshop task. This happened 3 times with ethnic mu-

sicians. Free improviser and electronic musicians were instead more interested in

the actual exploration of the sonic possibilities of workshop materials.
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P4 (impro) - “You just have the reaction of the elastic bands.. you move these

around..” Figure 3.8b – P13 (rock-pop) - “I was trying to make a certain

sound with the things that are available to me.. so I was like what can I do

with these? It’s like a proper sound!” Figure 3.8a

(a) Personal Shaker – connected cups filled with

materials that only the performer is able to

listen to.

(b) Stochastico – percussive instrument equipped

with many different tools and materials.

Figure 3.8: Examples of functional musical artefacts.

Technological References

Further elements emerging from our workshops are the analogies with familiar

musical tools. While introducing the artefacts, the musicians tended to discuss

the objects in relation to traditional instruments or current music technologies.

However, ideas and designs not easily associable to actual music performance

devices are also introduced.

traditional instruments While analysing the presentations, it is possi-

ble to identify direct analogies to traditional instruments (e.g. classical orchestra

or ethnic instrument) or traditional playing techniques (e.g. air emission, bow-

ing, singing, plucking) – see Figure 3.9. Moreover, the artefacts themselves often

resemble features clearly suited to the Hornbostel & Sachs original classification

[358] (i.e. electronic instruments excluded). Apart from electronic musicians, all

the groups generously refer to traditional instruments.

P22 (ethnic) - “The Egyptians call it ‘Mismar’.. the idea was [to build] a wind

instrument broadly from this family” Figure 3.9c – P2 (jazz) - “I’m gonna

call mine Antenna Lele.. it has a neck then you can fold in several parts to get

different notes..” Figure 3.9b
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(a) Bands in a Box – a string-based instru-

ment inspired by the bass guitar.

(b) Antenna Lele – guitar like

instrument with bendable

neck.

(c) Flute – a double reed

artefact inspired by

Middle-East wind

instruments.

Figure 3.9: Examples of artefacts inspired by traditional instruments.

current electronic music technology Musicians also tend to provide

references to existing electronic music technologies and instruments, see Figure 3.10

– e.g. synth, sampler, sequencer, drum machine, laptop and software instruments.

These are generally not easily classifiable using the Hornbostel & Sachs original

system. Allusion to existing techniques and tools used in sound and music com-

puting contexts (e.g. representation and retrieval of audio data or digital sound

processing techniques) were also reported. Interestingly, within our groups, these

references are the least frequent. As expected electronic musicians were the most

active in mentioning this type of technology. However, regardless the musical com-

munity, participants with a music technology background tended to include cur-

rent music technology in their descriptions.

P1 (electronic) - “It looks kind of like the Laetitia Sonami thing.. built at

STEIM right? so the Web..” P6 (classical, working in a music technology

lab) - “This is like a programmable instrument.. either it can take some input

and then play it by itself or it records what do you have played and output

some MIDI files or OSC” Figure 3.10
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Figure 3.10: The Practitioner – programmable synthe-

siser/sampler which combines many dif-

ferent modalities of input (keyboard, gui-

tar and trumpet) and supporting wireless,

OSC and MIDI comunication.

not existing music technology The artefact is introduced as a not-yet ex-

isting technology (not necessarily electronic) or technique for music performance –

see Figure 3.11. These could be completely imaginative or related to objects not be-

longing to music performance contexts. Within our groups, electronic and impro-

vising musicians seemed to be the most keen to envision disruptive instruments

that tend to step outside the borders of current technology.

P28 (electronic) - “The idea of making this thing, that is between a fishing

hook and a bolas.. maybe it would be nice to have an instrument that could

throw things..” Figure 3.11

Figure 3.11: Sonic Alarms – wire based instrument for upper and lower limbs
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P11 (electronic) - “The problem here is that this instrument is a one-shot

instrument, you can use it only one time..” – P3 (impro) - “It makes me

think of like a really badly made spaceship.”

Expression and Perception

Our musicians often used the mock-ups to talk about the act of communicating

with listeners and stimulating feelings through sound. Emotions, then, might be-

long to the audience as well as to the musicians.

P14 (classical) - “Even if it is not very easy to represent.. it is there.. the

conductor passion is what moves and transfer everything to the orchestra..”

Figure 3.6

The perception of music and sound it is also an emerging theme. The act of

listening is often considered as a fundamental ability that musicians must con-

stantly develop. The artefacts might support the abilities of listening and feeling

both yourself and the others (e.g. audience or ensemble members). Thus, the idea

of feeling inner and outer musical worlds is crucial and abilities such as focus and

sensitivity are important elements often embedded into the fictional instruments.

P20 (ethnic) - “This is something that amplifies listening abilities..” – P16

(folk-ethnic) - “This element is related to the perception of sound, meaning

and emotion..”

These concerns are generally distinctive of the classical, ethnic and pop-rock-

jazz groups. The idea of expression intended as moving people through the music

produced by the instrument was a recurrent topic in these communities. Moreover,

these concepts were sometimes linked to the interpretation of a repertoire that is

culturally grounded and codified.

P14 (classical) - “One of the first thing I thought about is Rhapsody in Blue..

the piece we are playing with the orchestra..” Figure 3.6 – P2 (jazz) - “That’s

related to a MIDIfied representation of a Jazz standard I am listening a lot

lately”

On the other hand, electronic musicians and free improvisers tended to manifest

compositional interests and the use of the term expressive would typically refer to

the possibility of exploring and manipulating sounds.
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P9 (electronic) - “My instrument basically allows for different expressive

possibilities.. it allows for the possibility of creating different timbres.. rubbing,

impulsive and emission..”

Musical Aesthetics

As hoped, many subjective preferences on musical aesthetics and stylistic taste

turned up. Classical and pop-rock-jazz musicians mainly described the imagined

output of their instruments in terms of music theory: notes, pitches, rhythms, dy-

namics and polyphony. The sonic qualities foreseen were mainly associated with

traditional instruments with allusions to rock-pop-jazz ensembles or to orchestral

sonorities.

P2 (jazz) - “I wanted an instrument that was able to play single notes,

melodies and harmonies but with lots of flexibility..” Figure 3.9b – P24 (clas-

sical) - “I guess it’s a sort of like organ sound that I have in mind.. you could

actually be operating something quite chordal altogether and moving quite

polyphonically..” Figure 3.7a

While introducing musical ideas, the notion of timbre was predominant within

the electronic group. The alleged sounds produced by the mock-ups were often

described in relation to physical behaviours (e.g. interacting objects) relying on

acoustic and physical principles. Moreover, mathematical and scientific notions

often drove the musical and compositional imaginations.

P1 (electronic) - “I’ve been thinking about how to build an instrument, an

acoustic instrument, that only outputs prime number frequencies..” – P27

(electronic) - “I like the sounds of the rain like granular that start from noth-

ing and arrive to everything..” – P9 (electronic) - “this sums up the different

expressive possibilities: rubbing, impulsive and emission..”

Similarly, improvisers were interested in using the artefacts to navigate sonori-

ties and explore musical ideas. However, it was possible to identify two main

differences from the electronic group. First, rather than starting with some compo-

sitional idea in mind, improvisers tended to build their instruments from scratch.

Second they tended to emphasise the importance of feeling sounds and materials

while composing them.
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P3 (impro) - “I think it’s plucky both in nature and in personality.. you’re

immediately in this funny realm of something that sounds quite like fakely..”

– P8 (impro) - “Being grounded and open enough so that the voice emerges

as if by itself..”

Body Interactions and Technological Agencies

In regard to the instrument-body relationships we were able to recognise differ-

ent trends. Various musicians, often classical and pop-rock-jazz, tended to specify

how to control specific artefact elements with specific body parts, often focusing

on hand gestures and comparing these to traditional playing techniques. Ethnic

musicians tended to have very similar concerns but, in addition, they often men-

tioned the possibility of having their instruments reacting to external sounds (as

if able to resonate with the external world).

P24 (classical) - “The way you alter the sound would be similarly to the

way that the French horn alters the pitch..” Figure 3.7a – P17 (ethnic) -

“It receives vibrations and transforms them in itself.. expanding them, like it

resonates with other sounds..”

Electronic musicians instead often referred to gesture and control in a variety of

ways. Besides hand gestures, full-body interactions were also considered. Gestures

were sometime directly envisioned in relation to potential sounds, almost tran-

scending the physical interaction to focus on the sonic dimension. Furthermore,

this group tended to introduce notions such as autonomy and unpredictability.

Thus stochastic and semi-predictable behaviours were often included into the in-

strument conception.

P9 (electronic) - “I’m interested to explore gestuality.. compositional gestual-

ity.. as this is a creative gestuality, a gestuality that brings to build the sound

through the material” – P15 (electronic) - “It would create a rhythm.. but it

would always have slight differences” Figure 3.7b

Finally, often driven by an open-ended and loose approach, improvisers were

often interested in combining the materials provided in order to explore their sonic

potential. In this sense, we could identify a fluid approach to the assemblage of

physical elements, where parts could be easily exchanged or removed without

necessarily resolving into a definitive structure.
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P8 (impro) - “ I thought well maybe it just needs to remain loose.. It’s an open

instrument in the sense that open to things that can happen..” Figure 3.8b

3.2.6 Workshop discussion

Our findings revealed several sources of influence on participants’ artefacts, in-

cluding musical aesthetics, performative attitudes, and prior experience with mu-

sic technology. In an effort to outline the various themes previously introduced,

this section considers three perspectives integrating the values emerging from the

work of participants.

Recasting tradition: instrument-oriented values

While analysing the processes behind the innovation of classical musical instru-

ments, Bijsterveld and Schulp introduce the notion of recasting tradition [43], ar-

guing that successful innovations are characterised by design moves that readjust

tradition. Thus, in the context of instrument design, a successful approach is to

introduce go-between elements that can link strong cultural heritages (e.g. instru-

mental features or orchestral culture).

By looking at the workshop outcomes it is possible to associate this idea across

multiple communities. These artefacts are often based on the principle of preserv-

ing key features of existing instruments while recasting others. A clear example is

the Antenna Lele: a guitar-like instrument with a bendable neck that can be used

to “shape melodies and harmonies” while playing (Figure 3.9b). This tendency di-

verges from the simple re-purposing of existing instruments due to the introduc-

tion of specific innovative elements that expand or alter the musical possibilities

of the instruments. Another example of this approach is the Personal Shaker (Fig-

ure 3.8a: an altered traditional percussive instrument for private music practice

and enjoyment.

It was possible to observe various instances (11) in which participants made

instruments which resemble or are inspired by instruments they themselves play.

Amongst the musicians whose first instrument was guitar (or similar plucked

string instrument), 5 out of 9 produced artefacts with similarities to plucked string

technique. Likewise, 3 of 4 wind players made simple but literally functional wind

instruments using straws; all were ethnic musicians with instrument design exper-

tise. Furthermore one pianist, one singer and one electronic musician made instru-
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ments connected to their practice – respectively, a mock-up with keys, an artefact

which involves the voice, and an interpretation of the Karlax MIDI controller.

Musical motions: communication-oriented values

Tom Mudd [274] examines two different perspectives on musical interaction: com-

munication-oriented and material-oriented approaches, noting that “communication-

oriented perspectives tend to foreground the agency of the human, whilst material-

oriented perspectives draw attention to the agency of the technology” [p. 123]. The

communication-oriented approach is often supported by embodied music cogni-

tion with the instrument behaving as a transparent medium for human intentional-

ity: “transparent technology should give a feeling of non-mediation, a feeling that

the mediation technology disappears when it is used” [223, p. 2].

In this investigation, communication-oriented values manifested in two ways:

(i) the creation of abstract representations which essentially are about communi-

cation itself and (ii) the design of prototypes often intended as transparent tech-

nology for communication oriented processes. Examples of the first case include

artefacts representing the orchestra and the conductor – see Figure 3.6 or repre-

sentations of the listening process. The second case includes functional prototypes

of instruments through which specific body parts will manipulate well-defined

musical elements (e.g. pitch, rhythm); in Mudd’s words, these suggest “a sense of

control, in order to tame the instrument and ensure that it accurately transmits the

musician’s intentions ... The subtleties of the sounds produced are manifestations

of a performer/composer’s whim” [274, p. 128].

The first type occurred manly amongst classical and ethnic musicians, while

the second occurred in these communities but also amongst pop/rock/jazz musi-

cians. Both tendencies are generally situated in specific performative settings, e.g.

considering the interpretation of a repertoire and the act of communicating to the

audience or with other musicians.

In dialogue with technology: material-oriented values

Various NIME research highlighted that within much of the NIME and HCI litera-

ture, there exists a tendency toward communication oriented values, e.g. [154, 274].

Moreover, such mindset has been critiqued as it risks to promote a reductive con-

ception of DMI design and evaluation [156]. By carefully analysing the work of

participants it was possible to identify a contrasting material oriented approach

which characterises the work of many NIME practitioners – for a more thorough
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discussion of this topic refer to Section 2.1. An approach that sees technology as

“a necessary and creative mediation that can be a source of ideas itself rather than

simply a means for their transmission” [274, p. 123].

In this research, members of electronic and improvisation communities tended

toward material-oriented values, expressed in two ways: first, through making

functional artefacts focusing on the exploration of the literal sounds of the ev-

eryday materials (an approach found mainly in the improvisation community);

and second, through nonfunctional prototypes accompanied by topics of discourse

such as compositional metaphors [275], sonic exploration and artefact agency or

autonomy.

As discussed in Section 2.1, an open debate in the NIME community concerns

to what extent the use of computing technology rather than acoustic tools enables

or even demands a material-oriented approach [239]. In other words: if material-

oriented interaction is a value of NIME, is this because of its use of technology,

or in spite of it? Some useful reflections emerge from this work: first, the impro-

visers involved are not primarily music technologists, yet they still show material-

oriented values. Second, various participants (7) with a strong music technology

background, but not involved in experimental music practices, expressed values

which can be considered as communication-oriented in nature. Collectively, this

suggests that the dividing line between approaches is not established by affinity

for particular technologies but a shared cultural heritage – e.g. experimental and

vanguard attitudes linked to the work of influential musicians of the mid-20th

century.

Methodological considerations

In a sense, the “magic” element of Andersen’s workshop is its effectiveness: the

method simply works. At each iteration of the activity, it has been surprising to

see how musicians get immersed into the creative process. Through the first task:

“draw a sound”, participants are prompted to retrieve a very personal musical

vision which then functions as a creative boost. This is one of the most delicate

moment, where the facilitator usually receive questions about the nature of the

task. The coordinator is then confronted with the difficult task of answer in an

open yet confident way, thus trying to address participants’ needs to understand

what’s going on, without narrowing down the range of potential outcomes – e.g.

providing too specific examples of sound-illustration affiliations.
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It is not relevant if they are not able to rationally explain in detail their drawings.

Rather, it is more important to second the fact that they “know what it is” and they

can refer to it as a steady element grounding their work. The facilitator has the

responsibility to welcome and back up the outcome of this first step by showing

a genuine interest and asking open questions about the prompt. In particular, we

found useful to invite participants to share their drawings with the group so that

each vision is considered, possibly with positive feedback by the facilitator, and

somehow “authorised”.

Once the challenge of drawing a sound has been accepted and completed, the

next step of the workshop smoothly unfold. Indeed, in our workshops, we could

often see that when musicians are asked to build their magic machines they sim-

ply start doing it, typically without questioning the task. Participants’ focus is in

this phase particularly high and they tend to immerse in the exploration of the

materials provided.

The crucial role of materials and the possibility of conducting research trough

a material lens are established matters within the design and HCI communities

[304]. In that respect, while designing an activity such as the one here presented,

researchers should carefully choose the workshop materials. From our viewpoint,

a different selection of materials (e.g. including more pliable and flexible mate-

rials like play-doh or fabric) could equally work, as long as the these elements

would keep those mundane and ordinary qualities that characterise the materials

introduced by Andersen [12].

Our choice of materials largely followed Andersen’s guidelines. We acknowl-

edge that the materials used in our workshop are characterised by specific per-

ceived affordances. Indeed, we would argue that any selection of materials, in its

own way, would inevitably influence the design process. However, for our pur-

poses, the most important factor is that our materials did not embody one specific

musical purpose or aesthetic. Andersen avoids the selection of functional or “too

reactive” materials (e.g. elastic bands and magnets) as well as objects which might

resemble screens and buttons [14]. This because, despite their everyday quality,

these kind of materials might suggest features associated to existing musical in-

struments and therefore limit the emergence of personal and alternative visions.

Since the goal of our workshops was not solely related to the generation of novel

design ideas but rather an investigation of cultural concerns and priorities, we did

not take such a strict approach.
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Notably, materials that might have instrumental associations were not inter-

preted that way by the majority of our participants. This might suggest that the

evocative power of such materials influenced specific sub-groups of musicians. We

indeed noticed that mainly guitarists made plucked string instruments featuring

elastic bands, and only wind players made wind instruments using straws. This

highlights the influence that instrumental practices have on musicians’ imagina-

tions, lending support to theories that the instrument shapes how the musician

thinks [281].

When participants are making their magic machines, there is usually no need for

intervention from the facilitator, although occasionally single people might need

some hints or encouragements. Overall, the main task of the workshop leader is to

keep track of time, and communicate some minutes in advance that the working

session is about to finish. Despite the playful vibe of the workshop, the making

of magical machines can be a difficult and intense process, by the end of which

participants might manifest signs of fatigue. On the other hand, at this point, it

is often possible to perceive a general sense of accomplishment as participants

somehow start to understand what the outcomes of the activity are.

In the final stage, when the magic machines are presented to the group, we

noticed that inviting participants to give a name to their artefacts helps them to

elaborate on their work and indirectly disclose about their own instrumental views

and musical values – e.g. asking the questions: “why did you gave it this name?”

or “could you explain what does this name means?”. Once again, the idea of

naming the artefact comes from Andersen, and it is in turn borrowed from theatre

improvisation practices as well as design brainstorming techniques [12, p. 46-57].

Finally, on a more personal note, I wish to highlight the fact that I experienced

the workshop a few times as participant when I was studying with Kristina Ander-

sen. To be previously involved as a participant greatly helps to lead the workshop

as facilitators can more easily identify the feelings and fears of musicians and

therefore better guide the activity to accommodate them.

3.3 magic machine survey

This section introduces the Magic Machines survey, a follow-up study in which

music technologists were asked to speculate on the background of the musicians

who designed the instruments created during the design fiction workshop. This
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research examines how, while analysing both the mock-ups and the discourses

related to their functioning and purposes, music technology practitioners were

able to discover the communities of musical practices – and some of their shared

values – linked to the instruments’ makers.

3.3.1 Artefact selection

Six prototypes were selected based on both the physical properties of the objects

and the musical background of their creators (Figure 3.12). This selection aimed

to present participants with a relatively broad set of musical backgrounds, cover-

ing different musical styles related to particular community of practices (i.e. di-

verse aesthetics and educations as well as instrumental expertise and ensemble

practices). Some of the chosen mock-ups and prototypes resemble existing instru-

ments, others feature instead new and disruptive design ideas. The following arte-

facts, identified along with the background of their makers and their intended

functions, were included:

• AntennaLele: jazz - guitar (and bass) player with a strong engineering and

sound and music computing background - ukulele-like instrument with a

bendable neck that can be used to “shape melodies and harmonies” – Figure 3.12a;

• CorpoSuono: classical - keyboard player with interests in contemporary com-

position and a few experiences in the use of technology for music perfor-

mance (e.g. synth) - organ inspired instruments with tubes filtering the air

that can produce complex timbre – Figure 3.12b;

• Plucker: classical - guitar player with no experience in music technology and

instrument design - wearable (glove like) polyphonic instrument with inside

strings to be manipulated with one hand to control pitches and volumes –

Figure 3.12c;

• NonStopSound: EDM - producer and performer of alternative electro-pop

music with a background in music technology and expertise in instrument

design - playful instruments based on a box containing a plate and two balls,

sounds are by tilting the box making the balls and plate interact with each

other – Figure 3.12d;

• SonicAlarm: electroacoustic - composer and performer interested in contem-

porary electronic music and improvisation with a strong engineering back-

ground, interface design skills and no instrumental background - wire-based
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instrument to be attached to both upper and lower limbs that produce sound

via the interactions between its attachments – Figure 3.12e;

• Stochastico: free improvisation - sax performer engaged with free impro-

vised and experimental music with no music technology or instrument de-

sign expertise - percussive malleable instrument equipped with many differ-

ent tools and materials for sound generation and exploration – Figure 3.12f.
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(a) AntennaLele (AL) (b) Corpo-Suono (CS)

(c) Plucker (PL) (d) NonStopSound (NS)

(e) SonicAlarm (SA) (f) Stochastico (ST)

Figure 3.12: The fictional musical artefacts used in the survey.
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3.3.2 Survey design

We ran an online survey targeting musicians and technologists with experience

in musical interface design. We recruited the participants using academic mailing

lists (NIME and SMC) and social networks. We aimed to see if respondents could

discover musical values through the prototypes and link them to specific aesthetics

and communities.

Survey participants reviewed an image of each fictional instrument and a short

description of it provided by its creator 3. For each artefact, the descriptions were

assembled by quoting the creator’s interview (artefact presentation) during the

fictional design workshop (audio recordings manually transcribed). While select-

ing the quotes we aimed to compose descriptions that could briefly address the

following topics: (i) prototype functioning and performative technique, (ii) envi-

sioned musical purposes and aspirations, (iii) aesthetic and stylistic attitudes. The

goal was therefore to present our survey participants with a brief but exhaus-

tive overview of the various magical machines, thus providing sufficient context

while avoiding biographical details – e.g. musical or instrumental backgrounds

or involvement into specific communities. The survey asked the following open

questions:

• “What kind of musical style/genre do you think the musician plays? Why do you

think so?”

• “What instrument(s) do you think this musician plays? Why?”.

Each participant was presented with 3 of the 6 artefacts (balanced random or-

der). After completing the survey, participants were required to provide informa-

tion on their musical and technical backgrounds. This allowed us to get an under-

standing of their musical activities and training, style(s) of music they are engaged

with, science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) and design training and

instrument design expertise.

3 See Appendix A for the complete collection of artefact descriptions and pictures provided to

participants. Both questionnaires and results are available at http://instrumentslab.org/data/

NIME2019SurveyValues.zip
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3.3.3 Data analysis

The survey was open for one month and we were able to involve 22 participants: 5

female, 16 male and 1 no declared gender. The range of participants’ age is 24-62

(mean 35). Almost all the participants declared to have experience in the design of

musical instruments or interfaces (19) and to use music technologies (20). Almost

half of them attended the NIME conference at least once (10).

We analysed the collected data following a thematic analysis methodology based

on coding [105]. We adopted a data-driven (inductive) approach: looking for pat-

terns, similarities and correlations while analysing the data [311]. We conducted

five iterations of coding. From open coding to category formation each concept

earned its way into the discussion by repeatedly being present in the data [99].

Based on the collected data we could also analyse in more detail respondents’ mu-

sical and technical background:

• Level of musical expertise: amateur (12), professional (8), none (2);

• Years of music practice: between 5 and 10 (1), between 10 and 20 (11), more

than 20 (8), none (2);

• Musical training: instrumental performance (12), computer music (includ-

ing electroacousitc, sonic arts and live electronics - 3), composition (contem-

porary and traditional - 2), other (music production, instrument design and

music theory - 3), none (2);

• Main musical activity: piano performance (4), guitar performance (4), instru-

ment design (4), computer music (composition and performance - 4), brass

performance (2), multi-instrument player (2), violin performance (1), compo-

sition (1);

• Main genre: classical (4), electroacoustic (3), EDM (3), experimental (3), jazz

(2), improvisation (2), pop (1), rock (1), metal (1), folk (1), punk (1);

3.3.4 Findings

This section introduces the results of the survey data analysis. It was possible

to identify several cues for the interpretation of the artefacts’ origins, including

physical features, body-instrument interactions, use of language and references to

established music practices and tools. Tacit musical and cultural values were also

recognised based on intuitive and holistic judgments.
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Our results are then organised based on the following themes:

• Guess accuracy

• Motivations

– Musical values and interests

– Music notions and theories

– Shared practices

– Use of language

– Gesture and body interactions

– Artefact features and mentioned tools

• Guesses for each artefact

Guess accuracy

Participants were rather successful in guessing the genre/style of the artefacts’

creators (see Figure 3.13): 44% of answers were correct, and a further 27% partly

correct. 12% of answers were incorrect, 9% made no attempt, and 7% of answers

were off-topic. On the other hand, participants were less successful while imaging

the instrument played by the prototypes’ authors: only 20% were correct, 21%

partly correct, 40% were incorrect, 13% made no attempt, and 6% of answers were

off-topic. Moreover, we did not find any correlation between the techno-musical

background of the survey respondents and the accuracy of their guesses.

Responses we label as “partially correct” present some elements associated with

the designer’s background, without clearly identifying a community, genre/style

or instrument that could be directly linked to the declared background of the

musician that designed the fictional artefact. Responses of this sort might identify

broad musical areas (e.g. tonal music), reference specific contexts (e.g. ensemble,

labels and musicians) or point to some of the musical tools characteristic of specific

genres/styles. Partially guessed comments also often refer to family of instrument

(e.g. wind instrument) or identify an instrument/genre that has been declared as

“secondary” by the creator of the artefact.

Motivations

Considering respondents’ answers on why they guessed a particular background,

we identified several themes. Sometimes participants did not provide any moti-

vation for their guesses; during our analysis we created a no motivation category.

These data were obtained based on the quantification of our codes. Due to the
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Figure 3.13: Guesses accuracy for musical backgrounds (left) and instruments (right).

presence of diverse themes within the same input, occasionally the same response

has been coded multiple times (max input length = 109 words, average codes per

input = 1.2).

musical values and interests While motivating their replies participants

tended to introduce abstract concepts often related to musical values and interests.

Most frequent comments of this kind include references to the ideas of control,

unpredictability and instrument agency.

SA4 - “Electroacoustic. The fact that the designed instrument does not allow

full control would be hated by any other kind of musician” – ST - “Percus-

sion instruments, because this chaotic logic of random sounds is closest to a

percussionist set.”

Notions such as manipulation and flexibility were often mentioned.

ST - “It looks like the kind object you would devour with your hands, and

you are looking at your hands with satisfaction as you manipulate and you

hear the results of that tactile control.” – AL - “Maybe improvised music. Try

to merge a sax and a double bass sounds like a solo improviser who wants to

expand his/her possibilities with an instrument that can be changed.”

The identification of compositional attitudes and interests towards experimenta-

tion were also common.

ST - “This object seems like something a composer would create, not neces-

sarily a instrumentalist/musician. The temporary feeling of it lends it self to

4 Abbreviations refer to artefact names; see Figure 3.12
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degrade over time, providing more kinds of tones to the composer.” – BO -

“I think the instrument would lend itself to experimental art music, or to a

crossover fusion band of some sort. The timbres produced and the interesting

(but complicated) performance techniques required would tend to make it less

accepted by more mainstream ensembles and audiences.”

References to abstract and open-ended musical thinking were also emerging.

BO - “Definitely something abstract and modern - for instance, not a classical

player. Going to go with someone who perhaps sings or makes contemporary

instruments...” – JM - “Due to the nature of the instrument this would be

very indeterminate, so this notion should be fostered in the style the musician

plays.”

music notions and theories Other recurrent themes emerged from our

analysis are related to the presence of both music theory notions and spectromor-

phological conceptions of sound.

PL - “The main parameters the musician seems to be interested in are pitch

and volume. They mention the timbre/general sound of the instrument, but

don’t seem to interested in exploring and modifying its timbre or sound texture

... ” – AL - “I think the person is a singer because they long for melodies AND

harmonies of a complex nature, and the voice on its own is very simple.” – NS

- “it couldn’t play any rhythmic style, probably only could to make effects with

low attack sounds...”

shared practices While discussing the fictional objects, participants tended

to refer to musical practices typical of specific communities (e.g. orchestra). We

also often found allusions to influential musicians, narratives and tools associated

to particular artistic contexts.

CS - “Classical. Conceptually, they are thinking of large ensemble performance

and collective sound generation.” – PL - “They also seem to be interested in

polyphonic music, moving several voices to make chords, I interpret that kind

of like Bach chorales...” – PL - “Clear Hugh Davies nerd here, probably really

into kid 606 and the idea of katzenclaviers but would never build an actual one”

– CS - “The form of the object reminds me of several indigenous percussion

instruments...” – AL - “Maybe they are a sad church musician ... It sounds
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as if they are yearning for the structure of “melodies” and “harmonies” (all

of which traditional church music provides) but in a completely other sound

world ... (rather than singing the soprano line the whole time).”

use of language The use of language found in the description of the arte-

facts was often interpreted as a relevant cue. For instance, this emerged in regard

to the metaphors used to express musical practices and intentions.

ST - “Definitely something abstract and modern. For instance, not a classical

player ... Mainly based on comments such as ‘I usually do ... shapes of sound’

suggests they are used to thinking about novel instruments and the language

is more conceptual and not precise ... (And for instance classical musicians,

tend not to always be that creative.)” – AM - “Experimental contemporary

music. Mentioned ‘shapes of sound’. I think the musician is an improviser.”

Alternatively, specific terms were identified as markers. Thus interpreted as

powerful hookups towards specific musical community.

NS - “Synths, and production - if you are talking ‘production’ you are talking

recording and if you are choosing your sound in production, typically not live

instruments so yup, sticking with EDM.”

gesture and body interactions Participants often considered the ges-

ture and body interactions implied in the artefacts or stated by their authors.

PL - “Guitar: ‘the way you stroke a certain string can alter the pitch depending

on how much pressure you use on it.’ A subtly of guitar playing, not a major

interaction.” – PL - “Clarinet, but with strong background in piano. They

have a sense of the importance of touch and pressure...” – PL - “Guitar and

bass, because of the strumming and plucking gestures the instrument induces,

keyboard synthesizers, because of the idea to press something to produce the

sound...”

artefact features and mentioned tools Artefact features such as shape,

functioning and accessories were often used to decode the prototypes, generally

by comparing them with existing musical instruments and tools.

CS - “Wind of some sort ... they are looking to mechanise wind instrument

tone production.” – ST - “The percussive aspects of the object make me think
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maybe a drummer has made this. I do not think a wind or read player (any

mouth instrument) made this.” – ST - “Possibly a guitarist. Applying strings

to a oblong body is guitar-like.”

Finally, the musical tools mentioned in the description of the instruments were

often used to identify the genres and instruments associated to the background of

the object’s inventor.

NS - “I think the musician likes or makes electronic music. A synth and

randomness has been mentioned. Could also play some other instrument.”

Overall, the most frequent themes used to discuss genre/style were abstract val-

ues and musical notions followed by situated/embodied practices and tools. Less

referenced are those themes linked to the artefacts’ interactions and physical fea-

tures. On the other hand, the instrument guesses were often directly motivated by

the prototype’s aspect, configuration and material affordances. Musical values and

notions where less frequently introduced and references to practices, communities

and language rarely appeared. Figure 3.14 shows the recurrence of the motivation’

themes provided by participants to justify their guesses.

Figure 3.14: Code frequency for genre/style (right) and instrument (left) guesses

Guesses for each artefact

Figures 3.15 and 3.16 show the percentage of guesses for the targeted genre/style

and instrument, grouped into categories of genre and instrument. Participants

mainly considered the AntennaLele to be created by a jazz musician. Specific mu-

sic notions (e.g. melody, harmony and chord) and values (i.e. variety and flexibil-

ity) were often associated to this genre.
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AL - “Jazz, Electronic, they want a flexible moldable instrument”.

For the instrument guess, the musician has been often imagined as a double

bass player due to the similarities with the artefact form.

Figure 3.15: Percentages of the participants’ genre/style guesses for each artefacts.

Figure 3.16: Percentages of the participants’ instrument guesses for each artefacts.

Corposuono has been mainly interpreted as created by a classical musician.

The reasons given were mostly music theory notions and practices linked to the

classical culture (e.g. large ensemble and chords). Many participants suggested

that the musician should be a wind instrument player due to artefact’s structure

and functioning.

CS - “A wind instrument. Because of the configuration of the prototype”.

The Plucker was often linked to the classical genre, mainly in reference to the

traditional music notions expressed by the creator while presenting the artefact

(e.g. pitches and notes).

PL - “Classical/Jazz, because of the importance of pitch and the organ refer-

ence”.

The instruments mentioned in the prototype description (i.e. organ and french

horn) were often associated to the classical domain and often participants imag-

ined the designer to be a wind instrument player. However, various participants
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identified the correct instrument based on the gestures and interactions mentioned

by the musician.

NonStopSound has been associated to diverse genres. Experimental and elec-

troacoustic due to the indeterminacy linked to the sound production technique,

and EDM due to the language used to describe the object. On the other hand,

most participants recognised the musician’s instrumental background.

NS - “Maybe modular synth or a high level dedicated audio programming

environment ... The way she describes playing seems indeterminate so perhaps

has not received a formal musical training”.

Due to the originality of the artefact configuration and the discourse on instru-

mental agencies and chaotic behaviours, respondents associated SonicAlarm to

electroacoustic and experimental genres.

SA - “I imagine some kind of experimental/noise electronic music, because

of the randomness he’s seeking. Also because it would mix music with some

performance that would involve human body through walking or throwing

things”.

For the same reasons the artefact has been often interpreted as invented by a

performer of electronic devices (e.g. synth, laptop or DIY instruments).

Finally, Stochastico has been often related to experimental contexts (including

free improvisation, contemporary and alternative genres). The motivations pro-

vided often referred to the precarious nature of the instrument and the particular

language used to describe the object.

ST “Discussion of ‘sculpting’ sound is suggestive of electro-acoustic music

styles, rather than of mainstream diatonic concerns”.

Furthermore, many participants imagined the musician to be a percussionist

due to the structure and functioning of the artefact.

3.3.5 Survey discussion

These findings suggest the presence of various affinities between the themes and

designer backgrounds. For instance, instrumental agency, unpredictability and ex-

ploration were often considered as electronic and experimental concerns. The same

applies to interests in timbre manipulation and abstract musical thinking. On the
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other hand, values such as control and flexibility and references to traditional mu-

sic theory were often related to classical and jazz domains.

Interestingly, these tendencies seem to be mainly related to cultural and aes-

thetic attitudes rather than the designer’s experience with music technology. Our

participants often associated the same set of musical values with designs produced

by musicians with very different instrumental skills. For instance, artefacts such

as SonicAlarm (electroacoustic composer with an engineering background), Non-

StopSound (alternative EDM producer with a background in instrument design)

and Stochastico (sax player active as free improviser with no music technology

expertise) were often associated to the same set of values and interests (e.g. un-

predictability and timbre exploration). If the degree of accuracy for the discovery

of aesthetic interests and cultural influences was quite accurate, the identification

of the instrument played by the inventors was instead less precise. Various par-

ticipants based their judgement scrutinising the artefacts’ physical features, thus

looking for direct similarity and analogies with already existing instruments. This

association was often unsuccessful as the fictional objects are generally very differ-

ent from the instruments played by their creators.

Another point of discussion relates to the overall ability of the survey respon-

dents to discover the multiplicity of cultural sources and musical practices in the

designer’s background. One example of this sensitivity is provided by NonStop-

Sound. By looking at the general picture, the stylistic musical influences identified

across all respondents somehow properly summarises the profile of the artefact’s

creator (i.e. active in the context of experimental electro-pop who performs using

custom designed instruments and synths).

While considering the particular backgrounds of our participants and responses

provided, we did not find any distinctive trend (e.g. in regard to specific musi-

cal backgrounds or technical expertise). However, by analysing the information

collected, it is possible to deduce that the majority of our participants are knowl-

edgeable or expert music technologist active in specific communities of practices

for a considerable period of time (i.e. for 10 years or more). The involvement

into particular communities of practice implies “ways of learning - of both ab-

sorbing and being absorbed in - the culture of practice” [218, p. 169]. We suggest

that this research provided the possibility to engage with this type of knowledge:

context-dependent values emerging from situated practices and experiences – see

Section 2.3.2. This is supported by various participants’ comments which might
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be interpreted as related to empathetic feelings and unconscious dynamics rather

than rational and deductive inferences.

PL - “This person seems like a classical musician ... There is something fa-

miliar to me about how this person seems to think of the sounds ‘altering

with your hands’, ‘altering the pitch depending on pressure’ ... I sense that I

speak a similar language to this person, musically, and my own background is

strongly classical. So I feel this is a classical family member.”

3.4 discussion

The reflections here presented do not propose an explanatory model of any par-

ticular individual’s values based on their musical or technical background, and I

acknowledge that the sample musicians involved in the studies is likely not rep-

resentative of musical practice as a whole. As author, I also cannot claim cultural

neutrality in my analysis, though I present in previous sections a thematic analysis

process that seeks to minimise bias – see Section 3.2.4. As researcher, I self-identify

with electronic and improv communities, which may colour some of my reflec-

tions. Acknowledging these sources of variation, I nonetheless want to highlight

the importance of seeking a diversity of sources of influence for every participant

and acknowledging the breadth of priorities within each community. With this

in mind, in what follows I present a set of concluding reflections which aim to

summarise some of the main lessons learned out of the two studies.

3.4.1 Dealing with a polyphony of sources

The two studies presented in this chapter illustrate how individual participants’

values derive from a variety of sources. Participants’ representations seem to corre-

late strongly with their communities of practice. Probably, the clearest expression

of such outcome is the dichotomy between communication-oriented and material-

oriented values that emerged out of the design fiction workshop. The former, of-

ten found in classical players, imply the instrument as a transparent mediator and

they have been conveyed, for example, through artefacts which were abstract rep-

resentations of communication amongst musicians. The latter interpret musical

artefacts as explorable devices which might have their own autonomy – a view

mainly shared by improv and electronic practitioners. Material-oriented values
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were frequently revealed through literally functional sonic objects and discourses

on material agency and exploration.

Nevertheless, other sources of influence emerged as well, including embod-

ied knowledge from instrumental training. For example, guitar players tended to

make fictional instruments resembling the physical features and body movements

typical of guitar-like instruments. A further source of influence, irrespective of

musical community, was technology training. We found that despite the prompt

to build instruments “as if by magic”, technologically-trained participants were

affected by what they believed to be possible with current (mostly digital) technol-

ogy. These findings resonate with embodied cognition theories arguing that tools

reshape our perception, altering how we act, thus changing how we think about

things [212].

Similarly, in the second study participants were able to identify a great assort-

ment of values inscribed into the artefacts. Notably, these embedded notions were

rather successfully associated to the musical contexts of the instruments’ mak-

ers. Such clues highlight the effects that communities have on the conception

and design of novel musical tools. In particular, we could appreciate a clustering

of shared values linked to modern and contemporary music versus more aesth-

ablished genres. For instance, open-endedness and indeterminacy were often re-

lated to experimental settings whereas concepts coming from traditional music

theory (e.g. notes, chords, and polyphony) were generally associated to classical

and jazz contexts.

However, the study provided us with the opportunity to discover additional

shared factors steering the interpretation of the artefacts. For instance, body ges-

tures and physical interactions have been often exploited to guess musical back-

grounds. In particular, minor and subtle details linked to the sense of touch helped

various participants to identify the instruments played by musicians. The use of

language was another important factor which facilitated music technologists to

speculate on the origins of the fictional artefacts. Interestingly, in both studies, lan-

guage was sometime a source of discrepancy, with terms taking on very different

meanings. For instance, the word “expressive” could refer to the ability to commu-

nicate artistic intentions, it could be used to indicate high control bandwidth, or

might evoke the possibility of producing many different timbres with an instru-

ment. The term “gesture” instead might indicate abstract musical metaphors or

denote physical movements.
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3.4.2 Discovering values through fictional designs

This research exploited design fiction to access contextual interpretations of skilled

individuals engaged with specific communities of musical practices. We were able

to discover a broad range of concerns and significances inscribed into imaginary

and not-yet existing music technologies. Within this spectrum we identified three

perspectives (instrument-, material- and communication-oriented) which combine

some of the frequent and shared attitudes we found in the work of participants.

Whether or not our analysis produced sensible and verifiable insights, we could

clearly see how this multiplicity of values and mindsets have been also detected by

other musicians, namely experienced music technology practitioners. Indeed, de-

spite the good degree of accuracy in guessing musical backgrounds, our research

showed how musicians can perceive rather nuanced and distinctive cues embedded

into the artefacts and vehiculated through the discourses around them.

The investigations provided us with the opportunity to engage with acquired

instrumental conceptions and deep musical understandings. In particular, the sec-

ond study let us better grasp how such musical values are often interpreted based

on feelings and sensations rather than rational and deductive mechanisms. Par-

ticipants often resonated with subtle instrumental features – whether material or

conceptual – often based on tacit knowledge absorbed through experience and

participation in communities of practice. As these know-hows are profoundly in-

ternalised, to the point of becoming assumed for granted, a good amount of effort

is generally required to reveal them – i.e. making them available for critical re-

flection. Moreover, we would argue that this is particularly true when aiming to

explore our own values, or confronting those of the contexts and communities to

which we mainly relate to.

The findings presented in this chapter also point towards two compelling ob-

servations. First, our studies suggest that some of the instruments’ interpretations

and conceptions identified are detached from technological and instrumental prac-

tices. For instance, during the As If By Magic workshop, musicians practicing dif-

ferent instruments and active in more contemporary and vanguard contexts (e.g.

free improvisation and electro-acoustic) often manifested similar values – amongst

others, a strong interest in the exploration of materials. This element was further

confirmed in the second study, as survey respondents were more successful in

guessing the style/genre of instruments makers rather than the instruments they

play. Moreover, also in the survey we could appreciate the emergence of “cross-
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instrumental” values which have been associated to either more contemporary

practices (e.g. experimental/noise electronic) or long-standing musical traditions

(e.g. jazz and classic).

Second, the ability of music technologists to discover cultural affiliations and

musical backgrounds might reveal the predisposition of the members of this com-

munity to perceive a broad variety of musical matters typical of different contexts.

In other words, music technologists seem to be rather good at discovering mu-

sical values, at least those inscribed into musical artefacts. Due its strong multi-

disciplinary character, various research pointed at the many disciplinary frictions

emerged within the NIME context throughout the years – e.g. [170]. Nevertheless,

just because of the hybrid nature that qualifies music technology practices the re-

searchers active in this domain might develop a set of expertise which provide

them with good conceptual (and material) tools for the interpretation of divergent

musical mindsets and instrumental attitudes; a condition that places music tech-

nologists in valuable spot for the sighting of notions and practices coming from

very different musical territories.

3.5 chapter conclusions

This chapter has presented two studies concerned with the discovery of musical

values inscribed into not-yet existing musical instruments. The research allowed

us to directly engage with a broad set of perspectives and attitudes towards the in-

terpretation of musical interactions which were largely shared amongst musicians

active in the same musical contexts.

We exploited design fiction to access those contextual visions inspired by the

Magic Machine workshop introduced by Kristina Andersen [14]. Andersen’s method-

ology proved to be an effective and powerful device to access cultural assumptions

and subjective experiences. We then expanded Andersen’s approach based on our

own research concerns. The analysis of the data collected and the speculative de-

sign enquiry involving music technologists are therefore further steps introduced

by us in order to shed some light on the transferring of cultural values into fic-

tional music technology artefacts.

A technology-driven design exercise might have defined a specific problem

space according to the affordances of that technology, privileging “how” of achiev-

ing particular outcomes over the questions of “why” that showed the greatest

difference between musical communities. Instead, the question of “why” can be
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examined both through the artefacts themselves and the explanations the partici-

pants give about their reason for existence.

Following Andersen’s proposal that “the object [fictional artefact] is not impor-

tant in itself, but rather, it forms the container through which a vision or idea

might be relayed” [12, p. 98]. We then suggest that design fiction activities, such

as the methodology outlined in this chapter, can be used not only to generate new

ideas (following Andersen) but also as an analytical tool to reveal sources of influ-

ence and value systems which could be explicitly considered before moving to the

next phase of designing technological systems.

Based on the work of our participants, we presented three main approaches

for the understanding of both musical artefacts and the instrument-performer re-

lations. These point towards agreement with previous research, especially Mudd

and Bijsterveld [274, 43]. In addition, our results clearly show that the design of

a technology therefore entails the inscription of shared values situated in specific

communities, contexts and cultures. The musical notions inscribed into a design

are then crucial for its interpretation and use [4].

Overall, the work here introduced can be seen as an evidence-gathering step as

part of a “culturally-aware” approach for the design of musical interactive systems.

An approach that aims to clarify the influence of specific musical backgrounds

and cultural environments, thus framing the context-based point of departure and

identifying mindsets, attitudes and objectives according to specific set of values

and interests.
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4
O N D I G I TA L M U S I C T O O L S A N D M AT E R I A L S

This chapter incorporates significant material from ‘Embrace the Weirdness: Negotiating

Values Inscribed into Music Technology’ by Lepri and McPherson, currently under review,

to be published in the Computer Music Journal [226] and ‘Beholden to Our Tools: Nego-

tiating with Technology while Sketching Digital Instruments’ by McPherson and Lepri,

originally published in the proceedings of the International Conference on New Interfaces

for Musical Expression, NIME 2020 [258].

This chapter explores the ways specific hardware and software technologies in-

fluence the design of musical instruments. It presents the outcomes of a compo-

sitional game in which music technologists created simple DMIs using common

sensors and the Pure Data programming language (Pd). I report on the cluster-

ing of stylistic approaches and design patterns identified while reviewing the

instruments, considering these findings in light of both makers’ techno-musical

backgrounds and the musical interactions promoted by the tools and materials

provided. The final discussion examines digital instrument design as a situated

negotiation between designer and tools, wherein musicians often react to sugges-

tions offered by technology based on their previous experience.

4.1 background

The varied and compelling research findings presented in Chapter 3 gave us the

opportunity to access musical values and knowledge shared within particular

socio-musical contexts. The playful and non-functional qualities of our work soon

led us to wonder how design outcomes would change if we ran a playful and

open-ended activity, similar to the workshop presented in the prior chapter, but

with a focus on functional technology. This chapter poses questions on the role

that digital tools and materials play in the making of a DMI, aiming to provide an

antithesis to the speculative approach previously introduced. The intention is to

offer a contrasting account where music technologists are invited to quickly make

sonic interactions using actual audio interface components. We then examine in
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detail the influence of a small selection of tools and materials within the context of

a creative interaction design game. The research then proposes to observe how di-

verse practitioners’ musical ideas and approaches are transduced and materialised

while manipulating the same digital tools and materials.

Digital music tools are often depicted as pliable vehicles which provide access to

audio manipulation at various levels, from primitive operations to predefined mu-

sical abstractions, allowing musicians to create a great variety of sonic structures.

Most contemporary music programming languages are indeed Turing complete,1

meaning that they are theoretically capable of representing any possible sonic

outcome. In principle such openness of expression ought to lead to rapidly diver-

sifying musical ideas. However, new digital musical interfaces and instruments

often (dis)play similar aesthetics and interactions [270].

Teachers of musical interaction design will be familiar with the tendency of be-

ginning students to create theremin-like instruments [191] or to use touch sensor

boards to arrange arbitrary objects into rudimentary keyboards [115]. Attendees of

NIME concerts will encounter a recognisable prevailing (though by no means uni-

versal) aesthetic, often including drones, textured noise or manipulated samples.

If technology opens up the possibility to produce any imaginable sonic interaction,

what explains this clustering? The work reported in this chapter asks whether this

clustering is due to cultural dynamics (e.g. pedagogical and aesthetic habits [249])

or to the standardisation and spread of specific tools within interactive art and

music technology communities [343].

In Section 2.2 we discussed some of the socio-cultural implications of technology

ideation and development. Based on this framework, the research presented in this

chapter relates to a particular set of investigations examining the non-neutrality of

technology within the domain musical interaction. A primary source of reference

is the ethnographic investigation by Born and Snape on the Max audio program-

ming language which, along with programming practices, also considers broader

socio-institutional mediation linked to the development and use of the software

[67]. McPherson and Tahıroğlu instead, discuss the “idiomatic patterns” promoted

by specific digital music tools considering the views of several developers of major

music programming languages and DMI creators [259].

Thor Magnusson focuses on understanding “how emerging digital music tech-

nologies trace their concepts, design and functionality to practices that precede

1 Turing completeness is a construct of computability theory which means that a language can be

used to simulate any Turing machine, or more informally, that it can be used to represent the same

set of possible computations as every other Turing-complete language.
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our culture epoch” [244, p. 23]. Magnusson then considers the musical instrument

as an “epistemic tool” that embodies actual musical knowledge and therefore of-

fers specific “affordances, expressive scope, and theoretical potential” [p. 72]. On

a more political level, Tomás reflects on the prevailing tendencies for musical cre-

ation with digital interfaces by focusing on their commodification [346]. More

recently, Morreale et al. [271] examine instruments as cultural artefacts which re-

produce political discourses, identifying a need for researchers to engage with

socio-cultural and ethical topics beyond academic contexts.

This investigation attempts to unpack some of the modalities through which spe-

cific music technologies influence the design of DMIs. In particular, in line with

the research concerns posed by Born and Snape [67], this chapter examines the aes-

thetic situatedness of digital music tools. In order to explore the aesthetic influence

of specific music technologies, we created a musical game based on the composi-

tion of simple DMIs. The activity is conceived as a playful hands-on exercise in

which music technology practitioners are invited to design sonic interactions us-

ing the Pd language and a basic hardware interface. We refer to the etymology of

the term “compose” to frame our activity (com - “with” or “together” + ponere -

“put”, “place” or “arrange”). We then envisage musical artefacts as multifaceted

assemblages resulting from the aggregation of sonic, temporal, corporeal, techno-

logical and social leverages [62]. Based on this mindset, we investigate the design

of new DMIs drawing from a RtD perspective [140].

4.1.1 Research questions

The research presented in this chapter addresses the following research question:

How do digital music tools influence the design of novel musical interfaces?

In particular I ask:

• How can we identify the cultural load carried by a particular music tool?

• How do the values embedded into musical tools condition new musical in-

teractions?

• How do musicians react to the suggestions offered by technology?
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4.2 composing sensors with pd

This section introduces a study in which music technologists were asked to sketch

simple musical interfaces with common electronic sensors and the Pd program-

ming language [302]. The instruments were developed as part of a musical game

designed to engage participants in a brief and creative prototyping session.

4.2.1 Instrument making

Our compositional exercise requires two participants at a time. For each game, two

instruments are designed and participants work on both instruments. Participants

are provided with a breadboard containing three sensors commonly used in DMI

design: a pushbutton, a potentiometer (with knob attached) and a force sensing re-

sistor (FSR). The sensors are pre-wired to a Bela board [260], using a digital input

for the button and (16-bit) analog inputs for the other two sensors. The activity

workflow involves creating Pd patches on a computer and uploading them to the

Bela board where they could be tested. Two workstations are prepared, one for

each participant: a computer, a Bela with three connected sensors and a pair of

headphones (see Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2).

Figure 4.1: Each participant independently sketches simple instruments using common

sensors, Bela and Pd.
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Figure 4.2: Setup of the compositional game, one station per participant, facing one an-

other.

The making of the instruments is organised in several short steps. First, the facil-

itator invites both participants to design a simple audio algorithm to be controlled

by one of the available sensors (chosen at random). Participants then move to the

opposite side of the table, taking the place of the other person. They are then are

invited to start a new Pd project with a new sound algorithm to be controlled by

one of the two remaining sensors available at the workstation (chosen at random).

Afterwards, participants swap places again, and the facilitator asks participants to

start a new Pd project and work with the remaining sensor. Finally participants

are invited to make a new Pd patch gathering together the three algorithms saved

on their current workstation. During this last step, participants are requested to

review the overall instrument, modifying and improving it according to either aes-

thetic or technical concerns. By the end of the making each participant is able to

play an instrument featuring the three sensors.

We ran two different versions of the study, each following the same structure but

with a difference in the first step. In the second version of the game, participants

randomly selected two sensors to start with. Four pairs played the first version of

the game (one sensor at a time) and three pairs played the second version (starting

with two sensors).

To emphasise the playful nature of our study, the activity is introduced as a

collaborative game, based on our previous work (see Chapter 3 and Chapter 5)

where playful group activities proved to be particularly suited to promote cre-

ative design practices. Furthermore, participants have a limited amount of time

to compose each algorithm: from 10 to 15 minutes for each step. We borrowed

this approach from the work of Kristina Andersen on the Magic Machine work-

shops, in which participants are engaged in open-ended and short activities which

encourage them to “think with the hand” [14]. Our intention was to present par-
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ticipants with fast paced and easily achievable tasks, encouraging making without

overthinking, thus promoting spontaneous and intuitive material assemblages.

Although our activity focused on Pd and the three specific sensors, we also

ran one session of the game involving two expert users of the SuperCollider lan-

guage [255]. In later sections of this chapter, we will occasionally comment on the

work of these musicians, mainly to support specific reflections on the instruments

designed with Pd. The choice of having two music technologists working with

SuperCollider relates to the intention of conducting a preliminary exploration of

the analogies and differences between different tools and related practices – i.e.

comparing meaningfully different cases [77].

4.2.2 Instrument presentation

Once the making of the instruments is completed, participants are invited to

present their work to the facilitator and perform a short demonstration. Making

is here used as a means for speculation and reflection: participants are invited to

unpack their actions, disclose priorities and examine design processes and out-

comes [322]. Our intention was to discover makers’ values, motivations and felt

experiences through the composed musical artefacts.

While illustrating the instruments participants are encouraged to elaborate and

expand on their work. The facilitator asks open-ended questions in the form of

a semi-structured interview, often inviting participants to elaborate on the instru-

ments’ functionalities and sonic properties (e.g. what were your musical inten-

tions? How did the making process evolve? What are the relationships between

sensors, algorithm and sound? How should the instrument be played?). As par-

ticipants are also invited to comment on the work of their teammates, the inter-

view often evolved into small group discussions. We found that the emergence

of different interpretations and viewpoints often turned out to be a stimulus for

participants to further consider their work.

This concluding stage was audio recorded, manually transcribed, coded and

analysed based on an inductive approach [105]: looking for patterns, similarities

and diverse degrees of agreement across the participants’ reflections [311]. The

results of our analysis were collected in a codebook which was systematically

updated and refined. The various codes were organised by categories: groups of

codes that shared specific elements and features. We conducted five iterations of

coding, and only once the codebook was established did hypotheses or theories
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emerge. The method adopted (from open coding to category formation) forced us

to critically look at data through different lenses [178] and each concept earned its

way into the discussion by repeatedly being present in the data [105].

4.2.3 Participants background

ID Music activities Music technology background Pd level

P1 Electronic music composition & performance, music interfaces design & research Electronic music composition, music technology High

P2 DMI design & research, audio programming, live band performance Audio engineering, sound & music computing High

P3 Audio engineering, audio-visual production, sound design Audio engineering & music production Low

P4 Sound design, audio programming, modular synth performance Sound & music computing Low

P5 Sound design, collaborative music applications research, live band performance Sound & music computing High

P6 Music composition, sound design, music technology teaching Music technology & composition Medium

P7 Electronic music composition & performance, DMI design & research Music & creative practice, film production Medium

P8 Music performance research, choral and solo singing, live band performance Sound & music computing Low

P9 Electronic music composition, live coding, computational creativity research Music technology, mathematics Medium

P10 Accessible DMI design & research, live band performance Music technology, design, electronic engineering Medium

P11 Music production, sound design, audio engineering research Electronic engineering, digital signal processing High

P12 Electronic music composition & performance, live coding, DMI design & research Music technology, multimedia, design High

P13 Electronic music composition, modular synth & live band performance Mathematics, computer science, music technology High

P14 Electronic music composition, sound design, live band performance Computer science, interactive media Medium

Table 4.1: Summary of participants’ background and musical activity.

Our research involved 14 music technologists (7 pairs) - 10 male, 4 female,

aged 23-37. We recruited our participants mainly through an academic institu-

tion: Queen Mary University of London (Centre for Digital Music and Media and

Arts Technology Centre). After recruitment, information on each musician was col-

lected through an online survey - see Table 4.1. All participants reported to have

studied music whether through self-taught, formal or informal training. All partic-

ipants play at least one instrument (including 7 guitar/bass, 6 electronics/laptop,

1 vocalist). All participants self-identified as music practitioners, where 11 partici-

pants have been active musicians for more than 15 years. 8 participants identified

as professional musicians and 6 as amateur musicians. At the time, the majority

of our participants (13 out of 14) were working as doctoral or postdoctoral re-

searchers in different fields - e.g. SMC, DMI design / NIME, cognitive science and

HCI.

12 participants reported having at least basic training in electronics, program-

ming and mathematics. Within this group, most (9) encountered these subjects

through music technology programmes (undergraduate and master’s level) such

as audio engineering or electronic music composition. 6 participants received for-

mal training in the fields of humanities, and 4 of them hold a graduate or post-
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graduate degree in music performance or composition. The musical activities of

our participants are quite diverse. Most of them are active in multiple musical con-

texts (e.g. audio engineering and live band performance), dealing with different

sets of practices and genres. We were able to gather information on the aesthetic

and stylistic preferences of our participants (e.g. favourite genres and influential

musicians or ensembles). Again, they showed interest in a large and diverse set of

musical styles; some of the most cited genres are experimental electronic, techno,

ambient, experimental pop, rock, funk and jazz.

We were also able to get a sense of participants’ level of expertise with computer

music languages, and more generally, on their previous experience in sound de-

sign. All participants worked with Pd in the past, some on a regular basis and oth-

ers for short-term projects (e.g. university assignment). 8 participants had formal

training in Pd, and 7 participants had experience with other music programming

languages such as Max, ChucK, Csound, SuperCollider or TidalCycles. Partici-

pants self-rated their level of Pd proficiency, and based on this evaluation and on

our own data analysis (i.e. patches and interview analysis) we categorised three

groups of Pd expertise: low, medium and high.

4.3 findings

The findings introduced in this section are organised as follows: first I describe

participants’ engagement with tools (i.e. Pd patching and use of sensors). I then

integrate these observations with a summary of musical and technical concerns

expressed by participants while reflecting on their work. Finally I examine the

sonic interactions and aesthetic qualities of the various instruments. Moreover,

findings are often discussed in reference to participants’ musical and technical

backgrounds.

The themes identified in our analysis are listed below and then described.

• Patching and workflow

• Sensor thinking

• Original and unconventional making

• Aesthetic considerations
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4.3.1 Patching and workflow

It is important to emphasise that our research is not a study of a mapping toolkit

which permits only a limited set of predefined relationships between sensors and

sound. Rather, in principle nearly any relationship could have been expressed in

Pd using the sensors provided. Nevertheless, we found that most control relation-

ships fell into just a few categories of sensors manipulating fundamental sonic

parameters (e.g. frequency, amplitude), usually in a linear, time-invariant, 1-to-1

manner. Indeed, out of 50 patches, only three Pd objects were responsible for the

original sound in every case: osc˜ (sine wave oscillator); phasor˜ (simple 0-1 saw-

tooth oscillator with no antialiasing); and noise˜ (white noise). Surprisingly, the

findings reported in this section are common to all participants regardless of their

musical backgrounds or level of Pd expertise.

It is equally important what we did not see in the final instruments. None of

the instruments involve the quantisation of pitch to a musical scale, rhythmic pat-

terns (other than constant regular interval metronomes) or sample playback or

looping mechanisms. Similarly, we could not find step sequencers or other pattern

sequencing of control parameters other than two instruments using the button to

step through fixed frequency values (e.g. harmonics of a given fundamental). Only

one participant made use of if conditioning statements and none of the instruments

include logic resembling for/while loops. Dynamic instantiation of synthesis pro-

cesses, for example increasing or decreasing the number of oscillators on the fly, is

also not present in the patches reviewed. By convention, the control data from each

sensor is normalised between 0 and 1 at the input from Bela. With the exception

of some amplitude controls, almost all instruments rescaled this range in some

way. Linear relationships between sensor and sound parameter were by far the

most common even though both amplitude and frequency are typically perceived

on logarithmic scales; only one participant explicitly commented on the imple-

mentation of a logarithmic input scaling using the log˜ object, whereas another

participant rescaled the FSR input with the the mtof MIDI-to-frequency object to

control the cut-off frequency of a filter.

Participants made use of only a small number of Pd functions and control strate-

gies. During the final group discussions, 5 participants highlighted the structural

similarities between their designed patches. In the case of P11 (a researcher in ma-

chine learning and music working in the private sector) and P12 (a musician and
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technologist with a experience in NIME research and live-coding performance),

these comments relate to both patching techniques and musical outputs.

P12: “that’s funny that we kind of did the same thing!” Facilitator: “in terms

of sonic output and aesthetics?” P12: “yeah like beating saw waves..” P11:

“we are both using step 1 to modulate what each other did in step 2.. like I

modulated what P12 did and P12 modulated what I did..”

Similarly, P5 and P6 agreed on the fact they implemented the same Pd algorithm

with the FSR sensor.

P6: “you know I think you did a pretty similar thing with the FSR as I did

right? It’s like a sawtooth that’s just going up in pitch by an octave and the

volume increases at the same time”.

In line with the ethnography of Born and Snape [67], we found that Pd patching

often manifested as an “open-ended and unpremeditated compositional process”

in which short “bursts of coding” are hesitantly combined together without nec-

essarily knowing what the result would be. Indeed, half of participants acknowl-

edged that while patching they were not always fully in control of their work. This

intuitive, exploratory and permissive coding approach often led to the emergence

of unexpected results which are embraced even if resulting from unintentional or

misinterpreted patching. P3 and P4 (PhD students in SMC and audio engineering

with low Pd experience) provide a good example.

P4: “I’ve just routed the phasor to really random places.. yeah, I just sent to

there to see what happened which is also being controlled by this.. this knob

is just controlling.. maybe it’s just controlling the frequency of one of the

phasers?”– P3: “this one [knob] I have no idea what it is, but it’s cool! It’s

randomly generated... it’s like multiple oscillators”.

Another prominent workflow relates to combining existing patches, copying

and pasting snippets of code. Figure 4.3 shows an example of such a procedure,

where P11 duplicated the same combination of objects multiple times.

P11: “I also think at some point I was not 100% in control of what I was

patching... because when I was duplicating and inverting everything and then

duplicating again and inverting everything... kind of lost track of what really

is doing”.
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Figure 4.3: An example of copy/paste routine where the same combination of objects is

reiterated multiple times. Visual layout of the patches is participants’ original

wherever possible, with minor adjustments for space.

We especially noticed this procedure in the final step of our game, as partici-

pants were required to gather the code from previous steps into a single patch.

Although we were not surprised to see an increase of copy/paste routines in the

final step, we observed that all participants rapidly combined the various patches

with almost no adjustments. 10 participants mentioned how they combined exist-

ing Pd patches simply merging their outputs. Typically, multiple oscillators were

either summed in basic additive synthesis or multiplied together in a form of

amplitude modulation.

By comparison, the two musicians that played the game using SuperCollider

lamented a lack of time for the final step as they had to address a number of

technical issues to be able to gather and run the previous code (e.g. renaming of

variables and modification of synth methods). Despite being expert users, both

musicians spent most of the final session trying to adapt their work in order to

be able to simultaneously play all three sensors. As if SuperCollider would “fight

against” a certain kind of assemblage procedure, these two participants had to

focus in finding suitable workarounds that could allow them to perform and listen

to the complete instruments.

These reflections resonate with the observations of Born and Snape [67] on how

many Max practitioners use “ready-assembled groups of objects so as to accelerate

patching and make it as musically seamless an experience as possible”. Born and

Snape highlight how such practices, shared within the Max culture of copy-pasting

code and reuse of abstractions, are partially a consequence of users’ appropriation

(or détournement) of Cycling ’74 help files and documentation. It is possible to

argue that such culture of use is common to programming practices and tools
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that extend far beyond music programming languages [159]. However, our point

is that specific music technologies, as Max or Pd, clearly facilitate a copy/paste

approach by default, whereas with other tools this might be more challenging and

laborious.

4.3.2 Sensor thinking

The constraints provided by sensors were also often mentioned as a driving factors

by participants.

P10: “the main thing that was influencing what I wanted to do in each stage

was the sensor that I was using”.

We were intrigued by a comment from P7, a professional musician active in the

context of experimental electro-pop pursuing a PhD on musical interface design.

P7 noticed how, having two sensors to start with, she directly went for the com-

bination of the two, instead of designing two different sounds to be controlled

separately by each sensor.

“yeah, it’s like ‘you are a button and a knob, what can they do? obviously

they’ll do something better if I combine them .. like ‘oh I’ll make one affect the

other!’ .. but really we didn’t have to do it that way!”.

Indeed, all participants that played the second version of the game – i.e. having

two sensors to compose in the first step – took the same approach: having two

sensors to start with strongly encouraged their combination.

The most frequent uses of sensors we found while analysing the finished instru-

ments are: use of the FSR to control pitch (8 instruments); use of the knob to control

either pitch (8 instruments) or volume (4 instruments); and use of the button as

an on/off switch (6 instruments) or event trigger (7 instruments). Both knob and

FSR were mainly mapped through memoryless control relationships, where the

current value of the sensor manipulated a current parameter value. Participants

interpreted the FSR as requiring constant finger pressure, thus emphasising tangi-

ble and performative aspects of interaction. The knob was instead mainly used as

a “tuning device” for the control of parameters constrained within specific ranges

(e.g. to set the cut-off frequency of a filter). These approaches reflect the “inherent”

continuous character of these devices as both FSR and knob produce a continuous

electrical signal. Buttons were instead extensively used to either trigger random
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events (mainly frequency values using the random object) or to switch on and off

an audio signal (i.e. activating and deactivating sound processes by triggering the

line˜ object to generate envelops or simply multiplying a signal by 0 and 1). We

thus observed how the use of the button would indicate a “digital” understating

of the device, as its output is restricted to two discrete electrical values.

These interpretations of sensors were often described as “obvious” by the musi-

cians themselves.

P3: “yeah I mean that’s the cut-off frequency, you would definitely use the knob

because it gives you that control... [showing how to manipulate the knob] okay

I can stop here!”

Certainly, such “sensor thinking” is rather common within the music technol-

ogy community and it is possible to trace back their multiple origins across both

engineering and musical practice [264]. Indeed, we could observe how these com-

positional approaches follow the “grain” of the sensor technologies not only in

regard to their functional and material qualities, but also thanks to the shared

representations depicted by the majority of our participants.

P4: “with the pressure sensor ... the immediate thing I thought of controlling

was pitch because that’s just obvious.”.

While reviewing the interview data, we observed how previous experience with

the sensors influenced musicians’ design choices. Electronic instruments and inter-

faces (e.g. modular synthesizers and studio equipment) were often mentioned as

precedent for design choices. P9, a live-coding musician and researcher in compu-

tational creativity, commented on the ways she encountered the sensors.

“I worked with hardware before, you see a knob and that kind of implies... if

I think about how I would want to implement like a centre frequency I’ll just

kind of go straight to a knob”.

P5, a PhD student working on collaborative music making with digital musical

instruments, instead referred to his experience as student in a physical computing

class while discussing the work of his partner.

“I find really interesting that you used the button to control the output of

everything, while I used the FSR.. and the reason was that when I did the

IDMT [Interactive Digital Multimedia Techniques] course here, usually we
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used the FSR to control the main volume... so I never thought like ‘oh maybe

I can use the button for that’... and you approached that in a really different

way... and you’ve got a really different result, and I love it!”.

Participants’ previous experiences thus turned out to be influential for the in-

terpretation of the sensors provided in our game, an understanding of musical

devices that is both technical and cultural. These findings are in line with the no-

tion of perceived affordances [284]: a design provides clues but “affordances can

go unnoticed if they do not fit with real-world experience and cultural knowledge”

[185, p. 179].

Figure 4.4: Implementation of a “hidden” sound control as “[t]he FSR needs to be held

half-way pressed in order for this patch to generate sound”. Comments are

originals from participant.

We also identified a group of experienced Pd practitioners (P1, P2 and P12) that

challenged the “obvious” interpretations of sensors often found in the work of

our participants. These three musicians declared longstanding experience in the

design of new musical interfaces for both artistic and research purposes. Moreover,

they are affiliated with the same research group which focuses on the study and
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development of novel musical interfaces. An example of such “unusual” sensor

approaches relates to P2’s idea of filtering and thresholding the FSR signal so that

only a certain amount of constant pressure would activate a sound (Figure 4.4).

This “hidden” control strategy requires fine sensorimotor skills to be discovered.

P2: “you need to find it! ... so you’re supposed to press it halfway through and

stand still.”.

P2 also implemented a basic memory-like algorithm for the button where the

user must repeatedly press the sensor in order to increase the volume of a sound.

“if I press it once I just get a tiny bit, but if I press multiple times, I can keep

it higher”.

In this way P2 considers the activity of the performer within a specific time

window of a few seconds and uses this information to operate the instrument, a

strategy that expands the temporal frame of the interaction in contrast to the imme-

diate and linear gesture-sound response which the sensor apparently suggested

to most participants.

P12 instead processed the continuous signal of the FSR based on different timescales

to extract three different streams of data, assigning them to different frequency

values (Figure 4.5). This result was achieved using the delwrite˜ and delread4˜

objects.

P12: “I had the original signal, I had the delayed signal and then I had the

signal that was the first two subtracted, and the delay is variable based on

how much you’re acting on the sensor”.

P12’s intention was to implement an algorithm that could take into account

past interactions and obtain several rich (i.e. performatively meaningful) control

signals. A one-to-many mapping strategy was also employed by P1 in order to

manipulate a multidimensional feature such as timbre.

P1: “I just started with a sine wave and the FSR controlling the volume and

then it was too simple ... then I had the FSR that also decides the incidence

of this ring modulator ... so I can control the richness of the timbre and the

volume”.

Thresholding the continuous data, implementing time-dependent memory-like

algorithms or obtaining multiple signals out of a single input value can be under-

stood as attempts to escape to patterns suggested by the materials [259].
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Figure 4.5: One-to-many mapping strategy; the FSR data is delayed and differentiated to

obtain three different control values.

4.3.3 Original and unconventional making

While examining participants’ reflections on the composition of the instruments,

we identified a set of recurrent design concerns and values. 9 of 14 participants de-

clared the intention of exploring creative and unusual solutions while composing

the instruments.

P3: “[my main thought was] how can I make it sound stranger and cooler”.

However, we could identify different attitudes towards the formulation of what

would actually be considered as “original” and “unconventional”.

Audio algorithms generating noisy, distorted and out-of-tune sonorities were

also often considered peculiar and engaging. P10, a musician and technologist

working as a postdoctoral researcher on the design of accessible musical instru-

ments, comments on his aesthetic choices.

“I was trying to come up with a melody, but then I realised it sounded cooler

to have it like slightly out of tune ... I just went for this sort of weirdly out of

tune sort of sound”.
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Similarly, P13, a computer scientist and multi-instrumentalist with a passion for

modular synthesizers, comments:

“yeah, I started by trying to do like FM between them I wanted to make ... a

noisy thing with like weird harmonics and stuff”.

Musicians self-identifying as beginners or intermediate Pd users often saw a

lack of control as interesting and exceptional, for example designing and playing

random and unpredictable sound processes. P3’s comments on the sonic interac-

tion developed by her teammate for the knob sensor is representative of such a

perspective:

“I think there is no way for you to control it... which is really cool ... that’s

something you won’t be able to control that good but at the same time it’s a

fun way of using the pressure sensor in a non like conventional context”.

By contrast, other participants believed that building chaotic and uncontrollable

processes was not particularly compelling. For instance, when P1 considered what

he could have done differently for his sound design, he reflected:

“I would probably have had some type of random process, but again by having

a random process generating pitches, it wouldn’t have been so interesting ... it

may be boring”.

Indeed, some expert Pd users (P1, P2 and P12) exhibited interest in developing

subtle and nuanced musical interactions.

P1: “it’s not really [changing] the pitch and that’s why I kept this idea ...

because if this interaction would have resulted in a random pitch, that was

clearly audible, I would probably delete the connection. But the fact that wasn’t

really perceivable but still it had a certain effect it was good for me”.

The intention of designing hidden interactions that could be identified only

through careful exploration was clearly a driving force. This manifests in the work

of P12 and P2 who sought to compose the FSR in enigmatic ways where sounds

should be discovered almost like “Easter eggs” in a video game.

P12: “I thought to try use the FSR like pressing it and then it wouldn’t do

anything until a delay had happened... or like trying to find a way for the FSR

to be like a bit more mysterious” – P2: “you have to find it [the sound]! What

that is doing is: we’re looking for the offset to be between 0.3 and 0.7 ... and

then if there’s no variation you get the sound”.
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These tendencies exhibited by P1, P2 and P12 can be considered in light of

two main factors: expert Pd proficiency and affiliation with a specific community

(i.e. an academic lab active in the context of NIME research). These two circum-

stances seem to support the emergence of specific values and intentions towards

the design of musical interactions. Indeed, we could not find approaches similar

to those of P1, P2 and P12 in participants that did not share both conditions: we

also recruited musicians with high level of Pd expertise but not affiliated to the

aforementioned lab (P5, P11, P13) and members of the same research group (P7,

P8, P10) who, although having similar experience in the design of new musical

interfaces, identified as beginners or intermediate Pd users.

Overall, we saw how participants with different backgrounds occasionally would

offer different (even opposite) views on the same sound design strategies. Most

musicians saw the design of unpredictable sonic interactions as engaging, whereas

a small group of participants were driven by different concerns: the implementa-

tion of subtle and concealed sound-gesture relationships. We would then argue

that participants often recognised as valuable what the assemblage of Pd and sen-

sors makes easy to design. We observed how the implementation of chaotic sonori-

ties often emerged as a consequence of intricate patching. Indeed, one participant

commented on Pd’s visual immediacy, highlighting how the language promotes

the creation of complex interconnections between objects:

P12: “there is this visual suggestion... you know, it’s kind of screaming at you:

‘connect everything to everything!’ ”.

Another example of such easy-to-make procedure is the use of the button to trig-

ger the random function and change the frequency of the phasor˜ and osc˜ objects.

This approach, found in the work of 6 participants, produces apparently interest-

ing musical results without implementing particularly refined mapping strategies.

As we will see in the next section, the combination of these musical concerns and

technical implementations has direct repercussions on the instruments’ aesthetic

outputs, often leading to their standardisation.

4.3.4 Aesthetic considerations

The most recurrent aesthetic comments provided by participants focus on the

pitches produced by the instrument. Musicians mainly composed musical arte-

facts able to play pitches one after another, often selecting random frequencies

within specific ranges.
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P6: “I wanted it to go up to like the fifth or the tenth harmonic and then

come back down and keep on cycling back and forth”– P7: “what I originally

aimed to do was to confine it between about five different bass notes so that it

could at least become some kind of melody ... I figured out the interval between

these tones ... so that my thing that goes up and down always has the same

intervals”.

Amplitude was the other parameter most often considered while designing the

interactions.

P6: “yeah I was just trying to get all the volumes balanced right at the end...

because we had this really quiet and then this really loud and then this one

was kind of in between”.

If pitch and volume were often mentioned by beginners and intermediate users,

expert Pd users tended to comment on diverse aesthetic matters. These include

sound synthesis and effects such as timbre morphing, low frequency modulation,

non-linear feedback, saturation and panning.

P13: “I wanted to do something more interesting ... just not to make another

like pitch with an FSR”– P11: “I was trying for a kind of a panning modu-

lation, so when you press the sensor it kind of switches the channel”– P2: “I

modulated the amplitude on the two channels separately in positional phase

so do you get some movements .. and I added a soft saturation here”– P12:

“[I am] controlling the frequency of two detuned saw oscillators... so they’re

roughly the same and then when you hit the button it randomizes to a degree

that frequencies, and then this is also controlling two LFOs ... they are all

slightly detuned from each other so that’s why you get this kind of beating”.

Interestingly, we could also appreciate a similar aggregation of aesthetic con-

cerns for the two musicians using SuperCollider. Indeed, compared to most Pd

instruments (including some of those made by expert users), these instruments

combine a great assortment of audio processes – e.g. comb filtering, phase modu-

lation, compression and stochastic sequencing of note triggers. On the other hand,

the sonic processes implemented in SuperCollider are characterised by a rather

high degree of autonomy (i.e. the outputs of the instruments might change over

time even without the intervention of the performer).

In order to get a better sense of the instruments designed by our participants,

we spent some time playing them, thus exploring in detail their interactive and
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aesthetic properties. The most prevailing modality of interaction embedded into

the artefacts relates to activation and deactivation (on/off style) of unsynchronized

sound processes. It follows that the amount of agency allowed to the performer is

considerably constrained, as the majority of interactions are reduced to possibility

of triggering or modulating different sounds. This feature also affects how musical

events can be organised in time. The instruments collected are indeed bounded by

an implicit temporal notion which facilitates immediate and linear gesture-sound

interactions. Similar findings have been reported by Born and Snape [67]: Max

users have little or even “minimal” influence while performing their patches. The

impossibility of encoding sonic structures evolving through an extended period

of time also recalls the notion of time identified by the “kind of time that Max is

more readily configured to offer: a temporality in which musical events simply do

or don’t happen, without a coded sense of a musical past that can be recalled or a

musical future that can be fast-forwarded to”.

Once activated, the sonorities produced by the instruments can be categorised

according the three sound sources exploited by participants. The artefacts using

the phasor˜ object are generally distinguished by the production of continuous

tones with distinctly perceivable noisy components. The instruments based on

the osc˜ object tend to produce sororities associated with additive synthesis tech-

niques. The instruments based on the noise˜ object instead tend to produce con-

stant noise textures obtained through subtractive synthesis procedures. The latter

is characterised by different bands of resonance due to the filtering of the noise

source. These instruments allow continuous control of either cut-off frequency of

the filter (pitch of resonance) or the noise amplitude.

Despite the variety of musical backgrounds and interests of our participants, the

output of the various instruments exhibited a relatively narrow range of musical

aesthetics. In general, the presence of noise is pivotal and rather constant. De-

spite considerable variation in the finer details of sound design, we found that the

instruments are clustered around a few musical aesthetics which relate to experi-

mental, noise and glitch music. The predominance of “raw” and “noisy” materials

is certainly related to the limited amount of time our participants had to compose

the artefacts. Nevertheless, we suggest that Pd actively supports particular musi-

cal aesthetics precisely because those aesthetics “organically” emerge after a few

minutes of coding. We endorse the reflection posed by Born and Snape [67] while

discussing the musical outcomes facilitated by the Max language: “[i]n a double

bind, the technology that makes it possible for artists to forge unusual musical
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practices also locates those practices within familiar and consolidated technical-

and-aesthetic universes”. In fact, these programming languages come from spe-

cific musical communities which are particularly concerned with electro- acoustic

experimentation and “post-digital” aesthetics [301, 91].

The participants’ final performances were also insightful for analysing the musi-

cal features promoted by the composed musical artefacts. Reviewing the collected

recordings, we identified a set of aesthetic qualities that were not explicitly coded

into the instruments but only emerged through performance. For instance, while

exploring the complex spectrum produced, some participants were particularly

keen to search for parameter settings that would produce harmonic relations be-

tween the various sounds. Harmonic tones would then be privileged through per-

formance even if not explicitly composed. Another element that only emerged

through performance was the discovery of speech-like articulations. This quality

particularly occurs when pitch control is mapped to the FSR sensor.

4.4 discussion

The chapter discussion focuses on two main elements: makers’ techno-musical

backgrounds and the patterns tacitly promoted by the musical tools. First, we sug-

gest that the design of a DMI entails an in-situ negotiation between designer and

tools, arguing that musicians react to suggestions offered by tools based on their

previous experiences and personal knowledge. We then consider how the artefacts

resulting from such negotiation often re-purpose the musical values inscribed into

the tools used in the design process, proposing that musical inscriptions can be

regarded as highly recursive processes.

4.4.1 DMI design as socio-technical negotiation

Digital instrument design relies upon a vast set of emotional, cognitive and mate-

rial processes which cannot be fully reduced to a few individual elements, such as

the cultural issues examined in this chapter. However, our analysis suggests that

musical ideologies inherited from specific communities and contexts are likely

to affect the assembly of a new DMI. Examples of such “cultural translations”

were provided by P1, P2 and P12, who focused on the composition of nuanced

interactions, time-aware control strategies and hidden gesture-to-sound manipu-

lations. Aside from being part of the same NIME-related research group, these
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music technologists have broad experience in the design of musical interfaces in

both academic and private sectors. Their approaches might be partly explained

by considering their academic affiliation and previous professional experience as

long-lasting involvement with communities of practice [218].

On the other hand, rather than aiming for specific musical ideas, various partic-

ipants focused on the design of simple musical interactions easily achievable with

the Pd language. Often participants had to simplify (if not abandon) more chal-

lenging compositional ideas in order to prioritise basic yet functional instruments:

P6: “my priority was to build an instrument that would definitely work first

of all, then to give it some character”.

After having explained his original plans, P12 commented:

P12: “I couldn’t think of a very immediate way to program that ... so I just

used it [the knob] as a kind of trigger to create some randomness instead”.

P13 encountered some difficulties while implementing a complex FM synthe-

sizer and therefore decided to simply multiply carrier and modulator signals:

P13: “but yeah it just was a bit more complicated to do the FM stuff so I just

ring-modulated both”.

The difficulties encountered while implementing a given idea in a very short

period of time might be in part related to participants’ skills in programming with

Pd. Nonetheless, our findings also suggest that the musical notions embedded

into a given technology inevitably condition the work of the designers. Pd seems

to promote particular programming styles where patching is often an exploratory

and improvised practice, eventually producing rather unexpected results - see P4’s

struggle to explain his Pd work. The reuse of previously-made code blocks as

well as the composition of hyper-interconnected and often convoluted patches are

also intuitive procedures supported by Pd’s visual interface - see the copy/paste

routine described by P11. The reduced selection of sound sources and control

strategies implemented by participants might be considered as further patterns

promoted by the tools and materials provided. We also saw how Pd facilitated the

implementation of direct, memoryless control strategies which activate and deacti-

vate unsynchronized sound processes, as found in the majority of our participants.

This observation is supported by reflections from Pd creator Miller Puckette,

who acknowledges that Max and Pd are fundamentally systems “for scheduling
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real-time tasks” as their architecture is inspired on a “piano model” of music per-

formance : “a collection of tasks running in parallel” whose timing is controlled

by “wait functions and triggers” [300, p. 32] – an approach adopted to “make it

easy to build patches whose behaviour is reactive” [301, p. 7]. Interestingly, Puck-

ette also considers how these assumptions condition the musical interactions pro-

moted by Pd: “the prevalence of over-reactive and over-obviously reactive pieces

of live electronic music in today’s repertory can be partly blamed, perhaps, on the

fact that Max’s and Pd’s designs make it so easy to code up that sort of knee-jerk

behaviour”. Then “the user, if he or she adopts Pd, is adopting all this as part of

the bargain” [301, p. 7].

Each instrument composed in our game offered a particular combination of

musical qualities, where some can be associated to the technical and cultural back-

ground of the designer and others are instead promoted by the technologies used

to assemble the artefacts. We suggest that the design of a new digital instrument

is best viewed as a negotiation between designer and tools, a dialogue by virtue

of which, in order to get something, each party sacrifices something else [121].

Although the tools contain hidden scripts and offer aesthetic suggestions, per-

sonal background, identities and aesthetic priorities still play a strong role in the

outcomes. In this regard, the negotiations we are pointing at present strong simi-

larities with those described by Green while engaging with the work of Di Scipio,

where coding practices, social matters and musical identities interweave in a way

that “the dynamics of the negotiation between the technical and social are [and

become] a key aspect of electronic musical craft” [147, p. 59].

Despite providing participants with the same tools, the negotiation that oc-

curred while composing the instruments resulted in different outcomes, even

though they clustered around a few interactive and stylistic approaches. Each

musician had a particular set of pre-dispositions, which emphasised or down-

played aspects of the technologies used in our research. Participants with different

techno-musical backgrounds (including DMI design expertise and Pd proficiency)

also offered opposite views on some of the musical interactions made more acces-

sible by the tools – for instance, random based processes were interpreted either

as eccentric and engaging (e.g. P10 and P13) or rather obvious and boring (e.g.

P1 and P2). From this perspective, we might then say that we do not use a given

music technology, but it is rather the instrument that uses the resources available

in each of us, including our musical values and previous experience with musical

tools and the cultures around them.
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Due to short length of our exercise, the instruments created by participants may

not reflect their ideal musical statement, but they do reflect what is easily achiev-

able with Pd in a limited time frame. We suggest that even with a longer devel-

opment time, the idiomatic patterns of the language and sensors will continue to

exert an aesthetic influence on the creative process. At minimum, our observations

provide an interesting take on the idea that “a computer music language should

provide a set of abstractions that makes expressing compositional and signal pro-

cessing ideas as easy and direct as possible” [255]. As many creators of languages

explicitly focus on giving users “rapid experimentation in computer music” [367],

they inevitably endorse certain procedures and techniques. By making specific

routines more accessible (more immediate or easier), musical tools might also im-

plicitly block (i.e. make more difficult) a great number of alternative methods and

techniques.

4.4.2 Recursive musical inscriptions

In summarising the most salient traits we found in the work of participants, we

do not aim to propose a general model of how the chosen technologies influence

the design of musical interactions. We also acknowledge that our sample of 14

musicians is likely not representative of music technology practice as a whole.

However, the artefacts composed in our game give us the opportunity to reflect on

how musical notions travel from the workbench to the instrument. As discussed

in Section 2.2.3, the “formal logic” through which a new technology refashions

prior media forms has been described as a process of remediation [60]. This phe-

nomenon implies that characteristics typical of an existing technology (whether

technical or socio-cultural) are transferred into the new design.

The instruments examined in this chapter can be regarded as remediating mu-

sical values coming from preexisting musical cultures. For example, participants

often interpreted sensors as either “continuous” or “discrete” and incoming data

would then be interpreted accordingly. The comments by P3 and P9 on the use of

the knob as a precision controller for fine-tuning are representative of the knob’s

cultural load, which might relate to its previous uses in telecommunication. Far

from being absolute and a priori assumptions, these approaches to a sensor’s possi-

ble interactions can be regarded as “received notions of what technology can and

should do” [296, p. 382]. Indeed, the understanding of a sensor as either contin-

uous or discrete can be linked to specific technological and musical discourses –
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see, for instance, the reflections by Bill Verplank [356] on the “handle” and “button”

control strategies or the mapping paradigms frequently adopted in NIME contexts

[189].

The participants’ tendency to compose and perform unpredictable noise-based

interactions reflects many contemporary musical practices, including post-Cageian

and algorithmic composition legacies. These stylistic features are also in line with

the cultural contexts from which Pd emerged: experimental, electroacoustic and

contemporary music. Indeed Puckette acknowledged that, throughout the years,

the research environments he found at MIT Experimental Music Studio, IRCAM

and the ICMC conference strongly influenced many underlying ideas behind Max

and Pd [300]. In this regard, Horn describes how the overall experience around an

interactive artefact can influence the design process as “individuals appropriate

cultural forms and restructure them to serve new functions in light of shifting

goals and expectations” [184, p. 117].

The instruments created in our compositional game repurpose musical assump-

tions linked to the technologies provided, sometimes also drawing on participants’

own musical values. In case of Pd, while composing the artefacts, our participants

indirectly engaged with Puckette’s approach to the scheduling of real-time musi-

cal tasks. Puckette’s approach was in turn influenced by the work of Max Mathews

on the Music N and RTSKED programmes and Barry Vercoe on the Csound lan-

guage [300]. We can thus see how the identity of an instrument emerges from a

process of recursive inscription from successive generations of musicians and tech-

nologists. We could apply this rationale to discover the cultural values inscribed

into a given digital tool as it results from previous socio-technical negotiations and

assemblages, not only recovering the technical and musical influences of Pd, but

also the influences of those earlier technologists and musicians, and so forth.

Overall, our reflections tackle a well-known topic of discussion within the do-

mains of technology and media studies: “we shape our tools, then our tools shape

us” as the saying goes. This argument has been supported by many authors

throughout the 20
th century – see amongst others see the notion of “technogenetic

spiral” introduced by Katherine Hayles [171]. Our investigation seeks a more spe-

cific account of the idiomatic patterns of particular technologies commonly used

in NIME design, aiming to shed some lights on how musical ideas are embedded

into musical tools and travel from on technology to another.

Through our research we could appreciate how the designer may temper some

of their abstract ideas to create what is perceived to be feasible with the available
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tools, time and skills. Just as an improvising pianist may reach for chords that

fit easily under the hand, the tool will suggest certain ideas which can then be

accepted, rejected or modified by the designer. The influence of the technology

in turn puts the focus on the designer of the specific technology used, who is

responsible for shaping its scripts and embedded values [4]. The tool creator may

in turn be influenced by their own communities of practice and use of technology.

The process of recursive of inscription here introduced is not unique to digital

tools, but we suggest that digital technology enables the process to proceed ex-

ceedingly quickly due to the countless socio-technical components assembled into

every digital artefact – see the “quantity affects quality” arguments introduced in

Section 2.2. Due to this cultural load, digital music technologies will inevitably

influence future users, which will re-negotiate the notions embedded into the in-

strument based on their own embodied practices, subjective views and cultural

affiliations. Grusin notes that “mediation is always a form of premediation, of

generating a multiplicity of potential but never fully formed futures which will

have real impacts on life or action in the present whether those futures actualise

themselves or not” [151, p. 141]. According to this perspective, the creators (and

contributors) of widely-used music hardware and software tools might indirectly

turn out to be some of the most influential musicians of our time.

4.4.3 Methodological considerations

As noted by Puckette [301, p. 8] the design of digital tools for creative purposes

“requires long and serious thought about the implications of what we are making and

doing”. As this reflection is essential for the design of novel digital instruments and

music interfaces, it seems timely to ask how music technologists should engage

with these kind of investigations.

The diverse theoretical and methodological perspectives found in research con-

texts such as STS and RtD might provide researchers with a broad range of

approaches to unpack computer-mediated musical interactions, including auto-

ethnographic and art-based methods [237, 203]. A interesting direction of research

certainly relates to the systematic comparison of different music technologies at

work. In this regard, we highlight the importance of moving beyond the quantita-

tive evaluation of musical tasks, to reflect on the aesthetic and cultural situatedness

of musical tools. Is indeed our conviction that the concerns posed in this chapter

require qualitative mindsets able to analyse the use of tools and materials on differ-
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ent scales - e.g. zooming in design and performance practices, but also considering

the broader musical and socio-cultural ecosystems from which they emerge.

Despite the variety of perspectives at play, the “measure, model and evaluate”

attitude seems to prevail within academic music technology contexts; an approach

that, as noted by Hayes and Marquez-Borbon, is often functional to the quantifi-

cation and economisation of research performance [170]. In a culture where tech-

nological development and innovation are often considered as ends in themselves,

funding bodies and government agencies seem more inclined to facilitate certain

disciplinary approaches over others.

Rather than offering extensible and quantifiable knowledge, the research pre-

sented in this chapter provides a possible interpretation on the ways music technol-

ogists engage with their tools. Our contribution is based on in-depth observations

and reflections limited to a small set of computer music practices and instruments.

Furthermore, far from being a neutral tool for musical expression, the Bela plat-

form used in our game introduces a further technological influence that is not the

focus of our analysis. As authors, we also cannot claim cultural neutrality in our

analysis, though we present in previous sections an analytical process that seeks

to minimise bias. We are linked to the same academic groups as some of our par-

ticipants, and we are closely involved in the NIME research community. Rather

than claiming detachment, we instead suggest our situated outlook might enable

a deeper understanding of the musical practices considered in this chapter, but it

will also influence our reflections [172].

The musicians involved positively commented on the study, generally describ-

ing it as a fun and entertaining game. Nevertheless, after introducing the activity,

it was occasionally possible to perceive that participants felt the pressure to de-

sign “good enough” interactions. Especially, Pd beginners were sometime scared

to not be able to design any sound at all out of such limited amount of time. In

these cases, we found useful to remind participants that the study is not about

assessing their level of expertise with Pd and that any attempt, even a Pd patch

that does not produce any sound, is valuable for the research. Also, reassuring

participants about the possibility to use help files, manuals or examples from the

internet generally helped to lower the tension.

In general, the tension decreases for beginners once they get to compose the sec-

ond sensor, i.e. when they understand the logic behind the game and eventually

realise that they are actually “able” to complete the task requested. However, true
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relief and amusement generally arise during the final performance, when musi-

cians can demonstrate their work. In this phase, the enthusiasm of participants

showing and commenting the musical interactions co-developed is indeed palpa-

ble. This suggests how valuable music performance can be for research purposes:

play as a generative and shared practice that can stimulate critical discourses and

confrontations.

The playful and permissive approach adopted in our activity proved to be an ef-

fective strategy, which facilitated the difficult task of designing functional musical

interfaces by pushing away design pressure and compositional anxiety. As sug-

gested by Owen Green, we found it particularly useful to exploit what musicians

are obviously good at: playing (and designing) an instrument [149]. Indeed, we

noticed that asking musicians to perform facilitated the communication of techni-

cal and musical issues, and while performing, our participants could fully explore

the composed musical interactions and discover sonic gestures that were not ex-

plicitly encoded into the artefacts. We also identify as a key element the choice

of dividing our exercise into small, short steps. This approach made our activity

more accessible, especially for those participants less experienced in the design of

creative sonic interactions.

Finally, we wish to draw attention on the fact that COVID-19 impacted the re-

search presented in this chapter. In short, during the first lock-down period, it

has been essentially impossible to run in-person studies and collect further ho-

mogeneous data. Since we could not longer involve new musicians, there is little

comparison in our research between different audio programming languages. Nev-

ertheless, just before the pandemic, we were able to recruited two very skilled SC

users and this allowed us to introduce some comparative elements. For instance

we could appreciate how, compared to the Pd, these two SC users tended to reduce

the performer’s control to privilege the autonomy of the algorithm. Indeed when

the two SC instruments are switched on, sound variations occur without anyone

controlling them directly.

Other languages might then support different interactive patterns and aesthetics.

For instance, we suggest, Max might have facilitated the playback and real-time

manipulation of sound files – an approach that we never saw in the Pd instruments

– as it is possible to load samples by simply dragging and dropping them into a

patch. Participants using Max might also have benefited from the extensive curated
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material it is possible to find in Max documentation (e.g. help files and snippets)

as well as from the internet (e.g. tutorials, externals and packages).

4.5 chapter conclusions

This chapter has introduced a study exploring the ways in which digital musical

systems are non-neutral mediators of creative thought. Specifically, it reported

on a compositional game in which sound designers were asked to sketch simple

instruments with common electronic sensors and the Pure Data programming

language. By identifying a set of recurrent patterns of the resulting instruments,

we began to reveal the latent influence of these tools.

Our findings present great affinities with Born and Snape’s ethnography on

the Max audio programming language [67], showing that Max and Pd “can be

considered as extended implementations of the same paradigm” Puckette [300, p. 31]. A

major difference compared to the work of Born and Snape, is that our research

also considers the reflections shared by Puckette on his own designs – including

his main sources of influence and the resulting musical patterns facilitated by Pd

[301]. Our analysis often confirmed Puckette observations, which in turn, became

key elements for our discussion, allowing us to interpret and contextualise our

findings within the socio-cultural frameworks out of which Pd emerged.

The investigation presented exploited making as a means for speculation and

reflection as participants are invited to unpack their actions, disclose design inten-

tions and priorities as well as consider the results of their work [322]. This, based

on the idea that embodied making processes facilitate a particular form of thinking

[10]. Overall, our approach proved to be rather effective to discover both makers’

felt experience and the influence of the technologies they used, providing us with

a set rich and composite insights on design practices and technological agencies.

Our musical game was deliberately time-limited and highly constrained in its

physical materials. We do not propose that the instruments created reflect what

any of the designers would do in a longer and more open-ended situation. It may

be that certain kinds of sounds and control strategies are simply not achievable

from first principles within 10 minutes. In fact, this underlines our argument on

the idiomatic patterns of the tools. That certain musical interactions recur in the

work of several designers with varied musical backgrounds further confirm the

aesthetic influence of tools and materials.
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Designers sketching simple instruments using a limited palette of sensors with

the Pd programming language approached the task with creativity and style.

Within the diversity of individual outcomes we frequently saw recurrent patterns

in musical language as well as the design of controls and audio algorithms which

appear to reflect the arrangements of the tools. The considerations introduced in

this chapter are also strengthened by the design fiction exercise introduced in

Chapter 3 as we found that practitioners involved in the music technology com-

munities conveyed a variety of musical values through widely differing types of

non-functional artefact. Thus the level of consistency across the simple instruments

in this activity is notable. It is unlikely that each person’s musical intentions would

lead them to simple oscillators with linear frequency controls; rather, we are seeing

a strong influence from the technology.

Overall, the work reported in this chapter investigates the patterns digital music

tools suggest. We introduced a possible approach for questioning and recognis-

ing their influence, and provided an interpretative account to frame some of the

modalities through which tools and materials shape the design of our instruments.
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5
O N A B S U R D M A K I N G A N D P E R S O N A L D E S I G N

K N O W L E D G E

This chapter incorporates significant material from ‘Useless, not Worthless: Absurd Mak-

ing as Critical Practice’ by Lepri, McPherson and Bowers originally published in the pro-

ceedings of the Designing Interactive Systems Conference, DIS 2020 [229] and ‘Play Make

Believe: Exploring Design Fiction and Absurd Making for Critical NIME Design’ by Lepri,

McPherson, Nonnis, Bennett, Andersen, Stapleton, Mudd, Topley and Bowers, accepted

workshop proposal at the International Conference on New Interfaces for Musical Expres-

sion, NIME 2020 – presented as ‘10.000 Musical Instruments for a Semi-connected World’

[230].

The work introduced in the this chapter focuses on the individual perspectives

brought in by practitioners engaged in the design of digital musical instruments.

In particular, I present two activities organised around the themes of absurd mu-

sical interfaces, questionable sonic interactions and unworkable music designs.

These research gave us the opportunity to elicit and make manifest two primary

sorts of personal design knowledge: the critique of conventional practices and

ideas in music technology research, and the ideation of instruments beyond famil-

iar paradigms linked to everyday objects and tools.

First, I report on the outcomes of the Unuseless Music Design hackathon, a project

exploring absurd making as a way to support critical and disruptive design prac-

tices. Second, I describe the 10.000 Musical Instruments for a Semi-Connected World

workshop, a collaborative online event conceived as an unconventional experi-

ment to generate interface ideas and speculate on music technology through open-

ended artefacts and playful design explorations. The chapter concludes with a

methodological reflection on how make-believe, fragile and absurd design ap-

proaches might stimulate individuals’ musical creativity, unlock unconventional

musical visions and reveal critical perspectives on technology development.
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5.1 background

The investigations presented in previous chapters explored how musical commu-

nities and digital tools situate and mediate the assemblage of DMIs. Both works

illustrate the entwining of making processes, materials and social contexts by at-

tending to the instrumental and creative practices of different musicians. Overall,

participants responded to our musical invitations with inventiveness and original-

ity. The artistic intuitions and resources brought in by each subject can be consid-

ered as the lifeblood of our studies, without which they would have resulted in a

series of flattened and homogeneous routines.

In view of the relevance that personal techno-musical visions had in all the

stages of the work previously introduced, this chapter focuses on the personal

perspectives practitioners inevitably ascribe to the use and development of musical

interfaces. Our intention is then to scrutinise a strategy for the discovery and

highlight of subjective connotations and significances. This additional step will

broaden our analytical framework and allow for a further level of awareness over

the intricate processes behind the emergence of digital instruments.

In order to make evident and visible personal and intuitive design positions

we decided to experiment with a playful and provocative approach based on the

composition of absurd, questionable and unworkable instruments. The idea of ex-

ploring absurd making to disclose musicians’ individual knowledge and insights

was also largely inspired by the fictional ventures at the basis for the studies pre-

sented in Chapter 3. Indeed, the research here presented follows the line of work

outlined by Andersen with the Magic Machine workshops, where the making of

highly subjective fictional instruments allows participants to create personal de-

sign ideas which function as “anchoring points for conversation and discovery”

[14, p. 3].

The work here presented aims to further exploit the cheerful approach described

in the previous chapter: rather than searching for shared values and assumption,

we consider the potential of playful, fragile and silly making for engaging with

subjective and critical narratives linked to the lived experience of music technology

practitioners. In this context, we borrow the term ‘lived experience’ from Shear and

Varela implying that “the process being studied ... appears as relevant and mani-

fest for a ‘self’ or ‘subject’ that can provide an account; they have a ‘subjective’ side”

[p. 1][325]. In the context of our research, the “subjective factor” then relates to the

individual understandings of the “musical absurd”. By framing the “unreason-
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able, unsound and incongruous”, musicians were encouraged to arrange design

statements in resonance with their own background, temper and knowledge. The

permissive, lighthearted and open-ended qualities of our research then facilitated

the emergence of subjective interpretation: a view of the absurd from a particular

angle which both sets and hijacks what practitioners perceived as ordinary and

familiar in music technology contexts.

The discipline of imagining and building illogical, unfamiliar and overly com-

plicated machines has long been practised by both artists and inventors (see Rube

Goldberg, Heath Robinson, Simone Giertz and Joseph Herscher - to name a few).

A well-known reference of absurd design ideas is Jaques Carelman‘s Objets Introu-

vable (see Figure 5.1) [89] which include the teapot with the handle on the same

side as the spout – an image often used for the front cover of Don Norman‘s Psy-

chology of Everyday Things. Often mentioned in design contexts, is the Japanese art

of Chindogu, where a designer produces “un-useless” objects [55] which are, from

a practical point of view, (almost) completely useless [208].

Figure 5.1: An example of Objets Introuvable (unfindable object) by Jaques Carelman:

Bicyclette-Harmonium - Catalogue of Extraordinary Objects, London, 1971.

In HCI contexts absurd and questionable strategies are often exploited to sup-

port the generation of new design knowledge – initiatives that often relate to the

RtD realms introduced in Section 2.3. Vines et al. facilitated participatory design

workshops by exploiting the notion of questionable design concepts [357]. The re-

search team proposed to their participants a speculative exercise based on a se-

lection of design concepts that were “not conceived to be entirely frivolous but
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neither were they thought of as in any way finished or likely solutions to the prob-

lems they sought to address”. Thanks to this mix of serious and playful design

proposals, participants were able to reveal personal views, providing suggestions,

reflections and articulated rejection statements. More recently, Laura Devendorf

and colleagues questioned the assumptions and expectations that qualify a conven-

tional HCI contribution by exploring what a “non-contribution” could look like

[109]. Drawing affiliations with Fluxus’ artists and practices, they experimented

with a set of open-ended design strategies and unsettled artefacts illustrated as

HCI-amusement.

Within the domain of musical interactions, it is possible to identify a small but

growing body of research that challenges technology ideation and development

through absurd and playful artefacts. These include the work of John Bowers and

Owen Green which exploited the notion of “hijacking” as a way to question ex-

isting music technologies, their customary range of application and the implicit

norms of musicality codified into the artefacts [71]. As a means to critically engage

with current machine listening techniques, Bowers and Green build provocative

music designs such as disagreeing pitch trackers, re-de-reverberators and eternal

resonance machines. These were then collected in the form of an annotated portfo-

lio [69] to outline the critiques and upshots emerging while designing and using

the various makings.

This chapter offers an overview of the insights we were able to learn while

reflecting on the making of unconventional artefacts. In particular, we describe ab-

surd making as a source of critical and creative thought which is “primarily owned

and governed by the individual and forms part of their evolving personal reflec-

tion, stance and position” [14, p. 11]. The following sections describe the Unuseless

Music Design hackathon and the 10.000 Musical Instruments for a Semi-Connected

World workshop, two events organised around the themes of absurd musical inter-

faces, questionable sonic interactions and unworkable music designs. A selection

of artefacts produced during the events are presented in order to provide a sense

of the technological puns, games and reflections that emerged in our research. Fi-

nally, the chapter discussion considers how absurd making can be regarded as a

valuable approach to generate personal, divergent and critical design reflections.
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5.1.1 Research questions

The work introduced in this chapter addresses the following research question:

How can we unveil the personal design knowledge and views brought in by practitioners

engaged in the DMI practices?

Particular questions we address are:

• How can we make manifest subjective intuitions and narratives for the ideation

and development of musical interfaces?

• How can playful and open-ended design activities be exploited for the dis-

covery of personal design perspectives?

• How can we explore unconventional, critical and diversified visions on NIME

practices beyond the paradigms imposed by current music technology?

5.2 absurd music hackathon

The hackathon took place over two days at Queen Mary University of London.

A public call was circulated through academic mailing lists and social networks.

Interested candidates were required to submit a short written proposal outlining

an unuseless music design to be developed during the hack lab. Proposals also

included a short summary of candidates’ musical/artistic background, skills and

motivations to partake. A selection of participants was conducted based on the

quality of the idea - i.e. originality, silliness, unuselessness, style and achievabil-

ity, and the candidate’s background - while aiming to balance a multidisciplinary

convergence of people. Moreover, we considered the applications a good way to

understand participants’ interests and they were used as starting points for the

later brainstorming/discussion that happened during the first day (see Figure Fig-

ure 5.2). 27 participants took part at the event - 12 male, 15 female, median age 32,

age range between 23 and 50.
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Figure 5.2: Participants brainstorming absurd musical ideas.

5.2.1 Hackathon facilitation

In order to support participants, two external mentors, John Bowers and Hannah

Perner-Wilson 1 were invited to join the event. These guests have significant expe-

rience in the fields of e-textiles, music technology, craft, research through design,

DIY, absurd making and other related fields. The mentors were on site for the

whole duration of the workshop, guiding and challenging participants from both

technical and theoretical viewpoints, while occasionally making their own absurd

designs. Mentors contributed to shape and tailor various activities. During the

course of the event they each delivered a short seminar around the hackathon’s

theme and an introduction to e-textile materials and practices. To provide partic-

ipants with a good range of tools and incentives, we also provided basic training

on the Bela music maker platform [260].

The aim of the hackathon was to design absurd musical propositions using the

tools and materials usually found in design and craft workplaces. The tools and

materials provided included digital fabrication tools (2D design tools and laser

cutter), traditional workshop tools, music maker platform (Bela board), low-cost

circuitry and sensors and e-textile materials and tools. Participants were encour-

aged to bring any particular tools or materials and use any free or open-source

resource. During the first morning we organised a brainstorming session based

on the absurd ideas and concerns articulated in the various applications accepted.

1 See John Bowers and Hannah Perner-Wilson websites - last access April 14, 2023.
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Although participants were free to work on the concept previously submitted, we

encouraged attendees to share their ideas, gather skills and collaborate for the

making of similarly useless projects. By the end of the morning, participants were

able to choose an individual or group project.

The event ended with a final round of presentations and short performances

in which each project was shown to the other participants and a small audience

of colleagues and friends. We recorded all the presentations (audio-video) and,

before this concluding act, we also interviewed all participants asking to tell us

about their projects and the notion of absurdity behind their works. We also col-

lected demographic data including academic, creative and technical backgrounds,

age and gender.

5.2.2 Useless (but not worthless) music designs

One of the outcomes of our event are the produced artefacts themselves. The var-

ious designs are here presented following the principles of annotated portfolios

[69]. In this way, we aim to communicate, in a descriptive yet generative and

open-ended fashion, a selection of themes and issues related to the absurd arte-

facts which were designed. In the spirit of annotated portfolios, we hope that the

themes and the artefacts mutual illuminate each other to show the sense of absurd

design that emerged in the hackathon. In the following subsections, we will often

directly refer to the authors’ statements, quoting either their comments on the arte-

facts – collected during the hackathon – or the concepts and ideas they proposed

in the application forms.

The artefacts introduced in this chapter are then organised according to the fol-

lowing thematic areas:

• Unworkable Materials & Tools

• Impractical Bodies

• Musical Pitfalls

• Beyond Human Music

During the event participants developed 18 absurd projects. For a complete

overview of the project developed see the hackathon web-page (last access April

14, 2023). The artefacts below presented have been chosen as the most representa-
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tive of the themes above mentioned and those omitted can be associated to one or

more of these conceptual domains.

Unworkable Materials & Tools

Several of the hackathon’s projects suggest reflections over tools and materials.

Parfileuse is a e-textile project based on “17th century embellishment techniques” (see

Figure 5.3). The piece reinterprets in an artistic setting the act of removing precious

metal threads from clothes and vests which has been performed for centuries “ei-

ther as an act of recycling or as an act of theft”. The embroideries are then “explored

as a tool for performance”: connected to an audio circuit and taken apart during the

performance. While de-composing the needlework, the artist composes sounds in

real-time. The main absurdity here is “the labour that goes into making the embellish-

ments which are then taken apart by the same person who did it”. Since Parfileuse is a

sonic interface that vanishes while it is played, the piece might relate to the elu-

siveness of music and performance art along with their aesthetic and significance.

Figure 5.3: Parfileuse: an artwork based on 17
th century embellishment textile techniques.

The artistic research culminates with a final performance in which e-textiles

connected to audio circuits are disassembled after many hours of labour.

Nevertheless, Parfileuse might also invite us to reflect on craft practices and the

precariousness of the objects we create. Such considerations might align with the

research on the material turn in HCI, where designers are particularly concerned

with the experience of living materials [304]. The single materials constituting an

artefact might have a much longer life than the one of a specific composition, as
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trees grow for years in the forest before being used for a furniture [110].

In this regard we saw many projects that took an exploratory view of material

qualities as a starting point. For instance, we witnessed a considerable number

of e-textile explorations (almost half of the projects), which was expected given

the featured introductory activities and the background of the participants. One

of these projects, inspired by the art of Origami, is a first prototype of a wearable

sensors to control sound synthesis (Figure 5.4). The interface is conceived to detect

joints such as wrist and elbow articulations and, according the authors, future de-

velopment might result in an interactive music system in which, like puppets and

marionettes, “the performer can be moved/played by someone else”. Besides the silly

idea of having a “performer that does not play but it is played”, we were captivated by

the fact that both physical and digital properties were tightly considered together

as if they were composite materials [353]. The inter-dependencies between textile

properties, sensors arrangement and sound mapping clearly emerged since the

early stages.

Figure 5.4: E-textile materials exploration inspired by the art of Origami: wearable sensors

to control sound synthesis. To become an interactive music system in which

the performer can be played by someone else.

Some participants instead steered their projects towards the making of overly

complicated sonic machines. For instance The Winner “repurposes a vintage claw

crane motor usually found in arcade games” to grab an e-textile sensor which then

produces a sound. The user can only operate the system with a single button that
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opens and closes the claw. It is not possible to move the claw which is located

exactly on the top of the fluffy object that should be grabbed. In practice the user

presses a button and makes a sound, however, from a technical viewpoint, this

action passes through various layers of completely useless steps.

The author explained that the artwork is based on the notion of “expectation”,

thus making an arcade-like game which “is almost impossible not to win”. This work

then raises questions for strategies of design which emphasise efficiency-driven

approaches to creative technologies that apply videogame-style motivations and

rewards to creative and aesthetic practices [267], while highlighting the importance

of the complex interplay of anticipation and frustration to interactive experience.

Impractical Bodies

The Patroniser & Vinip (see Figure 5.5) are two pieces of wearable sonic interfaces

“built to provoke uncomfortable situations”. Vinip is made of an interactive bra that

responds to different gestures (e.g. stroke and press). The Patroniser is a hat which,

as a sort of giant press button, detects when someone pats on it. The hat touch

sensor was made out of two layers of conductive fabric separated by anti-static

foam, while the bra’s nipple area is made responsive using woven non-conductive

and conductive material strips.

Figure 5.5: The Patroniser & Vinip: two wearable instruments designed for uncomfortable

interaction i.e. nipple squeezing and hat patting.

These two e-textile designs deal with an idea of social interactional appropri-

ateness and trouble. Sonic interactions, where body gestures such as scrubbing,

squeezing and patting, become “something that put you in a weird and awkward place”.
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The Patroniser and Vinip raise a “critique of technology for leisure and satisfactory expe-

rience” exploring the notion of “uncomfortable interactions”. With its focus on social

embodied conventions these artworks invite us to rethink what is permitted with

our bodies (including their objectification and commodification), what are the val-

ues we associate with them and how they can be integrated in the design of new

technology [182].

A similar set of reflections is conveyed by the Pompom Swatches sound interface

in Figure 5.6. These belong to a family of instruments made of knitted balls, to

be “positioned in awkward places and played through non-conventional gestures”. In this

particular implementation the interface is placed on the floor and, as a sort of

magic sonic carpet, it can be performed by different bare-foot people simultane-

ously. This soft and colourful sound art work offers “the opportunity to make, play

and collaborate” exploring unusual body interactions for music performance. These

funny hand-crafted pompoms seem indeed to privilege active participation and

physical presence through the combination of accessible materials, tangible inter-

actions and sonic environments.

Figure 5.6: Pompom Swatches: knitted balls, to be positioned in awkward places and

played through non-conventional gestures.

Participants produced various other projects concerned with impractical and

idiosyncratic body interactions. These seriously silly artworks include “an instru-

ment that only works against gravity - where the musician is able to listen to what is s/he

playing [only] when both feet go above the ground level” - and an interface for dance
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performance inspired by “non-doing activities such as meditation and relaxation” in

which body movements are used to shake jelly sculptures (sympathetically called

by some participants Dancing with Jelly).

Musical Pitfalls

As we expected, several projects focused on questionable sonic interfaces directly

relate to current music technology and its implied values. Nonetheless, the cri-

tiques emerging from these artefacts can easily be applied to broader HCI contexts

which might not be directly related to the development of technology for creative

practices.

Figure 5.7: Anyone can Make Music: an oversimplified instrument that plays poor-quality

music with the press of a giant red button.

Anyone can Make Music is the solution to music making that nobody was waiting

for – see Figure 5.7. The designer explains that “thanks to the latest digital technology,

anyone can make music. This instrument solves your problems. It lets you make music

when you could never make music before.” Anyone can Make Music is a self-contained

instrument shaped like a pair of music notes, featuring a speaker and a giant

red button. Pressing the button causes the instrument to play a random excerpt

of a crude MIDI rendition of Pachelbel’s Canon, chosen to be the most “insipid”

possible musical material. A selector switch allows the performer to “make music

in any style” by choosing between 5 different MIDI arrangements of the Canon.

The hyper-reductive instrument offers an explicit critique to many crowdfunded

commercial instruments, whose campaigns often claim that new technology is the

answer to enabling people to make music, while devoting relatively little attention
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to the kind of music that the instrument makes and whether this music aligns with

the aesthetic values of the would-be performer. These projects often ignore the im-

portance of time and embodied practices while learning an instrument. The risk is

then to present misleading user-friendly interfaces that promote the illusion of a

technology characterised by a “low entry fee with no ceiling on virtuosity” [372].

Notions such as “technology democratisation” and “accessible tools” become func-

tional to marketing campaigns and part of well-defined business strategies.

Figure 5.8: MusiTex: featuring a mute kazoo that converts kazoo to text (for silent practice)

and a banana to text instrument to accompany the kazoo.

MusiTex is instead a collection of musical artefacts that permanently “solve the

age-old problem of making too much noise with musical instruments” by replacing sound

with text. The different designs developed within the MusiTex framework feature

e-textile bouncy sensors, tongue in cheek genre recogniser (e.g. “gentle banana

metal”) and various applications based on pool noodles. Another interesting Musi-

Tex instrument implements an advanced artificial intelligence technology to con-

vert the sound of a kazoo into text. “The instrument’s paper membrane is replaced with

a piezo mic, allowing the air pressure to be monitored. With a focus on the textural rasps

and timbre of the kazoo, these are converted into a form of rapidly generated noise poetry:

brwwwzz.. bwz.. bfwwzzz...zbf.. zbfff”. To be more appealing for the market the ba-

nana feature was introduced – see Figure 5.8. It is therefore possible to accompany

the kazoo and intensify the complexity of the verses generated. “Since sounds are
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fully represented as written composition, the instruments can be played in nearly complete

silence, opening up new methods of performing and enjoying silent music”.

Overall, the MusiTex collection made us think about two main considerations.

The first relates to the fact technologists and researchers are often keen to advance

explanatory models of music that inevitably fail to grasp the composite, situated

and often inscrutable nature of art. Highly sophisticated technological advance-

ments might then result into naive symbolic and abstract representations that,

once put in practice, ignore the specificity of contexts and generate rather poor

outcomes.

The second refers to the understanding of music as an entity that should be

solved. The instrumental rationality common in technical problem-solving within

science and engineering is essentially interested in the design of better technology

regardless its actual context of use [129]. Accordingly, this approach tends to con-

sider artistic contents as battlefields for the training of the latest technology that,

if powerful enough, will prevail over its competitors.

Another group of participants decided to design giant music interfaces. The Pipe

Technology project (see Figure 5.9) magnifies standard music controllers and uses

them to control unpredictable and chaotic sonic engines. These “latest frontiers in

high definition technology” allows us to “expand what previously was really small” into

interfaces that “could be controlled with one finger now require full body movements”.

How does music production and performance change if we use 1.5 meter long

sliders and knobs with 1 meter radius?

Through their satirical and playful stances, these kinds of projects relate to con-

temporary technological trends and incite us to wonder about different design

strategies we could consider. For a long time, the miniaturisation of technology is

a key driving force behind technological development and clearly it brings many

useful aspects. However, the Pipe Technology project opens up a design space in

which the shrinking of technology is not a prerequisite, an intuition that might

let us discover musical alternatives and new aesthetic opportunities through the

exploitation of full-body sonic interactions.

Finally amongst the many impractical projects concerned with musical matters,

it is worth mentioning the MIDI Uncontroller - a MIDI keyboard designed to “min-

imises performance anxiety” by taking control away from the musician: once the

performer press a key the machine plays a random sounds at a random volume -
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Figure 5.9: The latest innovation in Pipe Technology: a project that magnifies standard

music controllers allows us to expand what previously was really small.

and The Bee - a stretchable guitar strap that modifies the music produced by the

instrument (i.e. a seriously silly bee sound).

Beyond Human Music

The Bug Orchestra is a fully equipped art residence facility for robotic bugs (see Fig-

ure 5.10). These amenities include “a dance floor, a red carpet, a rave area and a death

trap”. The aim of the project is to create an environment that could “adequately stim-

ulate bugs’ creativity, give them compositional freedom and eventually music performance

training”. Opportunities for sound-making are then implemented with a camera

tracking the robots’ movements and with a piezo mic detecting their dance steps.

The paths the insects take around the residency then modulate electronic sounds.

Overall, we can say that the facility - designed to “eliminate procrastination, stage

fright and writer’s block” - positively influenced artistic production of the guests

who took to hackathon’s final round of presentations with a captivating music

performance.

Another project concerned with animal issues developed during the event is

a sonic interface inspired by Narwhal whales (see Figure Figure 5.11). The ques-

tions behind the project can be formulated as follows: “if you were in the depth of the

ocean, where there is no light and no vision, how you might explore your surroundings?

How would you communicate with friends and neighbours?” The interface assembled

featured a horn that can both sense the environments and detect the head move-
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Figure 5.10: The Bug Orchestra: a fully equipped art residence for robotic bugs. The facility

is designed to adequately stimulate bugs’ creativity, give them compositional

freedom and music performance training.

ments of the person that is wearing the instrument thanks to two touch sensors

placed at the two ends of the horn. The interface also blocks the user’s sight since

it aims to reproduce the Narwhal whales’ habitat.

These projects share an interest to explore technology that goes beyond the

human-centred paradigms and explore playful approaches which consider differ-

ent ecologies and somehow de-centre the human as part of design process and

outcome [362]. These works displace or re-situate human agency within more

extended ecologies which recognise forms of machine vitality. As such, they high-

light creation processes which engage with topics such as shared autonomy and

non-human interactions. We see these conversations more and more frequently in

HCI, and amongst them we spontaneously relate our absurd projects to the de-

bates around the ethical issues we might face while considering animal-computer

interaction [246]; thus taking into account the animal perspective might help to

advance a debate that, even if has never entered mainstream in HCI, has extensive

ecological implications.

5.2.3 Hackathon discussion

In this section we aim to elaborate on the nature of absurdities encountered in

our hackathon. Rather than deepening the analysis of each single project, we aim
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Figure 5.11: A sonic interface inspired by Narwhal whales. To be used in the depth of the

ocean to explore the surroundings and communicate with friends.

to expand on the different kinds of interferences and dissonances we can observe

across the corpus of projects developed in the hackathon. By revealing some un-

derlying mechanism (i.e. identifying the dissonance) we hope to partially disclose

the intentions and reflections of the participants. However, far from being fully ex-

planatory, the interpretations of absurdities introduced in the next sections might

apply to more than one project, each time with slightly different connotations.

Our discussion then focuses on the following techniques developed by partici-

pants to create musical contradictions:

• Paradox

• Hyperbole

• Suspension

• Oxymoron

Paradox

Many of the artworks developed during the hackathon convey paradoxical ac-

counts. Paradoxes are statements that run contrary to shared expectations, trends

or assumptions. The embroidered e-textile embellishments of Parfileuse might be

a good example of such a mechanism. After many hours of precise and intri-

cate labor, the artist de-composes them to produce sound during a performance.

The assumptions we might have on craft and design practices and technological

standards such as robustness, durability and reproducibility are then challenged

through the unworkable artefacts.
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The Patroniser and Vinip partially exploit the mechanism of paradox. In this case,

the work targets common design principles introducing the idea of uncomfortable

interactions. Tangible artefacts might then be re-evaluated through this lens, and

such offbeat statement might help to build awareness about the current ubiquitous

technologies that already put us in an “uncomfortable situation”.

The Winner instead might use paradox in regards to the expectations we have

towards technological novelty. While tinkering with arcade game aesthetics and

their seductive powers, the designer breaks norms and expectations by building an

overly complicated game which is impossible not to win. According to the maker:

“as a kid, you know, you want the toy and you want to play the game ... but it doesn’t

matter how much money you put on it ... it’s rigged!”. We might say the paradox of a

technology that compulsively generates both always-new desires and the illusion

of satisfying them.

We discovered that paradox has been exploited by our participants to elaborate

on technology and its socio-cultural implications. Overall these works offer cri-

tiques of methodological alignments and standardisation of thinking, a discussion

we also find in HCI contexts [27].

Hyperbole

Hyperbole - the exaggeration of ideas to intensify feelings or impressions - is a

rhetorical device that has often been used in those works concerned with musical

issues. In particular, the messages disclosed using this type of absurdity relate to

the embodied intimacy musicians develop with their instruments [372, 261] and

the design, evaluation and marketing of new accessible musical interfaces [262],

both of which are lively debates within the domain of music interactions. Two

examples are Pipe Technology and Anyone can Make Music.

In Pipe Technology the scale of standard digital instruments are massively ex-

panded. A slider potentiometer then becomes 1 meter long. While sharing their

reflections on this absurd magnification the artists explained: “there is connection

between precision in small things and large things. So if you have a very small knob to

move around, you can never be really precise, even if you barely touch it you could already

have moved it. The super large thing actually require some effort before you can move it

from one position to the other. It will be more physical.. ... We are exploring how that

influences our experience of playing”.

Exaggeration then becomes a means to open up new design spaces and look

at a specific music technology issue in a different way. Thanks to this silly ambi-
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tion, which is allowed by a lightweight context, it is possible to explore full-body

interactions with large-scale controllers escaping technological trends.

Anyone can Make Music instead aims to amplify the alleged musical opportu-

nities offered by many commercially available digital instruments which (over-

)simplify music making. The implied discourse might relate to the commodifica-

tion of creativity and learning processes. In particular, since these processes are

characterised by a complex, time-consuming and effortful course, we might take

advantage of “expert systems” which “can pull out expertise that take tens of

thousands of hours for humans to learn ... this means that everyone has access

to this type of expertise” 2. On one hand an appealing product, on the other the

perspective of a very naive idea of music practice and creativity.

Suspension

Suspension (or aposiopesis) is a figure of speech that might be helpful to describe a

kind of absurdity we observed in some of the impractical artefacts. This rhetorical

figure refers to a “sentence that is deliberately broken off and left unfinished, the

ending to be supplied by the imagination, giving an impression of unwillingness

or inability to continue” [216, p. 20].

One of the pieces that particularly relates to this concept is Dancing with Jelly.

While interviewed, the artist that developed the piece explained: “In Tai chi there

is this idea of ‘non-doing’ ... I mean, even silence is generative. ... at the beginning of the

hackathon someone mentioned that the more you can control an instrument the more you

can express through it ... I am more interested in non-expressing ... maybe the less you can

control, the more you can express ... I don’t think anybody knows what do they actually

want to express”.

This intentional suspension is in contradiction with many functional approaches

to the use of art technology (i.e. as a means to express something). From our view-

point, this piece therefore seeks to stretch conventions on body expression through

the idea of non-doing. “It’s not about creating a symphony, but what’s happening when

you are not trying to create a symphony? Maybe your symphony appears anyway”. The

notion of ‘playing for’ is than replaced with the concept of ‘playing with’: “al-

lowing the unpredictability to come out of the system”. These kinds of observations

echo the debates around contemporary art practices which aims to acknowledge

a diversity of aesthetic goals in virtue of the “complex interrelation of human and

non-human agents” [156].

2 Matt Wood announcing DeepComposer - last access April 14, 2023.
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Pompom Swatches can also be interpreted as a conscious act of suspension. In this

case, the piece might represent a sort of resistance (or reticence) towards hi-fi and

forefront technology. Indeed, the tools and materials used in this project belong

to hand-craft practices and, in contrast to futuristic machinery procedures, they

look to ancient techniques and methods. We correlate these attitudes to craftivism

approaches in which “domestic arts” such as yarn-bombing or cross-stitch are

used to engage with critical discourse on social process of collective empowerment

art expression [150].

Oxymoron

We noticed that some of the hackathon’s projects rely on the combination of the

opposites. MusiTex is an example of this contradiction in terms: a set of musical

instruments in which sound is replaced by text. In our view, MusiTex proposes a

playful critique that mitigates “the emergence of seemingly omnipotent computer

music languages and ultra-specialised music apps” [236]. In short, as suggested

by other artefacts, the message might be that latest cutting-edge technologies do

not guarantee convincing musical results (as in the surreal non-musical output of

MusiTex). In fact, the controversies related to the success or failure of new music

technologies is a hot topic in the NIME research community [268].

MIDI Uncontroller is another example of musical oxymoron. According to the

creator: “a lot of the stress in making music is about what is going to be the next note, or

how you should play ... so why don’t let machines make choices for you?”. However, this

particular machine is designed to take away from the performer way too much

control. The musician ends up being completely excluded from the performance.

An uncontrollable keyboard points at the anxiety and frustration many musicians

feel towards what the designer calls “happy accidents”. The instrument’s contradic-

tion then relates to a long-lasting debate on mistakes in music performance [46].

We found that the device of self-contradiction was mainly to investigate music

technology and performance. These artefacts raise questions on the long-term im-

pact artificial agencies will have on our understanding of perception of musical

instruments [161].

5.3 10 .000 instruments workshop

The 10.000 Instruments workshop took place during NIME 2020 in the form of an

online gathering during which conference attendees could collaborate to sketch
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new interface ideas. We introduced the activity as a playful, permissive and light-

hearted event concerned with the creation of seriously silly concepts, not-yet-

existing designs and absurd variations of existing instruments. Although the work-

shop has been originally conceived as an hands-on group activity to be held at the

Royal Birmingham Conservatoire, due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the online

migration of the conference, we adapted our plans in order to accommodate the

new event format. The workshop has been presented to the NIME 2020 partici-

pants as follows:

“The 10.000 Instruments workshop aims to cheer up social distancing through

some playful interactions. We invite the NIME community to dive in an on-

line gathering to collaboratively sketch as many instrument ideas as possible.

A lighthearted activity that might ease for a couple of hours the challenging

situations we are all experiencing. An opportunity to experiment with alterna-

tive ways to generate interface ideas and speculate on music tech through open-

ended artefacts and playful design explorations. An unconventional workshop

to advance the debate around the complex, interdisciplinary and multifaceted

nature of contemporary musical instruments” 3.

Based on the outcomes of the previous absurd hackathon, we developed the ac-

tivity to facilitate critical discourses around NIME practices and trends. However,

in view of the conference virtual venue and modalities, we quickly decided to em-

phasise the creative and cheerful elements of the activity. Our ambition was then to

propose a pleasant and entertaining workshop which could also provide some fur-

ther hints to investigate absurd making in music technology contexts. Specifically,

we focused on two of the questions articulated in the original proposal: “how can

the exploration of make-believe, fragile and contradictory artefacts convey future visions

beyond the paradigms imposed by current music tools? And, how can we question the

role of technology through creative and playful perspectives?” 4 Nevertheless, we were

also aware that the workshop outcomes would not necessary answer the ques-

tions sketched in our proposal, but rather leave space for open-ended discussions

and creations, and, possibly, pose new questions related to critical and personal

approaches to NIME practices.

3 See the NIME 2020 workshop webpage – last access April 14, 2023.
4 See the accepted workshop proposal – last access April 14, 2023.
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5.3.1 Workshop facilitation

Once the workshop was accepted, we opened the subscription to the conference

attendees, setting a limit to a maximum number of 30 participants. Similarly to

the absurd hackathon, interested participants were invited to send an idea for an

impractical and not-yet-existing musical design. These ideas have been used to

feed a random generator of absurd instruments 5 to be (ab)used during the work-

shop as a source of inspiration. The activity was then introduced to the signed-in

participants as an online collaborative workshop with the aim to sketch as many

instrument ideas as possible over the course of two hours.

We decided to use Google Slides as a shared workspace for collecting and devel-

oping the instrument ideas. We invited participants to create absurd instruments

using any means they felt comfortable with, as far as the results could be docu-

mented and shared online - including (but not limited to) searching, copying and

pasting images or hyperlinks from the internet, 2D and 3D rendering, mock-ups,

collages, pictures, describing the idea with some text or simply drawing it on a

piece of paper – see Figure 5.12. We encouraged participants to gather in advance

some random bits of recycled and found objects from around their home to be

used during the workshop. We also provided a suggestion of mundane tools and

materials participants might use to build instruments mock-ups 6.

Figure 5.12: An image used in the workshop webpage to inspire the creation of abstract

musical artefacts.

In the first slides of the shared Google document, we outlined a draft of the

workshop structure. We arranged the schedule based on the design fiction inves-

5 See the random generator of absurd instruments designed by Pete Bennet, one the of the workshop

organisers – last access April 14, 2023.
6 See the 10.000 Instruments workshop webpage – last access April 14, 2023.
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tigations introduced in Chapter 3, where practical and fast-paced tasks are in-

troduced to urge creative making and sidestep insecurity and overthinking. We

therefore organised the activity based on the following steps:

• Step 1 (10 min) – Welcome – intro from organisers;

• Step 2 (20 min) – Solo crafting – participants are invited to find inspiring

materials and objects around the home, craft an instrument idea, document

the results and upload the idea on a slide;

• Step 3 (20 min) – Collective sprint I – attendees are encouraged to explore

others’ ideas, get inspired and start collaborations to further create;

• Step 4 (10 min) – Optional coffee & group reflection – a quick pause in making

to rest and refresh, but also to give participants the opportunity to exchange

on the making processes – e.g. sharing techniques or ask questions to the

group for the ideation of new instruments;

• Step 5 (45 min) – Collective sprint II – during this longer phase attendees are

encouraged to expand absurdity by making variations of existing concepts

(and possibly introduce new questionable ideas) to reach the impossible tar-

get of 10,000 instruments;

• Step 6 (15 min) – Finale – a conclusive step to thanks participants and invite

them to share their reflection on the workshop process and outcomes.

In the same introductory slides we also included a set of guidelines for the use

of the online workspace, see Figure 5.13. In particular, we were concerned that

participants would modify or delete the work of others. We therefore suggested to

place a new idea in a new slide, and insert concept variations next to each others

so to generate “linear taxonomies” of absurdities. We also encouraged participants

to consider whether the uploaded contents might be inappropriate for other atten-

dees, and we suggested a set of key words to provide some more specific cues on

the kind of permissive and open-ended approach we envisioned for the workshop.

In order to let participants familiarise with the workshop tools and modalities

we shared the Google doc a few days before the event, including the two slides for

the activity guidelines and structure. In order to facilitate and inspire participants,

we also designed a slide template to be filled with contents (Figure 5.14) and a few

examples of absurd instruments – amongst others, the Nothingizer and the Slow

Growth Piano in Figure 5.15. Finally, we informed participants about our intention

to make public the workshop outcomes (i.e. the shared online document) as a
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Figure 5.13: The workshop guidelines slide inserted at the beginning of the shared Google

workspace.

roughly organised collection of instrument ideas and conversations emerged dur-

ing the event 7. This collection of sketches and annotations as well as the workshop

call and methodology would then be available resources which might stimulate fu-

ture debates around unconventional NIME methods and their expected outcomes.

Figure 5.14: Slide template provided to participants.

7 See this document to review all the absurd ideas created during the workshop – last access April 14,

2023.
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Figure 5.15: Examples of absurd instruments presented by the workshop organisers to

inspire participants.

5.3.2 A solid 3%

Attendees of the NIME 2020 responded enthusiastically to the workshop call (i.e.

fully booked event), suggesting a desire to contribute to and participate in the

kind of exchanges elicited by our absurd activity. Overall, during the two hours

participants fervently created over 300 questionable musical ideas and absurd in-

struments – as gladly noticed by one of the organisers: “a solid 3%”.

Besides presenting a selection of design concepts generated during the work-

shop, this section examines some of the features that characterised the work of our

participants. The speculative instruments are then grouped and discussed based

on the following themes:
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• Visionary and critical statements

• Making the familiar strange

• Absurd variations

• Improbable collages

Visionary and Critical Statements

The design concepts uploaded touched upon a great variety of techno-musical

issues. Moreover, the speculative artefacts proposed by our participants are some-

times difficult to interpret due to their controversial, open-ended and subjective

connotations. In what follows, we present a selection of improbable musical ideas

to provide an overview of the diversity of outcomes produced during the activity.

Many of the design concepts proposed by participants unlock clever techno-

musical visions which we might experience in the next future. Examples of such

unrealistic yet captivating concepts are the Personal Stylus and embodied turntable

stylus which translate surfaces into sound (see Figure 5.16) and the PCB Prodder:

“the next step in circuit bending synths ... a type of test/gauge tool that can poke around

old and dead PCBs to find interesting electrical routes and modulation.”.

Figure 5.16: A bio-mechanical and embodied interface based on a turntable stylus.

In line with the attitudes we often found in the absurd hackathon, some of

the instruments proposed during the workshop exploit irony to critique NIME

research clichéd and commonplaces. As an example, participants would often place

an image of a piezo transducers connected to a knob on the top of any instrument

ideas, so to create the “augmented” version of that given artefact (see some of the

examples provided below).

The Laptop Ensemble shown in Figure 5.17 makes fun of the laptop orchestras we

often found in music technology institutions through the idea of making music us-

ing only the default operating system sounds of our machines. Another critical ap-
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Figure 5.17: A laptop orchestra which performs notification sounds only.

proach found in our absurd catalogue looks at existing music technology devices

considering the specific aesthetics they promote – e.g. LightOperaTribe a sequencer

specifically designed for the production of “crap” opera music (Figure 5.18).

Figure 5.18: The LightOperaTribe hardware: a direct critique of the musical aesthetics in-

scribed in and mediated by many sequencer devices.

Some participants instead targeted nominal NIME research concepts to provoke

playful reflections on the impact they had throughout the years. This is the case

of the of Crumple Brahms, a mockery of composed instrument concept [318] where

“the composition is the instrument”; and the HyperMetaCyberInstrument: “the only in-

strument you will ever need”, which winks to John Bowers’ and his Infra-Instruments
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notion [70] – see Figure 5.19.

Figure 5.19: Examples of absurd musical designs making fun of well-known NIME re-

search ideas.

Making the familiar strange

While reviewing the impractical ideas collected, we noticed that participants often

used personal and domestic objects, which are rendered unfamiliar and extraor-

dinary to convey absurd musical visions. Many of the questionable instruments

developed during the workshop are based on highly personal items which are

part of the domestic and everyday experience. For instance, participants often

proposed impractical concepts using household objects and tools like stationery,

kitchen utensils and furniture. The Lockdown Organ is a brilliant example of such

approach, where toilet roll tubes are recycled to build an instrument for pandemic
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times. Similarly, artefacts like DIY data sock and Melodiyoga provide a good sense

of the mundane and domestic qualities that characterise many of the workshop

absurd designs – see Figure 5.20. Tone Cube and Lego Circuits instead show how

common toys were often used by attendees to suggest original and amusing inter-

face ideas – see Figure 5.21.

Figure 5.20: Examples of absurd concepts based on domestic and everyday objects.

These examples illustrate how, in the context of our workshop, familiar and

personal objects suddenly become exceptional and enigmatic. Making strange or

defamiliarisation is a technique often exploited by artists to intensify and broaden

the perception of common things. An approach pioneered by Surrealism and Dada

movements [11] which Viktor Shklovsky thoroughly describes in his essay Art as

Technique:
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Figure 5.21: Examples of absurd concepts based on toys.

“The technique of art is to make objects ‘unfamiliar,’ to make forms difficult,

to increase the difficulty and length of perception because the process of per-

ception is an aesthetic end in itself and must be prolonged” [328, p. 2].

Defamiliarisation can be therefore understood as a device that forces us to

(re)consider how we perceive the familiar and the tacit [374]. This process of es-

trangement is properly captured in the surrealist formula “making the ordinary

extra ordinary” [221]. A common defamiliarisation exercise is to ask someone to

describe a common object as if they were talking to an alien coming from Mars

[36]. Another is to imagine ourselves as extraterrestrial coming from Mars and

(mis)interpreting our world while encountering it for the first time. In short, to

defamiliarise can be understood as confronting something with new eyes, sidestep-

ping the obvious and suggesting alternative perspectives.

Aside from the arts, the practice of making strange has been also exploited in

the fields of anthropology and HCI to question how “cultural phenomena gradu-

ally come to be seen as natural” [36, p. 152]. While considering the technology for

everyday home life, Bell et al. propose defamiliarisation as “a useful tool for cre-

ating space for critical reflection and thereby for opening up new possibilities for

the design of domestic technologies” [36, p. 150]. Wilde et al. instead explored the

“power of estrangement” in the context of embodied design to stimulate ideation
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processes and enable designers “to effectively and critically share nuanced and

repeatable methods” [374, p. 10].

We would then suggest that our participants used the device of defamiliarisation

in order to twist the obvious and provide contradictory viewpoints on both mun-

dane objects and techno-musical assumptions. A creative process that “removes

objects from the automatism of perception” [328, p. 3], subverts expectations and

stimulates critical reflections. Although these musical insights can be sometimes

hard to capture, and turning them into functional design might be at odds with

available technology and resources, we can appreciate these outcomes as suspen-

sions of disbelief which convey highly subjective positions embedded in intimate

and everyday practices.

Interestingly, we noticed that these concepts were rarely reinterpreted as vari-

ations by other participants. A possible explanation of this phenomena is that,

as these defamiliarisations greatly depend on intimate and personal relationships

amongst participants and their domestic objects, they might not resonate with the

sensitivities of the most. A lack of shared ground might make these artefacts more

cryptic and less available for reinterpretation.

The musical statements based on familiar and ordinary objects might then be

interpreted according to parallel perspectives. On one hand, by making strange

of the ordinary, these musical artefacts encourage a deeper reflection on our lived

experience - as noted by one of the workshop organisers: “to see things as they

are perceived rather than as they are known or anticipated in advanced”. On the other

hand, these musical designs can be considered as playful opportunities to generate

subjective musical visions through the defamiliarisation of personal and everyday

objects. Visions that allow participants (and ourselves) to explore inner, alternative

and contradictory design spaces [14].

Absurd variations

Not surprisingly, another ideation process we could often recognise relates to the

practice of generating variations of illogical and silly concepts. Indeed, since we

anticipated its creative potential, while presenting the activity, we mentioned this

strategy various times – e.g., in the workshop call and guidelines. The spectrum of

topics and thematic ramifications emerged through the many absurd reiterations

of already rather silly concepts are vast and difficult to organise in homogeneous

groups.
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Figure 5.22: Examples of absurd musical designs based on fruit and vegetables.

Figure 5.23: Tuned up Glass Harp.

Examples of impractical interface “genealogies” include instruments based on

food and beverage, see Figure 5.22. In this particular area, frequent musical puns

were alcohol based instruments such as the Tuned up Glass Harp (Figure 5.23), and

the Breathalyser Saxophone which only plays sounds if alcohol is detected in the

breath of the performer.

Particularly frequent were series of instruments based on vegetals and animals,

including plants that are genetically modified to produce sounds when bowed or
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plucked or cat-based instruments – see for instance the Catpipe and the Bowed Cat

– see Figure 5.24.

Figure 5.24: Example of a feline absurd music interface.

Figure 5.25: A music interface concept based on the Zoom platform.

Participants also proposed various musical designs inspired by the ways the

pandemic modified human communication. These comprise the Corona Mask Breath

Amp, which amplifies the “muffled murmurs present in current communication” by

placing two Kazoos on a mask at the nostrils level. The Zoomtar instead makes

Zoom calls more musical by providing “an exciting performance to accompany im-

portant meetings” (see Figure 5.25). Specifically conceived for our workshop, the

10.000 Instrument Squared is a device that “analyses zoom calls and uses advanced deep

learning to synthesise the sounds that would be made by any absurd musical instruments
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mentioned”.

Out of the many taxonomies of absurd instruments proposed by participants we

identified a particularly interesting sub-group of concepts characterised by mini-

mal and open-ended design features. These abstract ideas – often presented only

with a title and very little or no description – include the Bendable Continuous In-

strument which, amongst others variations, evolved into the Polyphonic Bendable

Discrete Instrument and the Not Bendable Discrete Instrument (see Figure 5.26).

(a) Bendable Continuous Instrument (b) Bendable Discrete Instrument

(c) Polyphonic Bendable Discrete Instrument (d) Not Bendable Discrete Instrument

Figure 5.26: Some examples of minimal and undetermined design variations.

Another example of rather cryptic musical artefact is linked to the Black Box in-

strument, a concept which first appeared with the description “I am not sure what

it does”. Such intriguing and open-ended artefacts stimulated the imagination of

our participants. Iterations of the Black Box instrument include The Frankencode

Black Box which “takes all your old crappy, poorly implemented code snippets, normal-

izes inputs and outputs and turns it all into beautiful music” and The Ultimate NIME:
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a “permanently sealed” box that “contains the ultimate NIME - an interface perfectly

balancing a moderate learning curve with quick pay-offs and superior user satisfaction”.

Ultimately, The Ultimate NIME became the The Augmented Ultimate NIME, as aug-

mentation was achieved by placing a piezo on the top of the box Figure 5.27.

Figure 5.27: Some variations of the Black Box instrument.

Overall, we could appreciate how the “variation mechanism” often functioned

as incentive for the ideation of absurd interfaces. While creating new variations,

participants were able to develop a broad range of statements around different

music technology topics and artefacts by responding to the absurd ideas and com-

ments presented by their fellows. An example of such reiterative device is shown

in Figure 5.28 where it is possible to appreciate the complete set of alterations

which began with the silly idea of the Hammer instrument. The Hammer alterations

illustrate how participants used to grab and edit low quality images (e.g. from the

internet) to retrieve multiple times the same questionable concept in rapid fash-

ion. Alternatively to this approach, occasionally attendees introduced new absurd

meanings by simply adapting the artefact description.
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(a) Just Hammers – “Ham-

mers turn anything into

a percussive instrument”

(b) Hammer in music –

“Hammer in the music

that you like”

(c) Bag of Hammers – “A bag of

bags of hammers (a smart mu-

sical instrument)”

(d) Bag of Hammers with

Anvil – “Just in case”

(e) Augmented Hammer –

“Augmented instrument to

augment your possibilities”

(f) Virtual Hammer – “VR

Musical Instrument”

(g) MC Hammer – “A mi-

crophone designed to be hit

with a hammer. Developed

to accompany the use of the

DJ hammer, a form of tur-

natablism based around the

heavy use of hammers. Per-

fect for synthesising the post

MIC DROP “MIC DROP”

sound”

(h) Smart MC Hammer – “Per-

fect for synthesising the post

MIC DROP “MIC DROP”

sound and connected mate-

rial”

(i) Tuned Nails – “Each nail

is a different length and

tuned to a different note. A

common use is with the MC

Hammer”

Figure 5.28: Nine variations on a silly musical instrument.
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In line with the spirit of the event, exchanges and variations usually occurred in

a rather disorganised and discontinuous fashion. Participants started to reiterate

absurd ideas since the third phase of the workshop, and continued, freely jumping

from one absurd artefact to another, until the end of the event. On this note, we ob-

served that only a few verbal exchanges occurred during the workshop (via Zoom

videochat) and participants primarily focused on the “practical” task of creating

musical absurdities without coordinating with each others. Overall, we would ar-

gue that these messy iterations and permissive transitions can be considered as an

essential element of our activity, which enabled a great diversity of outcomes.

Improbable collages

Another recurrent strategy for the creation of questionable instruments relates to

the use of pre-existing images, including – but not limited to – retrieved illus-

trations and pictures from the internet. Pre-existing images are then fetched (e.g.

retrieved from the internet), de-contextualised and re-combined in unreasonable

ways. Furthermore, participants often exploited the absurd collage technique to

generate variations of the interface concepts proposed.

During the workshop participants would often edit and rapidly combine differ-

ent images to generate questionable and amusing musical instruments. Examples

of such image compositions are the Flying Horn – an impractical technique to

play horn instruments, the Plopper – a very silly sound design tools, and The Shit

Factorty – an algorithm for the generation of music inspired by the latest pop/-

mainstream aesthetics (see Figure 5.29).

Since the pioneering work of artists such as Braque, Picasso and Schwitters the

influence of the collage technique (as assemblage of found objects) can be found

in every major art movement of the twentieth century – including the work of the

Dadaists in the 1920s, the detoumement approach adopted by the situationists, the

1960s pop art and the appropriation art of the 1990s [364, 109]. In the context of our

workshop, attendees exploited the collage technique to juxtapose images coming

from very different contexts to either critique existing music technology practices

or create novel and contradictory musical artefacts.

The collages created are made with images of everyday objects and tools, pop-

ular culture references as well as snapshots of music technology artefacts. These

assemblages are often based on the loose combination of “found” low quality

pictures. Far from being refined design illustrations, these instruments therefore

emphasise the value of the concept and ideation process over the hypotetical final
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Figure 5.29: Examples of artefacts featuring pre-existing images and improbable collages.
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product. Participants also exploited the collage technique to iterate concepts previ-

ously introduced by other attendees. See for instance the Frankencode Black Box (a

variation of the Black Box instrument) with screenshots of different audio program-

ming languages, and the LRADs instruments which propose alternative designs

of the LRAD weapon (Long Range Acoustic Device) – Figure 5.30.

The many collages proposed by participants revealed the generative power

of such technique. The handy and rapid process of reiterating found and de-

contextualised images then served as a compelling device to further develop oth-

ers’ ideas. An approach that gave attendees opportunity to follow playful and silly

intuitions, and possibly explore challenging and risky concepts through humour

and absurdity.

5.4 discussion

The playful but serious approaches explored in our research allowed us to en-

gage with rich, complex and amusing design outcomes. Clearly our strategies are

not meant to produce either quantifiable evidence or “silver bullet” technology-

driven solutions [55]. However, they turned out to be rather powerful tools to

made visible personal design knowledge, share critical visions and reason about

human-machine agencies and ends. Furthermore, the process of making, sharing

and reiterating questionable instrument ideas then served as a compelling stimu-

lus for music technology practitioners, which had the possibility to follow playful

and silly intuitions and possibly explore highly personal concepts through the

creation of design dissonances and musical obstructions.

5.4.1 The discovery of contradictions

The main idea behind our research is that through the combination of play and

making it is possible to create reflections that would be difficult to elicit with

more traditional methods, while avoiding overly theoretical and formal discus-

sions. Playfulness, humour and irony are then crucial elements exploited by our

participants to inspire making and inscribe subjective meanings into musical ob-

jects. Andrew Hugill suggests that:

“humour lies in seeing an incongruity between a fact and an imitation of a fact

... the incongruity observed is not complete, but only partial; because a likeness

as well as an unlikeness must exist in the bogus ... the mind half accepts, half
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Figure 5.30: Variations of questionable audio tools made out of image collages.

rejects what is being offered to it for recognition ... it becomes simultaneously

aware of its own madness and its own sanity” [187, p. 14].

Considered as one of the most evolved defence mechanisms [101], humour there-

fore explores the absurdity potentially inherent in any event, through the juxtaposi-

tion of incongruous elements [73]. Interestingly, the etymology of absurd (ab - “off,

away from” + surdus “dull, deaf, mute”) relates to expressions such as out of tune,

discordant and dissonant. Based on the insights gained throughout our research,
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we frame absurd making as a critical and creative practice for the discovery of

contradictions. Contradictions might help to unpack individuals’ values, stretch

conventions and question norms and expectations linked to current and future

technology.

While reflecting on the projects developed during the absurd hackathon we

were able to identify four type of contradictions: paradox, hyperbole, suspension

and oxymoron. These rhetorical dissonances functioned as a conceptual guide to

illustrate new interface ideas, personal statements and alternative visions.

During the hackathon participants proposed many original and inspiring mu-

sical artefacts, nonetheless many of the projects created convey implicit criticisms

towards existing technology. Indeed, one of the lessons we learned is that contra-

dictory and absurd making can be convenient devices to point out bad design

ideas and uncover poor implementations as well as arguments why sometimes it

is better to not design technology at all [35, 313].

In the context of the 10.000 instruments workshop, we instead found that partic-

ipants often presented musical artefacts which confound everyday expectations.

They do so by making strange of domestic objects and proposing unfamiliar

design concepts which challenge and hinder the perception of habitual things.

The process of defamiliarisation was then exploited to create musical obstruc-

tions which, by introducing estranging and unexpected design ideas, allow us

to (re)discover the unconscious assumptions we normally don’t see [374]. Further-

more, contradictions were created through the composition of illogical collages,

where dissonant images were often juxtaposed to envision and evolve absurd in-

struments.

Thanks to our research we realised the the potential of design contradictions

to appreciate highly individual musical visions. This differentiation in outcomes

may constitute the central value of the approach considered in this chapter. The

design statements proposed by participants include sharp music technology cri-

tiques, personal reflections on everyday musical practices as well as naive, un-

cooked and obstructing speculations. Overall, each techno-musical (pro)position

described in this chapter can be considered as an “opportunity to arrive at more

complex understandings” on subjects that often “are either too difficult, or too

banal, to be addressed by the traditional design brief” [14, p. 112].

The permissive approach adopted as another essential element of our research.

This attitude allowed participants to follow playful and silly intuitions, challenge

others’ ideas and explore ambiguous visions through humour and absurdity. This
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open-ended process of making, sharing and reiterating questionable instruments

then served as a generative stimulus which would sometime produced equivocal

and even cryptic outcomes. In line with Gaver et al.’s notion of “ambiguity as a

resource for design” [141], we would argue that the openness and multiplicity of

processes and outcomes characterising our absurd activities offered a compelling

framework to highlight personal and creative insights and potentially generate

awareness through critical reflections.

On the other hand, we are left with many questions that still need to be ad-

dressed. As one of the hackathon participants observed: “It’s difficult to be absurd”.

Future work should better tackle how to facilitate and challenge absurd making

in terms of format, activities, materials, and mentorship. For instance, in the case

of the hackathon, we realised that more time could have been dedicated to the

performance of the musical tools designed. Performance (in a broad sense, i.e. in-

teracting with artefacts and people) might be a valuable place where impromptu

and unscripted absurdity might emerge. Absurd making might also be applied

to other design methods and communities. In particular, absurd making might be

further explored in participatory design contexts for engaging participants and

clearly revealing their assumptions and needs.

5.4.2 Context-specific ingredients

In this section we consider a set of context-specific elements that shaped the two

events reported in the chapter. While reflecting on the events we could indeed iden-

tify different factors that particularly influenced design processes and outcomes.

The choice of framing our event as “absurd hackathon” was partially satirical: a

critique of rather unsustainable and technology-driven sprint-like events. Accord-

ing to this attitude, we decided to not present the event as a competition (with

judges and prizes) and we instead promoted a playful and permissive mood. Our

invitation to collaborate for the achievement of a clearly impossible target (i.e.

10.000 instruments in two hours) effectively helped to engage participants and

introduce an open and ironical attitude.

Collaborations and dialogues turned out to be crucial in both event, and we

were surprised by the many interactions and mutual influences that happened

amongst participants. During the online workshop, exchanges happened mainly

through the constant development of the absurd ideas. Indeed, we would argue

that the absurd variation device, with its inherent iterative and turn-taking mech-
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anism, gave participants a fairly equal opportunity to partake – especially if com-

pared to the limitations in verbal contributions of a virtual meeting with more

than thirty people. When asked, hackathon attendees identified the initial brain-

storming session as a particularly generative stage. They often referred to these

early discussion as engaging and useful for getting to know the other participants

and start collaborations. Conversations helped to reinforce early ideas, stimulate

new concepts and inspire future projects.

In both events we asked participants to submit a proposal of an absurd mu-

sical interface. Despite being fully-booked, we received very few ideas from the

workshop participants (the submission was not mandatory) and only one partic-

ipant added in the shared workspace the idea sent in advance. At the beginning

of the hackathon we encouraged participants to use submitted proposals as the

basis for the discussion and brainstorming session that occurred during the first

day. However, in the hackathon call we made clear that selected candidates would

have been able to either develop the submitted projects or collaboratively work

on a fresh silly idea. Almost half of the makers focused on the creation of the un-

workable ideas they sketched in their applications. Attendees that submitted an

idea as a group, mainly worked with the colleagues involved in the ideation of the

original application. The other half instead ended up doing very different projects.

Interestingly, these participants often worked on multiple concepts, collaborating

simultaneously with each other in a dynamic and open-ended fashion.

To a certain extent, the playful and non-competitive atmosphere that charac-

terised our events surely encouraged exchanges between participants. However,

besides fostering different forms of collaborations, the social dynamics of our

events sustained the practice of imagining and building absurd musical artefacts

in different remarkable ways. Drawing on the relational theories introduced in

Section 2.3.1, group interactions both inspired and legitimised the non-sense ef-

forts of participants. The act of “performing for each other” indeed strengthened

musicians to develop and share absurd invents. As safe and self-contained group

games our activities somehow established a separate space in which ordinary laws

were suspended. This social play somehow produced a shared “second reality” in

which participants’ initiatives could freely evolve. In this scenario, the stimuli com-

ing from the work of others often functioned as a trigger for people’s imagination,

provoking further individual contributions – see for instance the absurd variations

mechanism of the 10.000 Instruments workshop.
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The tools and materials we provided clearly influenced our participants – see

the findings and considerations introduced in Chapter 4. A review of the absurd

instruments developed during the hackathon revealed that Bela and e-textile mate-

rials were used in the majority of the projects: 11 of 18 interfaces featured e-textile

materials and 12 artefacts were running Bela. The proliferation of these tools led

to the implementations of particular interactions, for instance based on the sens-

ing of non-rigid materials allowing for gestures such as stretch and squeeze [351].

Notably, during the first day of the hackathon, we delivered two short workshops

on these tools and the techniques and examples provided in these introductory

sections partially influenced the work of participants.

On the other hand, hackathon participants were encouraged to bring their own

materials and tools. We noticed that participants shared materials they brought

in a spontaneous and cheerful fashion. Some of the items, due to their captivat-

ing and absurd qualities, went almost viral and therefore used in many question-

able artefacts (e.g. pool noodles). Occasionally cooperation emerged because of a

shared interest in the same material or technique. An example of this kind of “col-

laboration through materials” [309] is Pipe Technology, where different artists, both

interested in working with pipes, managed to assemble an artefact that combined

their absurd concerns.

Understandably, online and virtual mediations had a drastic impact on the work-

shop (as for the whole NIME 2020). Given the constraints/opportunities of that

NIME edition we had to make available communication technologies part of the

game. Rather than looking for the most efficient tool, we decided to “embrace the

glitches and limitations of current remote and collaborative technologies” 8. We

also encouraged our participants to consider possible distortions and jitters as ab-

surd source of inspirations. As mentioned in the workshop webpage :“by relaying

ideas through different, partially broken, modes of communication, we thus allow

the network to have some agency in how exquisite musical ideas play out”. The

Google Slides workspace definitely shaped the workshop outcomes and processes.

Some obvious influences: the chosen environment privileges visual materials over

any other kind of media and it imposes a linear narrative. According to the ap-

proach described, we then emphasised such features, for instance, suggesting par-

ticipants to create variations of existing ideas so to create “linear taxonomies” of

absurdities.

8 See workshop webpage – last access April 14, 2023.
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Finally, organisers and mentors influenced the events in various ways. For in-

stance, interested participants would often apply to our activity because they knew

(directly or indirectly) the invited mentors. Being part of existing networks (e.g. e-

textile community) organisers and mentors somehow contributed to indirectly se-

lect the people eventually involved. Although during the workshop organisers did

not particularly intervene and their influence was relatively constrained (e.g. mak-

ing sure to keep the event on schedule), various hackathon participants identified

as a strong source of inspiration the invited mentors.

Hackathon mentors found themselves engaged in a variety of activities, some

intended in advance (introducing the themes of the hackathon, presenting some

of their own work, offering advice and constructive criticism), others emerged as

the hackathon unfolded (creating solutions for problems where participants were

blocked on details, making their own absurd designs when time became available,

offering wilfully absurd advice through a random selection from a book of apho-

risms written during the event). In these ways, we felt that the specifics of doing

an absurd hackathon suggested the beginnings of an absurd design pedagogy -

something we intend to develop further in future work.

5.5 chapter conclusions

The research presented in this chapter focused on the discovery of subjective

techno-musical knowledge and visions through the playful perspective of absurd

making.While framing their own notion of musical absurdity participants engaged

with what they identified as familiar and granted in order to de-situate it. Partic-

ipants then often retrieved ideas and representations linked to their cultural con-

texts as well as their previous experience with music technologies, digital tools

and materials.

Overall, the activity here introduced should not be interpreted as an attempt to

dissect subjective factors from the cultural and the technological. These elements

indeed always co-exist in all the musical artefacts introduced in this dissertation.

Our intention was instead to promote design activities which could clearly expose

designer’s personal attitudes and views. The specificity of the artefacts presented

in this chapter then arises in the particular ways technologists assembled different

elements, including individuals’ cultural background and technical skills.

From this viewpoint, absurd making turned out to be a powerful tool that, as

a sort of magnifying glass, helped to adjust our gaze and catch some glimpse of
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uniqueness. This approach allowed us to engage with creations and reflections

that would be difficult to earn with more traditional and standardised methods.

By moving away from classical design attitudes, and looking at more subversive

approaches, we hoped to question both our own practice and the routines we

sometimes encounter in academic and research areas.

From this viewpoint, we introduced our events with the intention to support

those NIME sub-communities with similar concerns to those expressed in this

chapter. This based on the impression that within strongly techno centric contexts,

researchers interested in this kind of playful (yet serious) work can feel quite iso-

lated, if not surrounded by scepticism. Our goal was then to build on existing

networks and initiatives over which researchers can draw on for confidence, ideas

and inspiration. On this note, we were impressed by the energy and enthusiasm

that our participants expressed throughout the two events.

We discussed absurd making as a lighthearted approach to (un)veiling personal

design perspectives and support relexive making. We showed how this permissive

and open-ended attitude allows for the emergence of creative obstructions which

question technological assumptions, musical practices as well as the perception of

the familiar and the domestic [36]. As something “made strange” requires more

attention, absurd making then provides a valuable framework to discover our own

expectations – something that is difficult to see because we see through it [14].

Furthermore, in the context of our research, the notion of the “musical absurd”

can be regarded as highly personal as participants were encouraged to frame it at

their leisure. This offers us the potential to make use of absurd making to produce

a kind of design visions hooked to the individual makers and embedded into the

narratives they participate in.

Overall, our work aims to contribute to those HCI research fields that explores

critical making as a disruptive and playful practice, e.g. [109, 374]. We see our

findings and reflections close to the ludic and fictional approaches articulated by

Vines et al. and Blythe et al. [357, 54], where fragile, cheerful and sometime naive

design ideas become useful prompts to acknowledge the complexity of design

problems and the limitation of our solutions. In line with the considerations pro-

posed by [16], our project wants to highlight the value of subjective, diversified

HCI accounts with no need for immediate impact.

Within the NIME research domain, we suggest absurd making as a powerful

tool to made manifest subjective views which condition the development of musi-

cal interfaces. Our research presents particular affinities with the work of Bowers
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and Green [71] and Andersen and Wakkary [14, 10], where ironic and though-

provoking design explorations are exploited as means to generate critical and per-

sonal design knowledge. The works here presented then provide an account on

how the discovery of the contradictions introduced by unconventional artefacts

can help to generate awareness and advance the debate around the complex and

multifaceted nature of contemporary musical instruments.
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6
A P R A C T I C E - B A S E D A C C O U N T

This chapter incorporates significant material from ‘Mirroring the Past, from Typewriting

to Interactive Art: an Approach to the Re-design of a Vintage Technology’ by Lepri, and

McPherson originally published in the proceedings of the International Conference on New

Interfaces for Musical Expression, NIME 2018 [227] and ‘Exploring Participatory Sound

Art‘ by Gourdarzi, Gioti, Lepri and Morreale originally published in the proceedings of

the International Computer Music Conference, ICMC 2019 [145] – more specifically, only

section 2 of the ICMC paper is here repurposed as it is original material written by Lepri

at first-hand.

This chapter introduces the Cembalo Scrivano, an interactive audio-visual in-

stallation I developed during the course of my PhD. The intention is to apply the

reflections advanced in previous chapters as a framework to explore the diverse

roots of the artwork. I therefore introduce a first-person and practice-based re-

port on the evolution of the project drawing parallels with the themes explored

in previous chapters, and examining their analytical relevance. The composition

of the interface is then assessed to uncover cultural and material influences as

well as personal design intuitions and judgments. After presenting the main tech-

nical and aesthetic features of the piece, I attempt to identify the key elements

which contributed to the emergence of the artefact, also delineating some of the

complex relationships which hold them together. The final discussion highlights

the interdependencies between the socio-technical, aesthetic and subjective factors

that shaped the Cembalo Scrivano project.

6.1 background

In previous chapters I Introduced a set of practical investigations exploring how

cultural values, design tools and subjective visions can condition the work with

and on DMIs. Chapter 3 considers how different communities of practice and cul-

tural contexts contribute to produce divergent conceptions of the musical instru-

ment, which affect its design and uses. In Chapter 5 I presented an approach to
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expose subjective intuitions and perspectives so that they can be critically acknowl-

edged and creatively (ab)used for the ideation of new musical artefacts. Chapter 4

instead examines how specific digital music tools and materials might influence

the work of practitioners by sustaining specific musical notions. The present chap-

ter has a dual function. On one side it provides further evidence supporting the

propositions articulated in previous chapters. On the other, it illustrates how the

framework explored in the thesis can be applied to critically unpack and better

understand the ideation, design and use of a given DMI. The chapter then offers

a self-reflexive analysis which situates, consolidates and puts to work the insights

hitherto described in the context of an audio-visual artwork I developed over the

course of three years.

As mentioned in Section 2.3, third HCI wave brought into view self-reflection

as a valuable attitude to critically investigate emerging issues in design research

– see among several others [322, 165, 286, 306]. Within this context, first-person
1 and autobiographical research methods have been proposed to produce new

design knowledge [181, 279]. Often drawing on ethnography and anthropology

[18], “first-person research involves accounts of living with technological systems,

at times built by the researchers themselves” [108, p. 745]. In general, these ap-

proaches acknowledge the importance of felt-experience in technological interac-

tion [254]: given its embodied and emotional implications, felt-experience might

be best captured through user and designer’s first person perspective [180, 183].

First-person contributions have a varied history in the context of music tech-

nology. Since the early experimentations, up to the establishment of electronic

music studios throughout the world, composers and technologists would often

write about their work. Beside discussing the techno-scientific knowledge gained

through practice, these first-person accounts often include comprehensive art state-

ments and detailed aesthetic discussions – just to mention one example amongst

many, see Xenakis’s Formalized Music [378].

The rise of the techno-scientific culture, which promoted a techno-centric frag-

mentation of the field (see Section 2.2), led to an epistemological disequilibrium,

where standard music technology contributions are today characterised by scientific

mindsets, in which the researcher – as an external and neutral observer – should let

the evidences collected speak for themselves [170]. Gurevich describes this trend

while reflecting on the diversity of research inputs accepted at the NIME confer-

1 See the First-Person Research Methods Workshop held at DIS 2019 conference - last access April 14,

2023.
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ence, thus showing how scientific and technical contributions gradually became

more popular throughout the years [153].

Nevertheless, since the first NIME workshop, we can find many examples of

practice-based research which, despite having no scientific claims, introduced valu-

able contributions for the development of the field 2. Gurevich describes these

works as those which “report on specific interfaces or novel systems, and whose

primary contribution is either manifest in the design itself or a theoretical posi-

tion that the design articulates” [153, p. 81]. Although Gurevich acknowledges

the possibility of overlaps, he considers “qualitative research” as a different type

of NIME contribution, including in this category “ethnographic or experimental

research studies with descriptive results”.

In Gurevich’s terms, this chapter can be considered as a qualitative and descrip-

tive report which aims to combine practice-based and (auto)ethnographic perspec-

tives. The intention is to provide a practitioner-researcher perspective [90, 203, 148],

where the interface designer is also a critical commentator of his own work and

results – see Section 2.1. Early examples of such accounts include the musical con-

siderations and design suggestions advanced by Chadabe [92], Waisvisz [360] and

Cook [97]. First-person contributions, often resulting from long-term practices, are

recently becoming more reported in the NIME contexts. Examples of such contri-

butions relate to NIME pedagogy [347], machine learning based instrument design

[128], musical imagery [303] and DMI apprenticeship [384].

Taking inspiration from this body of research, I aim to describe the making

of the Cembalo Scrivano and discuss its evolution in light of the socio-technical

dynamics reviewed in previous studies. First, I introduce the artwork, providing

an overview of its main technical and aesthetic features. I then describe some of

the elements which facilitated the configuration of the interface. This first-person

account focuses on the mutual influence between the tools and materials used,

the socio-cultural settings out of which the artwork emerged, and the musical

knowledge I inscribed into the interface. The reflections articulated in the final

sections further consider how can we inspect and interpret cultural, materials and

subjective factors in view of their complex interconnections and in reciprocal de-

terminations.

2 See, for example, the reflections presented at the Practice-Based Research workshop at NIME 2014 –

e.g. [203, 152] – workshop website currently unavailable.
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6.2 cembalo scrivano

The Cembalo Scrivano is an interactive installation based on an augmented type-

writer. By detecting the performer’s typing activity, it generates in real-time audio

and visual materials. After providing a description of the overall system archi-

tecture, I introduce two different iterations of the piece. The first design has been

developed to fulfil an assignment of the Interactive Digital Multimedia Techniques

(IDMT) module I attended during the first year of my PhD. The second version

of the Cembalo Scrivano is the result of a collaboration with Fabio Morreale 3,

who was research assistant at the Augmented Instruments Laboratory in the same

years I was involved in the lab as PhD student. Both iterations were presented in

different public events and venues (mainly London based initiatives) throughout

2016 and 2018.

6.2.1 System architecture and setup

The typewriter used in the project is an Olympia SM9 which was distributed with

a custom suitcase for transport – see Figure 6.1. The audio-visual interactions are

based on the detection of the keys pressed by the user. Each key is connected

to a metal bar that passes through the bottom of the machine. Once a key is

pressed the bar slides down for few centimetres. In order to detect this movement,

I used a touch sensor under the machine: a membrane potentiometer in the first

version and two Trill sensors 4 [257, 383] in the second iteration of the artwork.

The sensor was placed on the base of the typewriter suitcase. By shifting down,

the various bars touch the sensor in different points – see Figure 6.2. In this way, it

was possible to assign a specific position-region of the sensor to a specific symbol

of the keyboard. This procedure is at the basis of all the new interactive elements

developed.

The energy detected by the sensor is converted into digital information using

the Arduino Uno board. First, the data are processed in order to: (i) associate the

sensor values to specific ASCII values, (ii) control the behaviour of eight LEDs

placed within the typewriter. After these processes, the detected ASCII values

are sent to a computer and processed using Max and Processing. Processing is

used to generate and manipulate the visual elements associated with the typed

3 See Fabio Morreale website - last access April 14, 2023.
4 See the Trill Touch sensor family – last access April 14, 2023
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Figure 6.1: The Olympia SM9 typewriter used in Cembalo Scrivano installation.

Figure 6.2: The sensing mechanism (right) - by pressing a key (blue) the metal bars touch

the potentiometer (yellow) in a specific point; the Olympia SM9 suitcase base

equipped with Arduino, sensors and LEDs (left).

letters. Max is used to produce the sonic materials linked to the typing activity.

The communication between the various hardware and software units is based on

serial port (Arduino to Processing) and Open Sound Control (OSC) (Processing to

Max).

The Cembalo Scrivano is conceived for intimate and silent spaces. This to evoke

a deep and almost meditative writing activity: a quiet, private and focused practice.

The Cembalo Scrivano should be therefore set up isolated within a small-sized

room, in which the audience can interact with the machine individually or as

a small group. Moreover, in order to appreciate the changes of light occurring
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within the typewriter, the environment should be dimly lit. Ideally, the generated

images should be projected on a wall behind the typewriter and the audio signal

diffused trough a stereo PA system. Alternatively, the video can be displayed using

a computer screen placed on top of the typewriter and the sonic output can be

listened to via headphones.

6.2.2 System interactions and aesthetics - first version

The interactions of the first version of the system – Cembalo Scrivano .1 (CS1) – are

based on a simple two-state paradigm. The first state is associated to a condition

of quietness. If the keyboard is not touched (i.e. no letters are typed for more

than ten seconds) a constant low frequency drone like sound is generated. This

tone, with fundamental frequency around 180 Hz, is characterised by a beating

effect. Simultaneously, LEDs located on the bottom of the machine constantly fade

in and out. These slowly change their brightness and contributes to the pulsing

effect already introduced through the drone sound. Besides the slow and constant

LED fades, during the quietness state, no visual feedback is generated.

If a key is pressed, the system switches to the second state. The LED behaviour

immediately changes: from slow and dimmed to impulsive and bright: LEDs turn

on only for the time a key is pressed. The drone sound shifts to a higher frequency

(fundamental frequency around 800 HZ) and decreases in amplitude and addi-

tional sounds are added: short pre-recorded samples of the typewriter mechan-

ics. For each pressed keys various samples are played simultaneously at different

speed rates. In addition, some of these audio samples are sent to a feedback delay

line with delay times randomly generated between 2 and 500 milliseconds. Over-

all, the sonic materials produced are characterised by impulsive envelopes with

glitchy and flickering decays.

The letter associated to the pressed key is also visually generated – see Figure 6.3.

The letter is randomly located on the screen and it lands to its final position by mov-

ing with different behaviours. While landing the letters produce a trail that stays

until the screen is refreshed (space bar on the typewriter). The juxtaposition of the

various trails contributes to the generation of abstract shapes. While interacting

with the CS1, it is increasingly difficult to keep track of the various typed letters.

Furthermore, the ways the letters appear is characterised by fast oscillations and

shakes. This aim to establishes a direct connection between the generated visual
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and sonic behaviours – i.e. shaking letters and glitchy sounds 5.

Figure 6.3: A view of the visual output generated by the CS1.

6.2.3 System interactions and aesthetics - second version

The Cembalo Scrivano .2 (CS2) holds the same two-states logic of the first version,

however the interactions were further developed to provide a more varied and

engaging experience.

First, we sought to stimulate audience participation by making the typed text

intelligible. Rather than rendering each letter in a different place, the visual algo-

rithm displays longer sequences of inputs consecutively, thus enabling the audi-

ence to read words and sentences. The interaction has been implemented so that

the audience could see what the current performer is writing. Users might then

get some inspiration from previous “writers” and potentially build on previous

inputs. Like in the first version of the installation, while being displayed letters

are followed by a trail which slowly disappears. Sentences composed by different

5 See a teaser of the CS1 - last access April 14, 2023.
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users are placed in different areas of the screen: a new location is set once no typ-

ing is detect for more then a few second – see Figure 6.4). After being displayed

for a few seconds, letters and sentences slowly fade out.

Figure 6.4: A view of the visual output generated by the CS2.

Second, we introduced a memory feature. The CS2 keeps track of audience input

and repurposes small portions of the texts previously typed. After some minutes

of interactions (i.e. once enough data are gathered), the system starts to present

fragments of previous sentences. The rendering of past inputs is accompanied

by sounds – those normally played during the typing activity. We introduced the

memory feature with the intention to provoke the audience creative writing for the

generation of new inputs. It is possible to set how often the system would retrieve

previous inputs based on a probability value within a given timeframe. We used

to tune this parameter based on the context of each specific exhibition. We usually

set the memory feature to be called every five minutes or so.

Third, we re-designed the audio-visual interactions based on the amount of

typing performed by the audience. Similarly to the first version of the installation,

the second state of the machine is triggered when a key is pressed. Once the

system shifts to the typing state, the various sounds are organised following an

“activity” metaphor. The typing activity is interpreted in relation to the quantity

of energy injected into the system: a leaky integrator inspired algorithm based on

a counter which increases when a letter is typed and slowly decreased if no keys

are pressed. Slow and short typing is associated with low energy levels, while fast
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and continuous writing gradually increases the amount of energy detected by the

system. Low activity produces quiet and discrete audio-visual events; high activity

produces dense, articulated, and loud sequences of sound and visuals.

Finally, we composed three new audio-visual environments for the installation,

each related to aesthetic and symbolic elements linked to the artwork: the machine,

music and written language. In order to provide diverse musical and visual inter-

actions, the three scenes are constantly alternated for the entire duration of the

exhibition / performance. A short description of each audio-visual environment

is below provided 6.

• Machines – the sounds designed for this environment are recorded samples

and synthesised sounds evoking mechanical gears and automated machiner-

ies. Following the activity metaphor, the system alternates short, punctual

and granular sounds with denser and louder metallic sonorities. The visual

shows the typed letter that randomly roams throughout the screen leaving

a trace behind it. The behaviour of the tail is entirely decided by stochastic

processes, calling for reflections on delegating controls to the machine.

• Instruments – pre-recorded instrumental sounds are used as sonic material

(mainly short samples related to Western monophonic classical instruments).

The section was conceived to feature the way music is traditionally inter-

preted, although reinterpreted with a contemporary aesthetic (e.g. once trig-

gered, each sound is manipulated by changing the original speed rate). The

result is a mix of timbres oscillating between traditional music instruments

and abstract sonorities. The visual displays the typed letter as an exploding

entity while at the same time maintaining a harmonious behaviour, mirror-

ing the tension between the acoustic and synthetic sounds.

• Voices – sampled male and female voices speaking different languages (En-

glish, Italian and German) are used as sound material. Although it is possible

to perceive the various voices, they were designed to offer a degree of am-

biguity by means of segmenting and overlapping the samples. This choice

was motivated by the idea of not filling the composition with clear semantics,

to avoid influencing the audience interacting with the system. The sounds

vary from whispering to loud speaking. The shift between the different vocal

6 See a short demo of the CS2’s audio-visual interactions - last access April 14, 2023.
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qualities is organised following the activity paradigm: slower typing gener-

ates quiet and soft articulations while fast typing produces louder and more

dense voicing. The visual matches the concept of human voices by display-

ing abstract representations of mouths that open and close.

As in the previous version of the system, the sonic and visual features of the CS2

were designed around a single user paradigm. From an interactive viewpoint, we

then consciously embraced the cultural assumption for which a typewriter should

be used by one person at the time. By making the text intelligible and introducing

the memory feature, we then explored a process of writing and musicking that is

sequential and, to a certain extent, collaborative.

The challenge was then to stimulate audience engagement by staging single

participant’s interactions and allowing the public to participate in the creative pro-

cess one after the other – possibly building on what the audience did in the past

by retrieving previous inputs. Such an approach relates to the dynamic relation

between the system and the performer/user that often characterises digital instal-

lations and participatory artworks [103]. In our context, audience members might

then alternatively take part in the installation as users, performers and spectators
7.

6.3 a complex system of mediations

In this section I introduce a series of factors which contributed to assemblage

of the Cembalo Scrivano. Far from presenting an exhaustive review of the many

sources responsible for the emergence of the interface, I provide a few basic, yet

specific, elements which relate to the subjective, cultural and technological influ-

ences delineated in previous chapters. I then seek to illustrate how the formation

of a digital artwork is distributed amongst different factors, and how the creative

process “takes place in all the interstices between these successive mediations”

[175, p. 87].

6.3.1 On musical cultures and communities of practice

In what follows I provide some examples on how my direct involvement with dif-

ferent communities contributed to shape both material and conceptual features of

7 Indeed, in the context of this chapter, the terms user and performer should be considered as equivalent
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the Cembalo Scrivano. Overall, the autobiographical observations here introduced

suggest that, alongside the production of shared representations and assumptions,

communities of practice might also influence the physical assemblage of a digital

musical artefact.

A material oriented approach

I first developed the Cembalo Scrivano to accomplish the assignment of a module

I attended during the first year of the Media and Arts Technology (MAT) PhD

programme. The IDMT module was thought by Andrew McPherson and Becky

Stewart 8 and aimed to provide students with basic knowledge on a variety of

interactive media and techniques. One of the course assignments involved the

design of an interactive artefact based on the tools learned in class. Students were

invited to present their projects at CruftFest: a mid-term internal showcase in

which the MAT and QMUL communities could experience the works developed

for the assignment. The Cembalo Scrivano was showcased for the first time for

this occasion.

As examined in Chapter 3, the knowledge and practices shared within commu-

nities, can considerably affect the understanding of musical tools and purposes.

Despite being the IDMT module the actual reason for starting the project, both

the course and the MAT programme had crucial influences on the early develop-

ments of the Cembalo Scrivano. During the first year of my PhD I had constant

and intense interactions with both classmates and senior PhD cohorts. Indeed, es-

pecially towards these kind of hands-on assignment deadlines, students used to

work closely in the same facilities for various weeks (e.g. workshops and computer

rooms). The same spaces were also used by older MAT students and research staff.

While assembling the Cembalo Scrivano I had the chance to show my work and

receive comments from the MAT community. Above all, such supportive and sym-

pathetic confrontations helped me to set the artistic and technical scope of the

project, aiming to level with the work of my colleagues.

The IDMT course promoted a practical approach to technology design, focus-

ing on the demonstration of interactive tools without explicitly introducing any

particular HCI theory or reference. Such technical attitude is often found in engi-

neering and science departments, but also widely spread in many other sectors of

the the Anglo-Saxon culture. As we were encouraged to use the techniques intro-

8 See Becky Stewart and Andrew McPherson websites - last access April 14, 2023.
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duced during the module, tool and materials often functioned as starting points

for the assignment projects. For the CruftFest assignment, we were asked to build

an interactive project recycling a discarded object. The IDMT lecturers suggested

students to fetch forgotten items and old junk in the many London’s secondhand

markets and charity shops.

Following this advice, I bought the typewriter at Deptford Market 9 for £ 5.

Unlike the Cembalo Scrivano, many of the projects presented at CruftFest were

based on the creative re-use of found electronic devices, abandoned machines and

second-hand instruments. The design approach introduced by the IDMT module

set a material-oriented perspective similar to the one described in Chapter 3. Based

on this outlook, I soon found myself confronting with the available materials and

tools, and, in dialogue with them, I gradually develop an idea for the project.

The actual classes taught during the IDMT module also had various influences

on my work from a material viewpoint. The materials examined during the course

(e.g. Arduino, common sensors and circuitry) often resulted to be powerful sources

of stimuli. Many of the Cembalo Scrivano features are a direct consequence of my

exploration of these tools and techniques. For instance, the idea of a visual output,

with moving letters leaving a trail behind, was directly inspired by a Processing les-

son delivered by Becky Stewart. Andrew McPherson’s interaction design classes

also affected various aspects of the project. Andrew’s passion for the design of

detailed and nuanced musical interactions, pushed me to carefully interpret the

sensors’s data and avoid, as much as possible, the implementation of dummy

MIDI-keyboard like interactions.

Finally, the IDMT module also introduced broader material and technological

concerns which contributed to shape the Cembalo Scrivano project. The invitation

to reuse existing objects and electronic devices was presented as a sustainable

practice in light of the alarming increase of electronic waste in Western societies
10, an approach concerned with fundamental social and environmental issue. To a

certain extent, these widely shared ethical and political views ended up informing

the development of my project.

9 Deptford Market is a second-hand, antiques and bric-a-brac market located in Deptford, south east

London.
10 Waste of electronic equipment is one the fastest growing waste streams. In the European Union, 9

million tonnes of electrical waste were generated in 2005, and expected to grow to more than 12

million tonnes by 2020. See the EU policy web page on electronic waste – last access April 14, 2023.
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Engaging with the audience

Another socio-cultural element that affected the development of the installation

relates to the modalities through which different audiences interacted with the

artwork. Over the course of two years, different versions of the Cembalo Scrivano

have been presented at various musical events and digital art festivals. These in-

clude Dorkbot London 11, Hackoustic meet-ups 12 hosted by Iklectik 13, Ars Elec-

tronica Campus 14 and the Institute of Electronic Music and Acoustics (IEM) 15.

These exhibitions gave me the opportunity to appreciate how the Cembalo

Scrivano was perceived in slightly different ways depending on the socio-cultural

context in which it was presented. The mentioned venues are indeed quite differ-

ent in terms of format and audiences. Ars Electronica is an enormous event which,

alongside a specialised public interested in digital art, also attracts a more gen-

eral audience – hundreds of people visited the fair everyday over the course of a

week. Similarly, but on a much smaller scale, Dorkbot London brings together a

variety of people, as the Dorkbot slogan says “people doing strange things with

electricity”. Each Dorkbot event presents talks and demos on the more disparate

topics, and the meet-up attracts an assorted crowd of technology enthusiasts and

practitioners.

Out of this heterogeneity of spectators/users, the most recurring element char-

acterising audience interactions was the familiarity with the device. The mere pres-

ence of the typewriter would then function as a strong incentive to engage with

the installation. Typically a person would approach the artwork with a good de-

gree of confidence, immediately reproducing those behaviour normally associated

with a typewriter (e.g. fast typing, resetting the carriage lever, adjusting the platen

knob).

11 Dorkbot London is a periodic informal gathering of artists, engineers, designers, scientists, inventors

working under the umbrella of electronic art, see Dorkbot London website – last access April 14,

2023.
12 Hackoustic is a London-based artists-led initiative dedicated to instruments building, hacking and

sound art, see Hackoustic website – last access April 14, 2023.
13 Iklectik is a London-based creative platform and venue showcases contemporary art, experimental

music and artistic critical practice, see Iklectik London website – last access April 14, 2023.
14 Ars Electronica Campus is an exhibition, part of the Ars Electronica festival (Linz), by artists asso-

ciated with an international higher-education institution, see Ars Electronica website – last access

April 14, 2023.
15 IEM is an academic research institution based at the University of Music and Performing Arts (Graz),

particularly active in the fields of computer music and digital art as well as signal processing and

acoustics.
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I could often notice that the Ars Electronica and Dorkbot audience would gradu-

ally start to question the nature of the device while interacting with it. For instance,

once they realised that the words typed were not rendered as expected, they would

began a more detailed inspection of the installation’s visual elements. Such explo-

rations would often lead the public to speculate on the metaphorical and symbolic

implication of the artwork, sometime asking me to elaborate on its origins and

meanings.

While observing the broad and diversified public encountered in events such

as Ars Electronica and Dorkbot, I could therefore appreciate some of the most

frequent and distributed reactions elicited by the artwork. The acknowledgement

of these cultural forms, intended as “cognitive, physical, and emotional resources”

[184], directly informed some of the design choices I took in the successive itera-

tion of the piece. For instance, for the CS2, I decided to render words and sentences

in a more intelligible way. A decision made after realising that the “general user”

would most likely privilege the visual output over sound and music. The CS2 can

be then considered as an attempt to second the text-based affordances elicited by

the machine, while also introducing more complex and varied musical materials.

On the other hand, Hackoustic and IEM venues usually gather a specialised au-

dience, often directly engaged with the fields of instrument design and computer

music. Notably, compared to the rest of the public, people with a background in

music technology would often approach the installation in different ways. While

discussing the CS2 installation, expert music technologists often considered the

text-based semantic features as a limitation, occasionally proposing solutions to

further “shift the focus of the performance from the semantic content of the text

input to the sonic interaction with the interface” [145].

During the Hackoustic and IEM events, people would often comment on the

installation in terms of control on the composed output, occasionally criticising the

Cembalo Scrivano interactions for being too basic with limited control possibili-

ties. Rather than scrutinise its poetic and symbolic connotations, music technol-

ogy practitioners would typically focus on the functional dimensions of the piece.

Occasionally, the Hackoustic and IEM audience would also comment on the for-

mal development of the installation. Notably, the people able to appreciate the

alternation of the three audio-visual environments were generally musicians [145].

Compared to the Hackoustic and IEM events, during the Ars Electronica and Dork-

bot exhibitions, musical comments, whether on the structure of the piece or on the
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relationships between gestures and sounds, were essentially absent.

Despite my attempt to describe some of most common tendencies, the relation-

ships between performers and the artwork are hardly generalisable. The modal-

ities through which the Cembalo Scrivano was interpreted were influenced by

many factors. For instance, the setup and location of the installation, as well as

the events format, drastically impacted the perception of the artwork. In the Ars

Electronica showcase I could setup the installation in a small, private and quiet

environment. It was not possible to recreate the same conditions for the Hackous-

tic and Dorkbot events where the Cembalo Scrivano was installed in a large and

open-space while many other artists were demoing their work.

The IEM event significantly diverged from the gallery / exhibition format of the

other venues. In this context, the piece was presented as part of a concert during

which the audience could interact with various participatory installations one after

the other. The IEM concert format put more pressure on the participant-performer,

whereas the gallery spaces supported more relaxed and playful interactions. More-

over, while the concert format was excellent for catching audience attention, it also

introduced some time constraints as the audience could interact with each piece

for about 20-30 minutes 16. While isolated space resulted ideal for the experience

of the Cembalo Scrivano, shared spaces did not facilitate the fruition of the work.

Since the Hackoustic and Dorkbot locations were rather noisy and dispersive, the

interactions with the systems were often hasty and superficial.

Involvement with communities of practice

As illustrated in Section 2.3.2, while examining the learning processes amongst

practitioners in a social context, Lave and Wenger introduced the notion of com-

munity of practice. Lave and Wenger suggest that new members gradually become

integrated, acquire new skill and contribute to the community through legitimate

peripheral participation [218]. In the following paragraphs I describe how my affilia-

tion with different communities of practice, and the progression through different

levels of participation, conditioned the evolution of the Cembalo Scrivano.

After the first year of the MAT programme, in which students were required

to take a series of taught modules, I could move to the actual PhD stage. While

settling in the MAT research community, I was expected to find a supervisor for

16 See the recording of the CS2 performance at the IEM concert (made for research purposes), kindly

provided by Visda Goudarzi - last access April 14, 2023.
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my PhD and become associated to one of the QMUL research groups. I there-

fore became a member of the Augmented Instruments Laboratory (AIL) which

is part of the Centre for Digital Music (C4DM) at the Electrical Engineering and

Computer Science department of Queen Mary University of London. Becoming

affiliated with these academic communities provided me with opportunities to

showcase the Cembalo project.

For instance, I gradually became involved in the organisation of various research

and dissemination activities coordinated by the MAT programme (e.g. Inter/sec-

tions 17 and Ars Electronica Campus). Through these events I had various chances

to publicly present and discuss the Cembalo Scrivano. Similarly, C4DM colleagues

would sometimes propose me to showcase the installation at local events they were

involved with – e.g. Dorkbot London.

Instead of presenting the same “untouched” installation, for each showcase I

would often explore a slightly different version of the piece – e.g. experimenting

with new interactive features, re-tuning the audio and visual mappings or sim-

ply modifying the algorithm’s parameters. In this way the installation gradually

transitioned, through a constant process of trial and error, from the first CruftFest

prototype to the second version. Having access to the MAT studio and workshop

facilities, I could improve the installation over the course of various months. Fur-

thermore, my affiliation with the AIL group also resulted to be essential for the

evolution of the artwork. While working on the interface, I received great support

from the group which led to the implementation of a more reliable sensing system,

featuring the Trill sensor technology.

Being part of the Augmented Instrumets Lab, I gradually became acquainted

with the group members, also discovering their musical and research activities.

Through this process I met Fabio Morreale and, during the second year of my PhD,

I asked him to join the Cembalo Scrivano project. I knew Fabio had an interest in

generative art and various experience in the design of audio-visual interactions 18.

Fabio is currently active in the context interactive audio-visual installations as com-

poser and researcher. Despite bringing his own sensibility and artistic references,

Fabio considerably expanded the technical scope of the projects – e.g. introducing

17 Inter/sections is an annual event organised by the PhD students of the Media and Arts Technology

Centre for Doctoral Training around the themes of digital art and new technology research. See the

Inter/sections website – last access April 14, 2023.
18 See for instance Fabio’s mobile apps work on generative graphics – last access April 14, 2023.
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rather advanced image processing techniques (shader graphics).

Finally, it is worth noticing that the Cembalo Scrivano journey has been influ-

enced by the broader academic communities I am part of: NIME and SMC. A

paper describing the Cembalo Scrivano’s design approach and theoretical impli-

cations has been accepted at NIME 2018 [227]. The comments received by review-

ers as well as the conversations I had with the conference attendees solidly con-

tributed to evolve the conception of the piece.

Through the SCM community I could instead find new opportunities to show-

case the artwork. Right after Fabio’s involvement, I came across a call for collabora-

tive and participatory digital artworks launched by IEM members Visda Goudarzi
19, who I met a few months ago at the 2017 Audio Mostly conference, and Artemi

Maria Gioti 20.

Although the exploration of audience collaboration was not originally part of

our plan, we considered the call as a good opportunity to get some work done in

view of a concrete deadline. We then decided to further expand the elements we

were already developing to include some sort of collaborative dynamic. The idea

of retrieving previous inputs to inspire current audience actions emerged out this

need – see the memory features previously introduced.

6.3.2 On digital music tools and materials

The tools and materials used in the project shaped the character of the Cembalo

Scrivano since the early stages. I below present a selection of mediations linked

to two main perspectives. First I consider how the investigation into the history

of the typewriter set the artistic premises of the artwork. Second, I reflect on how

the tools employed conditioned the development of the project from both aesthetic

and functional viewpoints.

Shaping past-new technology

Intrigued by the rescued typewriter, I began to do some research on the history of

the Olympia SM9, and more broadly to investigate the genesis of typing devices.

19 Visda Goudarzi is a music technologist and performer currently working as assistant professor at

Columbia College Chicago. With Artemi, Visda is member of the Intra-sonic electronic duo, see the

Intra-sonic webpage – last access April 14, 2023.
20 Artemi Maria Gioti is a composer and researcher currently working as principal investigator of the

artistic research project Inter_agency, see Artemi website – last access April 14, 2023.
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Through this examination I discovered the field of media archaeology. In media

theory, media archaeology is often related to the study of new and emerging tech-

nologies by taking into account the history and evolution of media [290]. These cul-

tural studies focus on the critical scrutiny of forgotten devices, observing that new

media often renovate old interactive paradigms and communication techniques.

Besides being an approach to media and technology studies, media archaeology

is also understood as an artistic practice. Artists involved with media archaeol-

ogy practices often exploit notions such as past-new media (the paradox for which

“new media always becomes old”) and zombie media (an out of use media which is

“resurrected to new uses, contexts and adaptations”) [176].

Through this material-oriented investigation I learned that typing devices have

been used in different artistic contexts, including interactive arts, audio-visual in-

stallations and digital music performance 21. The NIME literature offers various

examples of such re-interpretations. For instance, Nash augmented a computer

keyboard to capture velocity and other continuous musical properties, in order to

enhance expressive interaction with music software [278]. Armitage instead ex-

plored alternatives to the QWERTY keyboard as physical interface to laptop live

coding by augmenting a stenotype keyboard which permits continuous gestural

control of keys [23].

The most crucial discovery I made while researching on the typewriter relates to

the work of the the Italian inventor Giuseppe Ravizza, which in 1855 created one

of the early example of modern writing device [2]. This machine is considered a

precursor of the later Sholes and Glidden Type-writer – the first commercially suc-

cessful writing machine, invented in 1868 – as Ravizza’s model features noticeable

similarities with the Sholes and Glidden design. Ravizza called his invention Cem-

balo Scrivano (Scribe Harpsichord) due to the usage of piano-keys – see Figure 6.5.

Fascinated by Ravizza’s work, I started to develop the interactive paradigm of

the installation. What if the machine invented by Ravizza had not been forgotten?

How would a contemporary interpretation of the device look like today? More

specifically, how to re-interpret the Cembalo Scrivano and re-purpose some of the

ideas embedded in Ravizza’s machine?

Ravizza’s invention reworks the harpsichord interface: an existing musical in-

strument was used as source of inspiration for the development of a new machine

– from art technology to typewriting. An inspiring and comprehensive history of

21 See for instance this collection of artworks – last access April 14, 2023.
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Figure 6.5: The Cembalo Scrivano invented by Giuseppe Ravizza in 1855. Picture retrieved

from Museo Nazionale della Scienza e Tecnologia Leonardo da Vinci, on-line

archive – last access April 14, 2023.

typewriting is provided by Kittler in his “Gramophone, Film, Typewriter” [213],

which thoroughly depicts the important place of the typewriter in media theory

and history. According to Kittler, Ravizza, and other early inventors of typing

machines, originally constructed their typewriters for blind and/or deaf people.

Typewriters were then originally proposed as machines that could aid individuals

with neurophysiological impairments. Kittler then suggests how this association

reveals how in the late nineteenth century the representation of the brain as a

machine was starting to emerge [Ibid. p. 189].

Inspired by the Cembalo Scrivano, I then decided to mirror the process done by

Ravizza: to convert a typewriter into an interactive art installation – from typewrit-

ing to art technology. Ravizza borrowed the Harpsichord’s interactive paradigm

for the implementation of his machine: instead of playing notes, by pressing the

keys the machine prints symbols. The idea behind my installation was to adopt the

same design approach but establishing the inverse analogy. Oscillating between

two domains (musical and literary), the same technology travels across history,

carrying knowledge, behaviours and meanings (see Figure 6.6).

Based on these ideas, I develop an interactive system that could be used in the

context of interactive sound and visual art. The shift from typewriting to digital

art was then realised by twisting the results of the interactions normally associ-

ated with the source object. Both machines share features with the technologies

to which they refer. For instance, both the Cembalo Scrivano and the harpsichord

produce specific punctual events (letters and notes) by pressing the keys with the
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fingers. Likewise, my installation is based on the same principle of the typewriter:

in order to modify the system’s output, it is necessary to convey physical energy

through fingering activity. Rather, the final goals of the interaction have been re-

established and shifted into a new domain.

Figure 6.6: Representation of the conceptual approach inspired by Ravizza’s machine: the

Cembalo Scrivano travels in time, shifting between the domains of typewriting

to art technology.

Dealing with digital mediations

Many of the tools and materials I used in the Cembalo Scrivano project were

provided during the IDMT module previously mentioned. For instance, at the be-

ginning of the course, each student received an Arduino Starter Kit. I chose to use

this platform as it was the most accessible and immediate option – also consid-

ering that I had been in London for a few months with no personal equipment.

Similarly, the selection of sensors and basic electronic components I used for the

project has been made based on the tools and materials covered during the mod-

ule.

The sensing of the typewriter focused on the key detection. I managed to sense

all keys using only one sensor placed under the machine – the membrane poten-

tiometer for the CS1 and Trill sensors in the CS2. I am particularly proud of this

solution, for what I consider being a relatively elegant work-around. In this re-

gard, I did not considered the complex typing mechanism of the device, in which

various levers are connected to each key, as source of inspiration but rather as an

obstacle to overcome. However, compared to the many alternatives I could have

picked (e.g. sensing different parts of the machine) this surely was the most obvi-

ous and straightforward choice. The intention was to follow those shared norms

and assumptions commonly associated to the typewriter, an attitude that resonates

with the discussion introduced in Chapter 4, on how previous experiences and sit-

uated knowledge influence the uses and interpretation of a given technology.
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The audio programming language Max certainly shaped the nature of the in-

teractions composed for the installation. The analysis presented in Chapter 4 at-

tempts to highlight how the approach adopted by Miller Puckette for scheduling

real-time tasks often affects the aesthetic output of Max and PD. The “piano model”

described by Puckette is based on “a collection of tasks running in parallel” whose

timing is controlled by “wait functions and triggers” [300, p. 32]. The CS1 sonic

interactions largely reproduce this model, e.g. short samples are triggered only if

a key is pressed. In contrast, the introduction of the “activity” metaphor, which

translates the amount of actions a user perform over a period of time, can be con-

sidered as an attempt to deviate from the “reactive” paradigm promoted by the

Max language.

A further easy-to-make procedure supported by Max relates to the design of

random features. Random-based processes are indeed broadly used for the gener-

ation of the installation’s sonic materials. A clear example relates to the selection

of the samples to be played once a key is pressed. The three audio environments

designed for the CS2 feature more than 20 samples each – respectively machine

sounds, musical instruments and voices. The Max algorithm then randomly se-

lects which sample should be played and randomly sets their playback rate within

a given range. As a result, the performer has very limited control over the sound

performed by the machine, and basically no ability to exactly reproduce previous

sequences of sound. From this perspective, the Max patch may seem to be much

more creative and productive compared to the low influence that performers have

over the sonic output of the system – see the findings and discussions presented

in Chapter 4.

The presence of over-obviously reactive processes in the Cembalo Scrivano might

also be associated to the use of Processing and Arduino. Both platforms share a

similar real-time architecture which is highly dependent on the loop() and draw()

functions, a “wrapping mechanism” that continuously executes and update the

lines of code contained in the program.

The use of Arduino and Processing also brought into place various routines

often found in creative coding, such as the reuse of available examples. Compared

to languages such as Max and PD, my level of expertise with Processing and

Arduino is rather limited. While using these platforms, I often relied on the many

tutorials available online. The algorithms I designed were made by copying and

pasting bits “found code” which I assembled and tuned. An explicit instance of
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such hybrid bricolage programming relates to the display of moving letters in the

CS1. Moving images on the screen by controlling their position with the computer

mouse is a classic Processing first-step exercise 22.

Processing and Arduino certainly facilitate this sort of collagist coding practices.

Being both platforms designed for a broad spectrum of users, including musicians

and visual artists with no or little experience in computer science, they essentially

are accessible versions of established programming environments such as C++ and

JavaScript. By taking care of a great amount of tasks and subroutines, Processing

and Arduino then present the performer with a reduced collection of functions

and structures.

Due to these refined “simplifications”, new programs are rather handy to cre-

ate and manipulate, and, to a certain extent, code snippets can be easily reused

and interchanged. While borrowing ideas (and bits of code) around the internet,

I inevitably incorporated into the artwork aesthetic notions and techniques pro-

duced by the Arduino and Processing communities. As considered in Chapter 4,

to “work with a tool” necessarily means to enter in dialogue (and be affected by)

the socio-cultural contexts from which the technology come and in which it is

used.

6.3.3 On personal design knowledge

Out of the many sources that influenced the Cembalo Scrivano project, subjec-

tive factors are certainly the most challenging to uncover. Any in-depth introspec-

tive confrontation poses demanding biographical (and even existential) questions

which are far beyond the scope of this chapter. To overcome this impossibility, I

present a selection of references related to specific aspects of my cultural, edu-

cational and artistic background which are particularly relevant to some of the

artwork features aforementioned. While doing so, I will also occasionally reiterate

some of the influences previously introduced, expanding and reformulating them

in light of my personal history and outlook.

Technological views

The Cembalo Scrivano has been designed with the intention to combine the phys-

ical and the digital, conceiving the two dimensions as linked within a continuum.

22 See for instance the Getting Started tutorial by Casey Reas and Ben Fry on Processing.org - last

access April 14, 2023.
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Typing on a standard typewriter causes both the production of a sound and the

impression of a symbol on the paper. The Cembalo Scrivano then synthesises in

the digital domain analogous visual and sonic elements.

The idea of continuity between physical and digital is rather common in HCI

and digital art domains [266]. I encountered this notion in the early stages of my

training, through an introductory HCI module I attended during my bachelor at

the Conservatory of Genoa. More specifically, the concept was introduced by Don-

ald Glowinski 23, the rather brilliant and inspiring postdoc researcher that was

teaching the course. Somehow Donald managed to provoke my interest towards

the concept and it became one of the conceptual resources I still use in my work.

While experiencing the installation, the audience is exposed to an ambiguous

situation in which the behaviours generated do not match any more with those

normally associated to a typewriter. The idea of composing open-ended interac-

tions which could elicit multiple meanings influenced the design of the Cembalo

Scrivano. This was supported by keeping the original modalities of interaction (i.e.

typing) and blocking or contradicting conventional behaviours and interpretations,

so as to leave space to the audience to decode the relationships between gestures,

language and the audio-visual material. As the sounds and symbols generated do

not exactly behave as expected, this approach might be related to the paradoxical

strategies for absurd making discussed in Chapter 5.

The tension that might emerge while presenting a typewriter in an art gallery

environment, contributes to elicit unexpected interpretations of the object. Gaver

et al. refer to this as “ambiguity of context” presenting the pivotal example of the

Duchamp’s Fountain [141]. Making strange of the typewriter object was another

ambition of the project – see the estrangement strategies introduced by the fictional

instrument discussed in Chapter 5.

The installation then de-contextualises and re-purposes in a creative and open-

ended manner a relatively ordinary object. Within the context of contemporary

music, such approach has been pioneered by John Cage with Imaginary landscape

no. 4 for twelve radios. A composition I had the chance to perform in various

occasions during my bachelor studies, and which became one of the works that

most influenced my undergraduate musical training.

The alteration of the typewriter’s functionalities and contexts then aimed to

provoke an ambiguous and open-ended experience. From a design viewpoint, this

23 See Donald Glowinski website – last access April 14, 2023
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strategy draws on the ideas of “ambiguity as a resource for design” by Gaver et

al. [141] and “multiple interpretations” in design practices introduced by Sengers

and Gaver [321]. I came across this research thanks to a valuable review I received

after having submitted a paper at NIME 2018 which introduced the first version

of the Cembalo Scrivano 24. During that time I was particularly concerned with

the problem of combining my artistic and humanistic background with the deter-

ministic and quantitative expectations of the department I just became a member

of.

Such critical contributions, as well as the more humanistic HCI sub-communities

which they come from, presented me with a viable path for my doctorate. Excited

by these discoveries, I adopted them as point of reference for the subsequent de-

velopments of the artwork – another example of how communities of practices can

shape the technological conceptions and views of their members, see Chapter 3.

The HCI debate on ambiguity also resonates with Umberto Eco’s essay Open Work,

which represents another crucial source of influence which shaped the very notion

of artwork I sustain in my music technology work [122].

Finally, on a more political level, the artwork is in dialogue with those socio-

economical ideologies that impulsively acknowledge the need for new technology,

considering the techno-scientific development as the primary modus operandi for

current and future challenges. The Cembalo Scrivano design approach then poses

questions on the narrative of the perpetual advancement and it proposes a reversed

solution that aims to re-discover the past in order to imagine the future.

This attitude derives from a series of intricate factors related to my personal

history, including the cultural background of my family, some years of activism

in community centres and my interests in philosophy of technology and social-

psychology. To a certain extent, the Cembalo Scrivano project is influenced by the

conviction that the notion of new, intended as better, more powerful and efficient,

should be sometimes replaced by concepts such as reinterpreted, reused and re-

generated.

Aesthetic and cultural influences

From a musical viewpoint, the overall character of the installation can be contex-

tualised within the aesthetics values and concerns typical of the electroacoustic

24 Thanks to the same NIME review I also discovered the user-performer paradigm previously intro-

duced.
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music tradition. This “compositional bias” relates to the musical conceptions I ab-

sorbed during my bachelor and master studies. Electroacoustic music has been the

main focus of my artistic work and over the years I developed particular skills and

knowledge linked to this practice. As an active electroacoustic musician I also had

the chance to be in close touch with specific art and research communities (e.g.

computer music institutions) which inevitably contributed to shape my musical

sensitivities.

By using the term electroacoustic I refer to an aesthetic paradigm which aims

to combine acoustic and electronic sounds through a musical language mainly

focusing on timbre articulation and energy distribution. In the Western culture,

one of the first example of such approach is Musica su due dimensioni (1958) 25

composed by Bruno Maderna at the Studio di Fonologia Musicale RAI in Milan.

This work had a great impact on my early musical studies, as it is one of the first

examples combining an acoustic instrument with the electronic sound. The possi-

bility of a dialogue between the electronic and acoustic dimensions explored by

Maderna, is at the core of my musical production and also present in the Cembalo

Scrivano. The artwork indeed combines the acoustic sonorities of the typewriter’s

keys, which are clearly audible while using the machine, with the audio-visual

interventions produced by the electronic and digital means.

The aleatory elements of the Cembalo Scrivano previously introduced can also

be related to the musical knowledge I absorbed while studying (and practicing)

the electroacoustic tradition as well as through my affiliations with music tech-

nology departments and experimental music institutions. The use of random and

probability-based processes in my work draws on the trajectories laid out by com-

posers and researchers such as Lejaren Hiller, Gottfried Michael Koenig and Ian-

nis Xenakis. As noted in Section 2.1, the musical concepts introduced by these

pioneers proved to be rather resilient, and they can be found in many computer

systems and workstations of the 1970s, 1980s and 1990s [39]. This can be con-

sidered as a clear example of how cultural and material sources might become

integrated into individual’s backgrounds and, in tandem with personal intuitions

and visions, co-constitute subjective perspectives and choices.

25 Maderna composed two versions of this piece which are completely different one from the other.

The first version (1952) for flute, percussion and magnetic tape, the second (1958) for flute and

magnetic tape. This work can be considered as one of the first composition merging the two main

contemporary trends found in Europe at the time: musique concrète, focused on the manipulation

of given physical phenomena, and elektronische Musik concerned with the organisation of musical

materials starting from the generation of the single sonic components.
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The Cembalo Scrivano was designed with the intention of presenting a partici-

patory performance in which the audience is involved into a creative process. This

paradigm, freely inspired by collaborative writing in music practice [93], emerged

out the many conversations I had with Fabio Morreale. Fabio’s involvement in the

project radically influenced the evolution of the work. The continuous exchange

of ideas that took place while developing the materials adds a further layer which

increases the complexity of my review.

For instance, with Fabio I developed the idea of building a machine that could

provide access to an open space through which memories, stories and ideas could

be collected and recovered. We then borrowed the metaphor of the book, a media

holding information that can be retrieved, to design the interactive experience.

Fabio had also great impact on the visual aesthetics of the installation. In this

context, his contributions include the design of background graphics, new letter

animations, glitch effects as well as the visual implementation of the memory and

activity features. Furthermore, we decided to have three different environments

(machines, instruments and voices) based on the many and interesting materials

he generated while developing and testing new Processing algorithms.

Many aesthetic and technical decisions were instead made because of simple

urgency 26. For instance, while functioning as a stimulus to further develop the

artwork, the deadline imposed by the IEM concert also limited the exploration of

new interactions.

An example of such inadequate implementations is the “memory” feature, which

resulted in the random retrieval previous inputs. This rather basic solution often

has no particular effect on the person interacting with the machine. Another ex-

ample relates to the decision of using samples of voices and instruments for the

CS2. This choice was instead made due to the fact that I already had these sample

as part of my personal sound bank. I recorded these audio file over the years for

different projects I was involved in 27. This reuse of audio materials provide a fur-

ther example on how previous experience, situated in different social and cultural

contexts, can directly shape the material quality of a new musical artefact.

26 It should be noticed that the Cembalo Scrivano design process has always been characterised by

tight time limitations. After the IDMT assignment deadline, I had to work on the installation while

also focusing on the progression of my PhD research.
27 For intellectual honesty: played through the Max algorithm designed for the Cembalo Scrivano the

samples become rather unrecognisable compared to how they sound in previous projects
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Finally, while examining the subjective choices and arrangements made during

the development of the interface, it becomes clear that my work has been often

conditioned by intuitions that are not explainable in rational and analytical terms.

I am not able to define, for instance, the reason why I picked the typewriter out

of the many second-hand objects I saw while visiting Deptford Market. However,

I can remember the sense of attraction and interest I felt as I spotted the object.

Alongside the IDMT assignment, I would acknowledge such erotic 28 enchantment

as one of the main origins of the Cembalo Scrivano adventure.

Similar unconscious judgments shaped many other aspects of the project in the

early stages – including the idea of using audio recordings of the typewriter as

the main sonic material of the installation or the decision of rendering a minimal

black-and-white layout for the visual elements generated.

My curiosity towards the history of typewriting has been a direct consequence

of my fascination for the machine. The media archeology investigation above de-

scribed began as consequence of such irrational attraction. Out of the many artists I

discovered working within a media archeological framework, Gebhard Sengmüller
29 is probably the one that most inspired the Cembalo Scrivano project.

Sengmüller’s approach to media archeology often scrutinises alternative futures

that did not happen, imagining different ways technologies could have evolved.

As an example, in Slide Movie he re-invent the cinema by synchronising 24 slide

projectors focused on the same screen. As described by the artist: “the formula

‘one projector per frame’ thus gives rise to something that at least rudimentarily

(and inevitably very inaccurately, due to the lack of precision of the mechanical

devices) suggests a motion picture” 30.

6.4 discussion

The narratives sketched explored particular material, subjective and cultural medi-

ations that facilitated the assemblage of Cembalo Scrivano. The following discus-

sion further examines the relational character of these factors, their co-dependency

and synergies. I consider how such reciprocity allows to configure the same ele-

ments in different ways. In light of different goals and focuses, different associa-

tions might help us to better understand the processes behind the composition of

a digital musical artefact. The section ends with a few methodological reflections

28 The term erotic is here used in reference to its Greek etymology as something caused by passion.
29 See Gebhard Sengmüller website – last access April 14, 2023.
30 See the Slide Movie webpage for more info – last access April 14, 2023.
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on both the first-person analysis introduced and the critical framework developed

in this chapter.

6.4.1 Holding together different perspectives

Posing questions on the influence of particular materials, personal backgrounds

and cultural contexts helped to examine how specific factors either enabled or

restricted the evolution of the artwork. Some elements had great impact on the

early stages of the project, the influence of the IDMT module probably being the

most obvious example. Some, such as the use of Max and Processing, conditioned

the design process throughout longer periods of time. Others instead contributed

to specific material and conceptual aspects of the piece – e.g. the discovery of

academic contributions on the value of “ambiguity” and “multiplicity” in HCI

research or the pivotal suggestions offered by colleagues for the improvement of

the key sensing.

However, while being useful to rationalise possible causes and effects, the el-

ements provided in previous sections are inherently co-dependent. Rather than

looking for hierarchical relationships, I wish now to consider how the three di-

mensions taken into account often co-exist within the same event. The narrative

previously introduced indeed reveals a complex network of cross-references where

social, material and subjective influence are intertwined.

The forces and tractions produced by these factors can be then interpreted in

light of their mutual relations and synergies. To understand even a small portion

of the Cembalo Scrivano’s genesis means to be able to hold together these intercon-

nected (yet distinguishable) features. The relational view suggested here implies

a shift of focus from the particular source of influence to the possible network of

associations which enacted the phenomenon under scrutiny. Different correlations

might be drawn based on the particular scope of the inquiry and each specific

factor might be discussed in relation to its socio-cultural situatedness [34], en-

tanglement with contexts and materials [368, 168] and reciprocity with particular

processes and lived experience [303, 307].

Figure 6.7 aims to loosely evoke the three viewpoints introduced in previous

sections, where specific sources are selected and connected in different ways. The

three figures are purposively selective, necessary incomplete and, to a certain ex-

tent, inaccurate. However, they exemplify how, in view of different focuses and
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(a) Subjective timeline

(b) Piano remediation (c) Influence of communities

Figure 6.7: Three possible configurations of the Cembalo Scrivano’s genesis.

outlooks, we can summarise in different ways the first-person account introduced

in this chapter.

Figure 6.7a shows a timeline based on my own perspective, highlighting subjec-

tive choices and intuitions. Considering the progression of the artwork based my

own perspective. According to this view, I started the project due to the assign-

ment of the IDMT module. I then found the typewriter in second-hand market

and, fascinated by the object, I started to do some research on its history.

Such material investigation led me to discover the field of media archaeology,

and inspired by these cultural studies I developed the conceptual scaffolding of

the artwork. I then translated these thoughts into design principles which, along

with my artistic background, contributed to the evolution of the interface.

Figure 6.7b outlines a feedback system where the piano is remediated by dif-

ferent elements of the installation. Through this view we might better understand

how a given technology is re-interpreted, often traveling from one context to an-

other and influencing the design of new artefacts. The piano is an example of such

design migration, where features associated to an existing musical technology are
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integrated and negotiated into new contexts – i.e. present in both the original

Cembalo Scrivano built by Ravizza and my own interpretation of the device.

The conceptual model behind Max also directly inspired by the piano design –

see the discussion in Chapter 4. In this regard, Max’s paradigm of event instan-

tiation certainly affected the aesthetic qualities of the installation. As a trained

pianist, my instrumental background made me particularly responsive to certain

affordances and creative suggestions offered by the typewriter and its ancestor.

Figure 6.7c instead delineates the network of communities and socio-cultural

contexts which contributed to the assemblage of the artwork through a complex

networks of mediations. The installation has been developed in an academic con-

text, using university resources and facilities, and the support I received from the

AIL colleagues largely contributed to the evolution of the installation.

Through these academic communities I had the chance to showcase the Cem-

balo Scrivano at local and international venues, thus refining the installation for

each presentation. While exhibiting the artwork I had the opportunity to interact

with different audiences, and the insights gained from such “in situ” observations

informed the evolution of the piece. The Cembalo Scrivano has been also affected

by the communities that support the tools used in the project (e.g. Arduino and

Processing).

6.4.2 Another evaluation framework?

While reflecting on the Cembalo Scrivano progressions, I could provide further

insights on the ways communities, tools and subjective visions contribute to the

assemblage of digital artefact in the contexts of interactive art. It is important to

notice that the artwork considered in this chapter was not composed with these

three factors in mind. The observations previously introduced are an attempt to

retrospectively analyse these elements, exploring how they organically shaped the

installation.

The chapter then provides a sort of illustration of principles, showing that to ask

questions on the influence of contexts, personal background and tools might help

to identify tacit factors, making explicit the implicit and acknowledging the com-

plexity of design practices. The critical framework sketched in this chapter might

then serve as a template for other researchers to reflect on their practice, and pos-

sibly provide them with some useful tools for future adventures.
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Nevertheless, there is no intention to propose the analytical structure outlined

in this chapter as a possible evaluation framework. NIME literature already offers

a variety of contributions on this topic (e.g. [74, 30, 29]), however these works often

aspire to a methodological rigour [334] and product management [288] which do

not apply to the research presented in this dissertation 31. Rather, this chapter

introduced a critical and open-ended approach for self-reflection which is highly

dependent on the practitioner’s perspective.

The quality of the researcher’s gaze drastically affects the narrative reported. In

this regard, we might draw a literary parallel with Queneau’s Exercises in Style in

which the same story, a man getting a bus, is retold 99 times, always with a differ-

ent style. Similarly, the account introduced in this chapter might promote different

degrees of knowledge if conveyed through a bureaucratic or techno-scientific lan-

guage – although scientists tend prefer numbers to languages.

Alongside goals and focuses, researchers might also consider the modalities

through which they convey reflexive discourses as cues that might reveal addi-

tional sources of influences. Metaphors, terms and expressions might for instance

disclose further cultural and technical references associated to the researcher back-

ground. A meta-analysis that might help to critically situate our own perspective

and increase awareness.

The analysis provided in this chapter relates to a storytelling attitude, where

the main elements are repeated various times. This redundancy can be in part

associated to the intention of presenting different tones and nuances, and there-

fore highlight the complex multiplicity of the vicissitude narrated. On the other

hand, prolixity and confusion might derive from the approach to the analysis I

took: a sort of free-flowing stream of consciousness, which has been progressively

organised.

From a practical point of view, I adopted a top-down approach, thus consider-

ing the three areas of enquiry explored in this dissertation and aiming to gather

different sources and information that could provide some answers to the research

questions posed in Chapter 1.

The research started with a review of the article I published at NIME on the

Cembalo Scrivano [227]. Adapting parts of the article for this chapter helped me

to identify more specific questions about the underlying elements that influenced

the genesis of the piece. These questions lead me to first explore the socio-cultural

31 The considerations presented in this chapter might instead resonate with the phenomenological

mindset adopted by Marquez-Borbon for the description of long-term performer-instrument inter-

actions [247].
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factors, such as the involvement with the IDMT course and how the various public

performances gradually impacted the artwork.

For instance, I searched in my old hard drive the IDMT teaching materials. The

revision of slides and assignments’ instructions helped me to assess some of im-

plicit values of the module. Another source of information were the emails I ex-

changed with the organisers of the events where the Cembalo has been presented.

This allowed me to better understand how venues requirements and artistic affilia-

tions shaped my work. I could instead reflect on the ways the audience interacted

with the installation by looking at the logs of the texts typed in by the users, which

I gathered during various performances.

In order to thoroughly consider both technical and aesthetic aspects of the art-

work, I also retrieved some of the emails I exchanged with Fabio Morreale while

developing the CS2 audio-visual interactions. Once I realised the impact Fabio

had on the project I decided to directly contact him to informally interview him

to grasp his side of our collaborative experience. Thanks to this exchange I could

also recover and review some of the old versions of the CS software I had lost.

Overall, I used to immediately write down, as spare notes, the reflections I de-

veloped during these “loose data collections”. I then started to organise them fol-

lowing the framework proposed in this thesis and they slowly became the first

draft of this chapter. My thoughts on personal and subjective influences (e.g. the

influence of my background on the evolution of the artwork) were the last piece

needed to complete the analysis. I then attempted to review all the material col-

lected, trying to identify elements linked to my personal artistic and professional

journey, and eventually expanding on them.

Fianlly, these processes of generating insights, as well as their discussion, relates

to those qualitative research methods in which the data gathering and analysis are

simultaneous and interconnected [99, 178]. The character of the narrative here

presented also confirm my affiliation with the humanities. Instead of striving to

find the most efficient way for communicating results and findings, I privileged

a more discursive and open-ended approach that might (hopefully) be perceived

and interpreted in different ways. In a nutshell, the research aims to generate ideas

rather than categorising reality.
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6.5 chapter conclusions

This chapter introduced the Cembalo Scrivano, an augmented typewriter that al-

lows for the real-time generation and manipulation of sonic and visual materials.

The project features the re-assemblage of an obsolete technology into an interac-

tive installation. While discussing the evolution of the installation it was possible

to apply the ideas and knowledge developed in previous chapters as an analytical

framework.

This has been achieved by providing a first-person and practice-based account

on the evolution of the artefact, an approach drawing on existing contributions

for the critical and self-reflexive scrutiny of technology practices [322, 306]. In line

with these approaches, the chapter further explores possible connections between

NIME and HCI domains by unpacking the processes behind the design and use of

a digital musical artwork [203, 90, 303]. By turning the mirror to myself I had the

chance to “test” the practical validity of the work done in previous research. This

analytical approach turned out be rather effective to uncover personal aesthetic

values and reveal socio-technical influences.

The first-person account presented in this chapter illustrated how material and

conceptual features of the technologies used for the design of the installation con-

ditioned its aesthetic outcomes [67, 239]. In line with the findings of Chapter 4 The

analysis also examined the migration of design features across different technolo-

gies, thus showing how a “new” digital artefact might remediate and re-arrange

existing devices [60].

While delineating the different trajectories I drew within particular social groups,

I could examine how these cultural contexts facilitated the development of the

artwork – e.g. through gradual and differentiated processes of collaboration and

assistance [250]. In this regard, it was then possible to illustrate how the contribu-

tion of a given community of practice “increases as the apprentice becomes more

adept” [218, p. 178]. As considered in Chapter 3, the observations introduced also

highlight how shared knowledge and expectations linked to a particular device

orient its interpretations and usages.

Various reflections also highlighted how subjective visions and intuitions be-

came inscribed into the design [4]. In particular, my musical background (includ-

ing previous experience and aesthetic references) affected the interpretation of

socio-cultural inputs, the manipulation of materials as well as the creative devel-

opment of ideas [183]. While outlining the ambiguous and contradictory qualities
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of the artwork I was also able to delineate how my own artistic views and musical

knowledge contributed to the configuration of the installation – see the findings

of Chapter 5.

Overall, the chapter offers a factual and articulated example of the insights and

views it is possible to achieve while engaging with the critical framework devel-

oped in this thesis; an analytical mindset that can help researchers to increase

awareness and transparency over their own values, the patterns suggested by tools

and materials as well as the influence of cultural contexts and communities of prac-

tices.
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7
D I S C U S S I O N

This chapter incorporates material from ‘Making Up Instruments: Design Fiction for Value

Discovery in Communities of Musical Practice’ by Lepri and McPherson originally pub-

lished in the proceedings of the Designing Interactive Systems Conference, DIS 2019 [225];

‘Embrace the Weirdness: Negotiating Values Inscribed into Music Technology’ by Lepri and

McPherson, currently under review, to be published in the Computer Music Journal [226]

and ‘Sonification as Negotiation - Learning from Translation Studies‘ by Lepri, originally

published in the proceedings of the Sound and Music Computing Conference, SMC 2020

[224].

Previous chapters sought to answer questions on the ways subjective, cultural

and material factors influence instrument design practices, interpreting these ele-

ments as highly inter-dependent. This chapter further develops some of the ideas

upholding this thesis in relation to the findings gained through our empirical

work. Here, we provide a few conceptual and methodological suggestions that

might inform our critical practices, with a focus on the playful discovery of the

socio-material processes behind the emergence of DMIs as well as the subjective

negotiation of these cultural and technological trends.

7.1 premises

One of the primary aims of our work is to examine how musical values are in-

scribed to and remediated by DMIs. The research questions presented in Chapter 1

formulated the three focuses of our research, and in doing so they introduced a

few assumptions on the ways design practices unfold – assumptions that par-

tially preconfigured the answers sketched in this thesis. We then sought to answer

questions addressing subjective, cultural and material factors, interpreting these

elements as highly inter-dependent.

Chapter 2 outlined the main references that led us to the conviction that social

contexts, digital tools and materials and individual perspectives largely condition

the emergence of musical interfaces and interactions. Chapter 3, 5 and 4 illustrated
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the approaches we explored to uncover these influences and critically assess them.

The retrospective and autobiographical account presented in Chapter 6 showed

that, when considering a specific digital artwork, the research questions posed in

this dissertation might foster a rich and critical comprehension of situated design

processes.

Drawing on the observations advanced with our empirical work, in this chapter

we further discuss our research bringing into play some of the research introduced

in Chapter 2. In addition, we delineate a few suggestions that might serve as

viable conceptual tools for the design and study of digital musical interfaces. In

the following pages, these two aspects are often combined as they closely inform

each others.

The discussion here proposed might sound rather abstract and therefore distant

from the more practical issues linked to technology research 1. The observations

introduced in this section indeed avoid specialised stances and functional design

guidelines. Rather, we advance a set of holistic considerations aiming to frame

critically the “constellation of mediations” [64] explored in previous chapters.

The concepts introduced in this chapter are then discussed from a broad view-

point, and they do not engage with the specificity of contexts and uses. This

generic view clearly limits the depth of the following sections and it demands

further developments and careful reflections based on the particular contexts, mu-

sical objectives and design inquiry.

In order to better explain the mindset behind this chapter, we would refer to

the distinction made by the ancient Greek culture between poíesis, i.e. the produc-

tion and manipulation of materials based on specific procedures, and prâxis: the

ability to orient action in view of a given context 2. According to this perspective,

we adopt a broad outlook with the hope to support the praxes of others music

technologists.

Frauenberger suggests that: “we are not designing computers, nor can we design

interactions. What we seem to be doing is creating configurations that enact certain

phenomena” [130, p. 12]. We would then argue that, through our practices, we

re-configure the discourses, representations and materials populating a given socio-

cultural context. This chapter outlines a few ways of interpreting elements of such

configurations.

1 Although we should be reminded that also math is an abstract construct, without which there would

be no technology at all.
2 See the Aristotelian distinction between poíesis and prâxes [21], and Plato’s considerations on the

technical and political actions [85].
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7.2 mediating musical perspectives

Flyvbjerg writes of the contrast between the instrumental rationality common in

technical problem-solving within science and engineering and the value rationality

provided by the social sciences, which contributes to elucidating “where we are,

where we want to go, and what is desirable according to diverse sets of values and

interests”[129, p. 167]. In the design of DMIs – and more generally, while develop-

ing interactive musical systems – a risk is to jump straight into an instrumental-

rational problem space without first considering the underlying system of values

driving technological development. In the music-HCI domain, this can take the

form of techno-solutionist approaches which devote considerable engineering ef-

fort toward the goal of designing tools to enable people to make music, without

explicit consideration of what “music” and “instrument” might mean to different

communities and individuals.

The speculative work introduced in Chapter 3 gave us a view on how shared

representations and values might vary considerably between musicians active in

different contexts. Interestingly, the influence of communities and environments

often emerged as detached from instrumental practices – see for instance the sim-

ilar visions found across impro and experimental electronic musicians. Our find-

ings then emphasise the role that different sub-cultures play in shaping the views

and goals of practitioners 3.

While considering the academic roots of NIME, various researchers recognised

that diverse music technology contexts might promote rather different techno-

musical perspectives [250, 149, 274] – which occasionally engender internal epis-

temological frictions [153, 170, 271]. Drawing on these reflections, our research

sought to provide a nuanced view of the different musical perspectives we might

encounter while navigating different sub-communities of musical practice, beyond

the engineering versus composition dichotomy.

Our intention is also to offer a positive reflection on these interdisciplinary chal-

lenges. This is mainly motivated by the outcomes of the survey presented in Chap-

ter 3, in which technologists active in SMC and NIME contexts were invited to re-

view a selection of fictional instruments and guess the musical background of the

musicians that made them. Our participants exhibited a certain ability to discover

the musical values inscribed into the fictional objects and speculate on the cul-

3 On this matter: our empirical work provides a snapshot that might capture a cultural pattern, with-

out uncovering the complex socio-technical and historical processes underlying its formation.
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tural affiliations of their creators. We would argue that this expertise might derive

from the multidisciplinary “exposure” to which music technologists are regularly

subject to.

As examined in Chapter 3 participants often discovered musical backgrounds

and genres thanks to knowledge acquired throughout years of involvement in

different communities of musical practice. This long-lasting involvement provided

them the chance to “resonate” with the views brought in by other musicians. We

would frame this ability as a hermeneutic motion: an empathic projection grounded

in the interpreter’s ability to understand diverse musical activities 4.

Similarly, the facilitation and analysis of the fictional workshops and their out-

comes required us to temporarily put ourselves in the shoes of the musicians

involved in the various studies. This step was crucial to both sustain and encour-

age participants’ speculations and take seriously the intimate and fragile design

statements they proposed.

The researcher involved in the discovery of musical values and assumptions

linked to particular social settings should nonetheless balance such sympathy with

the acknowledgement of the distances that might divide our views from those of

others practitioners. An excessive emotional investment might not be beneficial for

acknowledging and pondering shared musical assumptions and representations.

In apparent contradiction with the previous lines, we would indeed argue that

the discovery of values in contexts also demands a certain degree of detachment.

The attitude we are trying to outline then requires the facilitator to attempt the

discovery of musical ideas and values without identifying with them or with the

musicians / communities that express them. This implies, for instance, an effort

to avoid hierarchies or judgments which might be more representative of our own

values and assumptions rather than those of the culture we are approaching.

Such condition is certainly utopian when considering our own socio-musical

contexts and, more generally, rather difficult to achieve as there will always be

subjects and ideas that resonate with our own background and personality more

than others. Still, this awareness should not stop us from critically deal with tacit

and shared representations. In a nutshell: impartiality as an ideal and unattainable

objective to strive for while engaging with the specificity of each musician and her

values.

4 By using the metaphor of motion we indirectly refer to the concept of trajectories that Wenger adopts

to describe how participants gradually move towards the centre of a community of practice through

peripheral participation and increasing involvement [369] – see Section 2.3.2.
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Besides providing valuable resources to better understand musical interfaces as

emerging from specific social contexts, the approaches for the discovery of cultural

values reported in this dissertation might also be exploited to inform the design of

new musical interactions. This prospect poses compelling questions on the ways

we translate the assumptions we might identify in a given context, and how they in-

form our design choices. Although this dissertation is essentially concerned with

the “mining” of values, rather than their technological exploitation, we wish to

sketch a few considerations that might be beneficial to DMI design. More specif-

ically, the following reflections relate to those research practices concerned with

the development of technologies addressing the musical conceptions of particular

individuals and their communities.

The notion of hermeneutic motion 5 previously mentioned draws on George Steiner’s

examination of the theories of language and translation [332]. Our conviction is

that hermeneutics, as a mature corpus of methods concerned with human inter-

pretation, might provide some useful conceptual tools to transfer shared mean-

ings and values into new musical instruments 6. We do not aim here to suggest

a systematic correlation between instrument design and translation studies, our

intention is instead to identify a few conceptual elements that might inspire our

practices 7.

Interpretation and adaptation studies are concerned with the transfer of informa-

tion across semantic systems and cultural borders [222]. These fields encompass a

variety of disciplines, including semiology and philosophy of language, which are

clearly out of the scope of our research. Out of this conspicuous body of knowl-

edge, we essentially consider a small set of contributions linked to the work of

Umberto Eco [121, 120].

5 Steiner refers to the hermeneutic motion as “the act of elicitation and appropriative transfer of

meaning” [332, p. 186].
6 Hermeneutics emerged as field of study linked to the interpretation of biblical and philosophical

texts and gradually evolved into a heterogeneous set of theories and approaches for the study of

human communication. In particular, nineteenth- and twentieth-century hermeneutics emerged as a

theory of understanding (Verstehen) through the work of philosophers such as Heidegger, Gadamer

and Derrida.
7 Furthermore, we do not wish to establish any direct relations between music and language. As

noted by Steiner, considering the practice of organising sounds as a form of language might be

inappropriate, because in doing so “we use [the term] ’language’ in a peculiar unstable sense. We may

be using it either at the most technical semiotic level (both are ’sequential rule-governed sign system obeying

certain constraints’) or in a sense almost too large for proper definition (both can communicate human emotions

and articulate states of mind’)” [332, p. 445].
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The notion of negotiation proposed in Chapter 4 is indeed inspired by Eco’s

views on translation practices. According to Eco, translation can be framed as

a process of mediation in which the translator interacts with the cultures lying

behind source and target languages [121]. This view implies that, rather than ob-

jectifying a text – e.g. systematically examining it with deductive and qualitative

methods – translators imagine themselves inside the cultural system that produced

the work and they speculate on the most appropriate ways to convey contents.

Eco then envisions this interpretative process as a negotiation: a dialogue by

virtue of which, in order to get something, each party renounces to something else

[121]. Such approach relates to the difficulties (and sometimes impossibilities) that

characterise translation practices, which should ideally align different languages

and cultures. Along with these incompatibilities, Eco acknowledges the limitations

linked to the cultural situatedness of the translator who “moves within a framework

of semantic systems that education, culture and history have organised for him” [121, p.

178].

Inspired by this perspective, we would argue that any attempts to transfer the

values we find in a given context into a digital instrument will also partially reflect

the designer’s values, beliefs, and representations. As discussed in Chapter 4, we

might also include into the bargain the musical patterns and ideas linked to the

tools and material used to compose the interface.

If we agree on the idea that design practices involve some sort of negotiations,

the assemblage of digital musical instruments and interfaces can be viewed as a

process entailing different forces which, either tacitly or explicitly, might advance

contrasting priorities.

The etymology of the term negotiation merges the Latin roots nec - “not” + otium

- “leisure” or “idleness”. From this perspective we can appreciate the dynamic char-

acter of this notion: as “negation of not-doing” a negotiation can be understood as

an exchange in view of a future synthesis, where the actants involved designate

different objectives and support particular routines.

We might then argue that any design attempt to inscribe a formalised musical

idea into a technology will inevitably come to terms with the assumptions and

representations of the culture from which the idea comes from, the particular

views and attitudes of the instrument maker as well as the grain of materials and

tools used [195]. In short: something will be necessarily lost during the process.

The negotiation metaphor might help us to recognise and explicitly acknowledge
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the limitations encountered while co-creating the instrument – what is gone, left

or hidden and what is actually new.

7.3 embrace the weirdness

Previous chapters examined from different and co-dependent perspectives how

music technology is embedded with musical knowledge. In particular, we sought

to expose some of the musical patterns that popular instrument design tools (e.g.

Pd) make more accessible and immediate. Chapter 4, and partially Chapter 6,

illustrated how musicians might differently respond to such musical inscriptions

based on their backgrounds, socio-cultural belongings and personal visions.

As discussed in Chapter 4, similar findings have been recently reported by vari-

ous research tackling the latent influence of audio programming languages on the

composition of sonic interactions. That complementary results have been achieved

using different methods (i.e. wide range ethnographic observation [67] and expert

practitioners interview [259]) might be indicative of the depth of the phenomenon

under scrutiny.

While reflecting on Pd, we also considered the viewpoint of the language author,

who is largely responsible for shaping the scripts and embedded values of the

software. Puckette openly acknowledges some of the musical ideas that oriented

the design of Pd, suggesting that they inevitably affect the composition of sonic

interactions [301].

While reflecting on his work, Puckette declares his intention to “avoid imposing

a stylistic bias on the musician’s outputs” [300, p. 39] but rather empowering a

broad community of artists. Nonetheless, he foresees the impossibility of such an

honourable attitude: “this reasonable-sounding goal seems always to recede as we

try to approach it ... [s]oon we will learn that, no matter how general and powerful

we believe today’s software to be, it was in fact steeped in tacit assumptions about

music making that restrict the field of musical possibility” [301, p. 8].

Building on Puckette’s observations, we would argue that, as musical aims are

already inscribed into a given technology, a tool defines its possible uses and ends,

and not vice versa. If the purposes of a technology are nothing other than the

possibilities made available by the technology itself [136], technological means

can be considered as actual creators of ends 8. According to this view, we might

8 This connotation seems disruptive in modern society as technology is progressively acquiring the

status of universal mediators – see Section 2.2. See for instance the well known critique by Morozov
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rearrange Machiavelli’s motto, from “the ends justify the means” to “the means create

ends”..

With the study presented in Chapter 4 we could then appreciate how, based

on Puckette’s musical representations and purposes, which he somehow inherited

from specific academic contexts, Pd facilitates particular aesthetics and prioritises

a small set of recurrent patterns. These influences should not ascribed solely to

the mere agency of the language. The communities using and supporting Pd con-

tribute to the production of coding routines which might, for instance, become

integrated in the tool’s companion materials and indirectly affect individual prac-

tices.

From this viewpoint, we overcome the hard distinction between “the technical”,

“the musical” and “the social” [63] and consider these socio-musical dynamics as

crucial parts of the Pd-assemblage – where a piece of software is hardly separable

from its communities of practice and authors.

Considering instruments as proponents of musical ends – meaning that they reduce

the scope of possible uses and, in doing so, they prioritise specific directions –

might help us to better frame the musical import of a given DMI. For instance,

electronic (analog and digital) pianos have become progressively closer to sound

and feel to the acoustic original, yet they still fall short of the original in the eyes of

professional musicians. Over the years, the few keyboards that have had a lasting

impact on musical culture are not the best emulations, but rather instruments

like the Fender Rhodes which present distinctive and sometimes odd qualities

which make them special; these instruments succeed for what they are (i.e. a unique

combination of constrains which provides access to particular results) rather than

what they emulate (i.e. as tools designed for the achievement of a given goal).

Similarly, the past decades have seen the appearance of successive generations

of hardware and software for designing audio and music systems. Lasting suc-

cess of any widely-used tool might be partly explained by its distinctive or odd

qualities, including its constraints and stylistic assumptions. As with instruments

themselves, digital tools for creating instruments are not interesting for the extent

to which they approach a mythical ideal of a neutral canvas. Instead, tools might

be compelling precisely for their inherent traits and the specific ways in which

they influence the thinking of the designer.

We might then reverse the discussion on the stylistic “bias” of music technol-

ogy and, rather than pursuing neutrality, fidelity or effortless production, we

to technology research and development sectors for too frequently focus on problems that do not

exist or provide solutions that nobody asked for [267].
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should embrace and even emphasise the wonkiness and weirdness of our tools.

In a nutshell: digital music tools not as tools but as generators of quirky sonic in-

teractions and routines which largely support pre-existing musical purposes and

understandings. Such a mindset, we suggest, might hold benefits in avoiding un-

realistic design trajectories, gaining awareness and intimacy with our tools and

critically negotiate the aesthetic outcomes of our work.

7.4 the recursive paths of dmis

In Chapter 4 we argued that the musical artefacts designed in our study feature

a recursive quality – an idea that strongly relates to the concepts of inscription

and (re)mediation introduced in Section 2.2.3. In particular, we intend recursion

as a phenomena occurring when something is defined in terms of itself, or of

some of its constitutive elements. The instruments created by our participants

then tend to repurpose the musical paradigms that Puckette inscribed into his

software. Amongst others, the inherent reactiveness of the “piano model” that in-

spired the design of Pd is also present in many of the sonic interactions composed

by participants.

This recursive dynamic, which somehow makes these instruments “extended

implementations of the same paradigm” 9, might be better understood in light of

Günther Anders’s considerations on the anthropological implications of the third

industrial revolution [7] 10. Anders writes about the ineluctability of technology to

indicate the coercive logic of modern technological development 11:

“[T]he possible is generally accepted as the compulsory and what can

be done as what must be done. Today’s moral imperatives arise from

technology and make the moral postulates of our ancestors ridiculous,

[..] [n]ot only what can be done must be done, but what must be done

is also ineluctable”.

Anders’s reflection recognises technical thinking as the predominant ratio essendi

of our time, implying that in the eventuality of a technical possibility its realisa-

9 This expression is used by Puckette to describe the shared nature of Pd and Max – see Chapter 4.

The definition seems also to apply to those DMIs that incorporates the Pd software.
10 Unfortunately only a few works by Anders have been translated in to English – see an updated list

of Anders’s available work in different languages – last access April 14, 2023.
11 The short excerpt here presented, from the introduction of Die Antiquiertheit des Menschen, vol. II:

Über die Zerstörung des Lebens im Zeitalter der dritten industriellen Revolution, has been translated from

the Italian edition [8].
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tion is almost inevitable. Anders identifies the design and use of the atomic bomb

as emblematic of such anthropological revolution: the potential employment of a

techno-scientific knowledge will be, soon or later, implemented, at the expense

of any ideological or ethical principle, which inevitably fails to regulate technical

courses 12. Mutatis mutandi, in our study we could appreciate a condition accord-

ing in which the aesthetic intentions and values of our participants were some-

how subordinated to the functional needs and instrumental norms induced by

the equipment provided. The most clear result of such asymmetry is probably the

aesthetic clustering of the sonorities produced by the assembled instruments.

We suggest that the recursive process above mentioned might be partially ex-

plained considering what we might call the executive will of technical apparatuses.

In our case, the insistence exhibited by the instruments in accomplishing the musi-

cal aims inscribed into one of their main functional elements 13 – e.g. the audio pro-

gramming language and sensors provided in our compositional game. According

to this view, digital instruments translate the working possibilities and objectives

of the components that constitute the larger assemblage. Likewise, each element

of the system re-purposes a set of musical features which are induced by the func-

tionalities and constrains of their own basic units. In this framework, subjective

design choices, which might also negotiate broader cultural influences, contribute

to shape digital instruments as they (re)compose some of these recursive chains.

With the quantity affects quality axiom introduced in Section 2.2, we argued that

the extensive amount of techno-musical recursions powering our instruments sup-

port the emergence of sonic interactions that are qualitatively uniques. This speci-

ficity might be considered as a consequence of the numberless combinations of

recursive musical inscriptions present in a given DMI, and it contrasts the idea

that digital instruments provide access to an unlimited variety of expressive pos-

sibilities or facilitate the reproduction of whatsoever musical notions – whether

highly subjective or culturally standardised.

We do not wish to promote a too rigid outlook and we are not denying the

role that music technologists play in NIME practices. Instrument designers have

12 The dramatic tone of Anders should be interpreted through his personal history: a german Jew that,

after studying with Husserl and Heidegger, migrated to the USA and survived as a factory worker.
13 In light of this observation, it is possible to better understand why Kristina Andersen privileges for

her design fiction workshops, mundane materials that, besides not being functional, are not easily

associable to music technologies (whether new or traditional). This crucial step allows participants

to escape the purposes suggested by functional tools they might have interiorised and open up

more individual and imaginative spaces. As cheerfully shouted out by Kristina during a seminar:

“An LED wants to blink!” [9].
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indeed access to many of the musical inscriptions encoded in digital tools (e.g. Pd’s

functions and abstractions), and they are able to combine them and manipulate

them at various levels, and create a great variety of sonic structures. An attentive

analysis of the instruments designed in our game reveals that, within the noise

and experimental aesthetic spectrum, musicians configured an assortment of sonic

interactions in a limited amount of time.

Still, we seek to emphasise that our tools and materials are not passive objects,

but rather are intimately entwined with the creative processes and entangled to

the production of new musical knowledge. As pointed out by the work of many

researchers (e.g. [70, 156, 239, 157, 240, 331, 274, 194]), the influence of tools and

materials can’t be ignored.

The idea that digital music tools constrain the work of composers and perform-

ers has been widely recognised and even celebrated within music technology re-

search [240, 157, 382]. More generally, that different instruments provide distinct

musical resources is an historically grounded notion at the core of many compo-

sitional and orchestration attitudes. As noted by Vasquez et al. “[t]he relationship

between creation of idiomatic repertoire and the historical development of acoustic

instruments is strong and can be traced in time as the former evolves symbiotically

depending on the possibilities offered by the later” [355, p. 175].

As outlined in Section 2.1, it is possible to find in the NIME literature various

research exploring the notion of idiomaticity in relation to DMIs. These include

compositional practices [355], the development of idiomatic gestural languages

[265, 341] and mapping strategies [40] as well as the examination of the musical

patterns facilitated by audio programming languages [259].

In dialogue with these works, we suggest that DMI interactions should be con-

sidered as inherently idiomatic. With this we mean that each digital interface sup-

port specific sonic outputs and gestures which are therefore tightly bounded with

their media, to the point that it might be almost impossible to detach them 14.

This condition, as we suggested, is due to the amount of inscriptions DMIs con-

tain, which bind the range of possible musical excursions to a very unique com-

bination of routes. In a way, musical interfaces pre-trace playable passages and

musicians, while exploring uncharted fields, are often caught in the itineraries

14 It goes without saying that two interfaces sharing some of their components will most likely facilitate

the emergence of similar patterns. From this perspectives fascinating questions arise on the relation

between the quantity of inscription and quality of musical interactions. For instance, how much can

we modify one of the two digital instrument before starting to appreciate a difference between the

two? The work of Jack Armitage offers insightful reflections on this matter [22]
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articulated by digital technologies their are engaged with. In this sense the con-

siderations here sketched resonate with Ingold’s notion of “wayfinding”, whereby

“practitioners .. are wanderers, wayfarers, whose skill lies in their ability to find

the grain of the world’s becoming and to follow its course while bending it to their

evolving purpose” [195, p. 92].

7.5 the value of subjectivity

This research relates to the idea that artists and technologists working with musi-

cal interfaces negotiate cultural and technological influences based on individual

traits, which comprise their musical backgrounds and design experience. The im-

probable design strategies introduced in Chapter 5 then sought to promote the

emergence of such subjective attitudes. By playing with the “musical absurd” mu-

sicians could freely develop peculiar design statements and critical visions which

often deviate from the tendencies and routines we might encounter in music tech-

nology contexts.

The specificities of the useless artefacts introduced in Chapter 5 are somehow

in contrast with the cultural and technological influences considered in previous

chapters. Being shared within and between communities, socio-technical trends

might indeed flatten the horizon of DMI practices and their creative outcomes.

Researchers concerned with the development of interactions for the arts often ob-

serve the recurrence of “evergreen” design practices and topics [191]. A quick

survey of NIME proceedings might then reveal how specific themes and tools be-

come “fashionable” and are regularly repurposed throughout the years – see the

outcomes of the 10,000 Instruments workshop presented in Chapter 5.

As considered in Chapter 4, the aesthetic similarities that often characterise the

music made with DMIs might be partially explained by the frequent use of par-

ticular technologies (e.g. SuperCollider, Max and Pd). However, the musical stasis

we might find in NIME and related academic contexts is a crucial issue that, de-

spite animating many informal post-concert conversations, has not been properly

addressed by practitioners 15.

15 It is not our intention to generalise on the broad and varied musical practices concerned with digital

technologies. Indeed, within NIME context, there are many valuable artists proposing original and

striking music. Still, we would argue that DMIs aesthetics are often polarised around a few particular

styles, such as the electroacoustic language or the overly trite (or even idiotic) styles often promoted

by digital instruments companies and electronic music cultures.
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The affiliations between NIME practitioners and technical departments might be

one of the factors contributing to such uniformity. The sectors concerned with tech-

nology research heavily rely on a form of thought which privileges the rigour and

consistency of formal logic, mathematics and more generally deductive and ob-

jectifying methods. Engineering, computer science and related disciplines indeed

designate analytical and rational thinking as the eminent research tool. However,

pure rationality in itself, as a set of systematic and uniform rules valid for every-

one, do not secure any creative import to the design of a musical technologies.

The quantitative approaches we frequently find in music technology research

not only tend to exclude subjective musical perceptions but also seem to implicitly

encourage “median fit” attitudes or, at the most, their “standard deviations” 16.

As these techno-scientific views largely predominate music technology contexts

[170] their influences have broad consequences on the modalities through which

practitioners approach artistic practices. In short, the culture of objectivity, with its

functional and quantitative focus, tends to soften the subjective dimension that

diversifies individuals’ experience, judgments and behaviours.

Far beyond the analytical and rational outlooks, musicians have access to an im-

mense set of resources for the interpretation and manipulation of musical materi-

als – including embodied, emotional and social abilities. On this note, the cognitive

sciences, which currently hold an hegemonic position within academic research,

too easily decline the notion of psyche developed by the humanities. Since its first

steps in the philosophy of Plato, the study of our abilities to perceive and interpret

the world indeed combines the rational element with the intuitive, unconscious,

manifold and ambiguous components dwelling in each individual [136].

The rhetorical question that we would pose now is: in a context largely governed

by rational and technical reasoning, do the conditions still exist for the emergence

of a creative and “outlier” thinking which draws on the pre-rational amalgam

that permeates and constitutes our individuality? The impression is that the an-

swer would be: less and less. The impractical research presented in Chapter 5 then

attempts to contrast the primacy of the objective culture over the subjective one

and escape those mechanisms that, far from being solely efficient research method-

ologies, tends to predict and prescribe musical processes and outcomes.

16 We refer to the those statistical approaches for the description musical practices which estimate

patterns conforming to the normalisation of data and their mean values. These methods inevitably

legitimate a creativity of conformism in which probabilistic models are at the core of the musical

production and musicians become neutral administrators supervising the functioning of a system.
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As reviewed in Chapter 2, within HCI and NIME contexts, it is possible to iden-

tify a variety of research which share the concerns introduced in this section – in-

cluding first-person [181, 279, 180], RtD and practice-based research [203, 154, 90].

In particular, we argue that our approach to the discovery of subjective traits and

individual perspective might be beneficially adopted in music technology peda-

gogy. The discussion around NIME education and teaching has grown consider-

ably in recent years, see amongst others [204, 249, 248] 17. In this context, our

impractical work might resonates with the playful and practice-based methods

described by Tomás [347] as well as the exploratory and embodied approaches

proposed by Hayes [169].

The etymology of the term education reveal the two roots ex “out of, from” and

ducere “lead, carry”. Such attitude, rooted in the maieutic approach inaugurated

by Socrates, is one of the most influential teaching paradigms we can find in the

Western history 18. This didactical perspective implies a dialogical process through

which the traits and potentialities of the individuals are recognised and enhanced.

The main work of the educator is then to enact (i.e. support the emergence of) the

inherent abilities of the person through a relational and inter-subjective attitude.

The approaches for the discovery of subjective qualities and visions surveyed

in this thesis (see in particular Chapter 3 and Chapter 5) might be exploited in

educational settings as a first approach to DMIs. Intuitively, our research might

better fit in design and art contexts where open-ended processes and creative

outcomes are usually adopted and valued. However, we would suggest that, with

due adjustments, these hazardous explorations might also turn to be advantageous

in engineering and computer science environments as they might provide students

with critical skills and grow their abilities to find origianl solutions. In this respect,

compelling works lie ahead.

7.6 play-make-believe

As we approach the conclusive stages of this dissertation, it might be opportune

to gather a few methodological considerations concerning the studies previously

17 The NIME performance pedagogy workshop hosted at NIME 2021 demonstrates the increasing

interest of the community towards educational topics.
18 Another influential paradigm in the Western culture relates to the catechetical tradition, in which

knowledgeable adepts in-form (“into” + “shape”) pupils. To drastically simplify, this approach some-

how envisions the learner as an “empty container” in which the teacher puts a given “form”. In

view of the opposite motions, the terms education and information seem radically incompatible.
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presented. The tagline presented in the title of this thesis aims to encapsulate

the playful outlook adopted in our research for the scrutiny of music technology

practices and assumptions. Additionally, on a second level of interpretation, the

terms play and make-believe relate to the acts of imagining, making and performing

questionable and not-yet existing technologies.

In this regard, the cheerful and fictional activities discussed in this disserta-

tion somehow require a suspension of disbelief – to use the expression coined by

Coleridge. Our research has been indeed conceived to situate musicians and tech-

nologists in playful and lighthearted circumstances, which paradoxically, allowed

them to take seriously their improbable and speculative work. To better eluci-

date this peculiar condition we draw attention to Caillois [80], which drawing on

Huizinga’s Homo Ludens [188], suggests that play can be defined as an activity

encompassing one or more of the following features [p. 9]:

• Free: in which playing is not obligatory; if it were, it would at once

lose its attractive and joyous quality as diversion;

• Separate: circumscribed within limits of space and time, defined

and fixed in advance;

• Uncertain: the course of which cannot be determined, nor the re-

sult attained beforehand, and some latitude for innovations being

left to the player’s initiative;

• Unproductive: creating neither goods, nor wealth, nor new elements

of any kind; and, except for the exchange of property among the

players, ending in a situation identical to that prevailing at the

beginning of the game;

• Governed by rules: under conventions that suspend ordinary laws,

and for the moment establish new legislation, which alone counts;

• Make-believe: accompanied by a special awareness of a second re-

ality or of a free unreality, as against real life.

To different extents, the above qualities can be linked to the open-ended and

make-believe approaches adopted in this thesis. The playful and yet attentive con-

notations that characterise our work are also in line with Huizinga’s understand-

ing of play: “a free activity standing quite consciously outside ordinary life as

being ‘not serious’, but at the same time absorbing the player intensely and ut-

terly” [188, p. 13] – see for instance the attitude we described in Chapter 5 for the

making of seriously silly musical interactions.
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Similarly, Caillois argues that “all play presupposes the temporary acceptance, if

not of an illusion .. then at least of a closed, conventional, and, in certain respects,

imaginary universe” [80, p. 19]. Interestingly, the term illusion derives from the

latin roots in-ludus: “in-play”, this etymology might help to better appreciate how

the act of playing somehow involves the assimilation of an additional and ambigu-

ous appearance. This view then resonates with the studies presented in Chapter 3,

in which musicians and technologists were invited to create instruments “as if by

magic” and speculate on their hypothetical uses and contexts.

This prospect might inspire a series of reflections on the analogies between the

notion of play (with the different connotations that the English language offers)

and musical practices. However, we focus our reflection on a few methodologi-

cal elements linked to the imaginative and open-ended attitude embraced in this

research.

In order to foster and reinforce fictional stances, our activities often involved

a small, yet essential, introductory step which, as a sort of first positive feedback,

aims to provide participants with some confidence and trust in the activity. A clear

example of this element is the drawing activity described in Chapter 3 which func-

tion as a trampoline for the making of magic machines. This relatively simple and

achievable task is described in Kristina Andersen’s methodology as the prompt ac-

tivity [14]. Within the contexts of the Magic Machines workshop, Andersen makes

clear that “[t]he prompt provides a fast, and seemingly random, task that frames

the subject of what we are about to do, whilst being very easy to execute.” [12, p. 41].

Drawing from Andersen, we expanded the prompt approach, shaping it accord-

ing to the particular requirements of the different studies presented. For instance,

while announcing the absurd design challenges, we asked interested participants

to send us ideas of unreasonable instruments to be developed during the events.

During the hackathon we then proposed to share these ideas during the initial

brainstorming session – a move that also favoured a first exchange amongst par-

ticipants.

Inspired by the artists of Blast Theory, Andersen also frames the prompt ac-

tivity as a red spot experience: “an initial action in a performative experience that

indicates whether participants are in or out” [12, p. 41]. Indeed, one of the main

advantages of such preparatory step is to provide the researcher with a feeling

of people’s involvements, so that “it becomes clear if a participant is committed

to the process, or will require further support” [ibid]. On this note, it seems im-

portant to acknowledge that each participant will cope with the game in different
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ways, and the facilitator should suitably stimulate them according to their needs

and sensitivities.

This brings us to the crucial role of the facilitator, and the almost theatrical atti-

tude he must undertake to sustain the playful experience. One of the main lessons

we have learned by conducting our research is that participants’ commitment is di-

rectly proportional to the level of engagement of researchers themselves. In short,

facilitators must genuinely believe in the performance they orchestrate. Kristina

Andersen refers explicitly to the theatrical connotation of her work suggesting

that the introductory steps of a Magic Machines workshop aim towards the estab-

lishment of a “shared social contract”. This agreement between the facilitator and

participants is then intended to “mark the beginning of an experience which is

out of the ordinary” [12, p. 37]. Moreover, by taking full accountability for what is

about to unfold the researcher can actively contributes to the formation of trustful

and positive relationships within the group.

Overall, the introduction of new conventions that “suspend ordinary laws” has

been the main device we exploited for the emergence of shared and make-believe

adventures – see Caillois’ account on the nature of play and games above. The

notions of magic and absurdity are two clear examples of the modalities. Such key

elements framed and encouraged the making of out-of-ordinary instruments – e.g.

beyond the possibilities and standards characterising music technology practices.

The collaborative game presented in Chapter 4 also established a set of particu-

lar relations amongst participants (as a small game “between us”), which allowed

them to get absorbed into the activity without taking it too seriously.

In addition to these make-believe and playful strategies, the activities presented

in this thesis have been structured around a few pivotal rules. The first relates

to the idea of taking participants through a rapid series of steps which prioritise

ideation through making 19. One of the main reasons behind the choice of design-

ing fast pace activities relates to our need of avoiding overthinking and supporting

spontaneous, intuitive and immediate design practices.

Once again, we borrowed this approach from Andersen’s work in which par-

ticipants create fictional artefacts in less than an hour. In this regard, the two-day

hackathon differs from the other works which used to last no more than two

hours. Still, being a fast-prototyping sprint-design event, our absurd hackathon

integrated a rather tight schedule.

19 This procedure can be found in all our research, with the exclusion of the speculative survey intro-

duced in Chapter 3.
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The second element that can be found in most of the activities presented in this

thesis is the conclusive performance. Musicians and technologists were indeed

invited to share their artefacts either by presenting to the group and the end of the

activity or by agreeing to make public their work via our documentation. Besides

motivating participants, final presentations served as actual deadlines marking the

end of the game 20.

Furthermore, we learned that final presentations and performances are extremely

valuable moments, in which participants often expand on their work reaching do-

mains that even they had not foreseen in the previous stages of the activity. In this

respect, group discussions and comments often function as positive stimuli that

helps to further evolve musical and critical reflections.

Our activities often involved additional rules and instructions to those here de-

scribed – see for instance the absurd workshop (ir)rationale presented in Chapter 5.

Nonetheless, regardless the particular make-believe settings a researcher might

want to explore, we suggest the prompt activity, the fast-pace process and the fi-

nal performance as extremely valuable devices for the playful discovery of musical

values and assumptions.

These elements should be then clearly communicated so as to get all partici-

pants on the same chessboard: playing together means to accept the same rules.

In this sense, we understood that if followed in strict terms these basic procedures

simultaneously anchor participants to a few guidelines and encourage them to

freely navigate unusual design spaces. In a way, the open-endedness and creativ-

ity that characterised the music technology explorations presented in this disser-

tation were possible thanks to the presence of these few conventions. As noted by

Kristina Andersen: “by setting out the rules of the engagement in a very explicit

way, we wanted to minimise the unspoken biasing of a very open set of rules” [12,

p. 40].

7.7 summary of contributions

The work done in this thesis comprises original contributions resulting from six

investigations involving more than 100 musicians and technologists. Here, I distill

the key contributions of these strands of work before moving to the conclusive

20 It seems important to stress this element since, as noted by Caillois, any game should be limited in

time. In our games, the initial steps facilitated by the research represent the starting of the make-

believe and the final presentations its end.
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reflections.

• As If By Magic workshop – In this research musicians active in different mu-

sical contexts were invited to imagine and sketch not-yet existing music in-

struments “as if by magic”. The study provided a sense of the range of repre-

sentations and concerns we might find across the various groups. Our work

explored the breadth of possible values and priorities in relation to different

music cultures and practices, and by extension some strategies by which val-

ues might be queried in other areas of SMC and HCI.

• Magic Machines survey – The study relates to an online survey in which music

technologists were asked to speculate on the background of the musicians

who designed the fictional instruments. This follow-up study gathered fur-

ther evidences of the presence of shared musical values in the musical proto-

types created during the workshop. In particular, it investigated the modal-

ities through which observers with music technology experience identified

the background of the musicians involved in the design fiction workshop.

• Composing Sensors with Pd – This work explored the ways specific hardware

and software technologies influence the design of musical instruments. It pre-

sented the outcomes of a compositional game in which music technologists

created simple DMIs using common sensors and the Pure Data program-

ming language. Our findings indicate a clustering of stylistic approaches and

design patterns associated to the composed instruments. The research then

examined how musicians react to musical interactions promoted by the tools

and materials provided based on their techno-musical backgrounds and pre-

vious experience.

• Unuseless Music hackathon – We reported on the outcomes of the Unuse-

less Music Design hackathon, a playful design activity organised around the

themes of absurd musical interfaces, questionable sonic interactions and un-

workable music designs. The project explored absurd making as a way to

support highly subjective, critical and disruptive design practices. The re-

search gave us the opportunity to elicit and make manifest two primary

sorts of personal design knowledge: the critique of conventional practices

and ideas in music technology research, and the ideation of instruments be-
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yond familiar paradigms linked to everyday objects and tools.

• 10.000 Musical Instruments workshop – we described the 10.000 Musical In-

struments for a Semi-Connected World workshop, a collaborative online event

conceived as an unconventional experiment to generate interface ideas and

speculate on music technology through open-ended artefacts and playful

design explorations. The activity confirmed the potential of absurd making

to produce a kind of design visions hooked to the individual makers and

embedded into the narratives they participate in. We then showed how this

permissive and open-ended attitude allows for the emergence of creative ob-

structions which question technological assumptions, musical practices as

well as the perception of the familiar and the domestic.

• Practice-based account – The study applies the reflections advanced in pre-

vious chapters as a framework to explore the diverse roots of the artwork.

With this intent, a first-person and practice-based account on the evolution

of a digital artwork is reported. The composition of the interface is then as-

sessed to uncover cultural and material influences as well as personal design

intuitions and judgments. The research highlighted how, while considering

in detail a particular design, socio-technical, aesthetic and subjective factors

often result inherently interdependent and hardly separable.

7.8 conclusions

The reflections outlined in this chapter aim to enhance our ability of interpret-

ing individual and shared assumptions and critically attend to the inscription of

values into the interfaces we design. Our inquiry focused on the representations

linked to musical instruments. Due to this limited outlook, we do not claim that

our findings provide the basis for the resolution of broad epistemological and

socio-political issues that characterise music technology domains [170, 271]. Nev-

ertheless, we hope that our creative and practice-based explorations might foster

and legitimate the emergence of diverse and unconventional approaches to NIME

research.

As pointed by Bjögvinsson et al. “a fundamental challenge for designers and the

design community is to move from designing ‘things’ (objects) to designing Things
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(socio-material assemblies)” [47, p. 102]. This dissertation examined our tools and

practices within the broader contexts in which we perform, viewing the develop-

ment of a musical instrument as a migration process in which socio-materials

features associated with pre-existing musical technologies and contexts are inte-

grated and negotiated into a new assemblage. Based on this attitude, our work

then attempted to discover the trails of musical ideas through a set of playful,

open-ended and generative strategies.

We discussed digital instruments as highly recursive systems where each com-

ponent of the interface can be viewed as an active mediator that contributes to

define the scopes and possibilities of the assemblage in which it is inscribed. On

this point, we shall now advance a few conclusive consideration that might help

to better understand our research.

The quest on the locus of agency has kept busy scholars and philosophers since

a long time. Within the Western culture, the answers to such question broadly

vary according the historical context in which they are formulated. From this view

point, it is possibly to argue that we do not inhabit the world, but rather the inter-

pretation of the world that the various historical eras provide us [324]. To mention

just a few, the ancient world was described by the myth, the Middle Ages con-

sidered religion as the only sources of truth, and good’s will as the force moving

all created things. The scientific view began to emerge in early modern age, and

it has been integrated, during the late modern period, with economical, psycho-

logical and socio-cultural analyses. In this succession of scenarios it is possible to

appreciate how the meaning of things is not entrusted to the things themselves but

to their interpretation, which, from time to time, connects them within different

systems of significances.

Today, in the age of technological revolutions, the world is essentially disclosed

according to its techno-scientific description 21 and agency is often attributed to

materials and tools – i.e. to things. Considering things as active agents, which

shape both socio-cultural systems and individual cognitions, is indeed a perspec-

tive shared by many contemporary theories that, especially in the English and

American academic cultures, are becoming increasingly popular. Posthuman and

21 On this matter Galimberti provides compelling arguments on the the ways that techno-scientific

categories such as efficiency, specialisation and functionality became during the last century anthro-

pological qualities. As noted by Galimberti: “When a carpenter enters a forest he does not see the

same things that a poet sees ... [T]echnology provides a vision of the world that decides the nature of

things and the quality of our gaze ... This is why we say that in its disposition of the world and not

in its functionality must be identified the essence of contemporary technology” [p. 354-355 136, own

translation].
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new materialism approaches 22 then tend to “decentre the human as the sole source

of activity and to elevate the role of the non-human world from a passive backdrop

to human activity, to active contributors to relational action as it unfolds” [130, p.

21].

These approaches seem aligned with the trend announced by Marx more than

150 years ago: “[a]ll our invention and progress seem to result in endowing mate-

rial forces with intellectual life, and in stultifying human life into a material force”

[253, p. 656]. In short, the reflections posed in this thesis must be interpreted within

the broader cultural and historical context from which they emerge. A context in

which the “truth” is that which works and where technology provides the condi-

tions for its production [136]. Our means then increasingly become “autonomous”,

not only because, being ends in themselves they exponentially grow in complexity,

sophistication and efficacy, but also because, being the primary mediators through

which the world is revealed and manipulated, they are inevitably placed at the cen-

tre of the philosophical debate, which, every now and then, grants them spiritual

life.

Importantly, despite indirectly adopting in some of our reflections the world-

view promoted by Posthuman theories, we do not argue for technological deter-

minism. The works presented in this dissertation often highlighted how musician’s

cultural contexts, personal background and aesthetic outlook can shape the compo-

sition of musical interfaces. For instance, in the design fiction activities described

in Chapter 3 participants of different musical backgrounds express widely var-

ied musical values through their artefacts. We then call attention to the fact that

cultural and aesthetic values might precede, and exist independently from, any

specific technology. Even as specific technologies are inscribed with values from

their creators [4], musical tools do not themselves necessarily explain the aesthetic

values of the community that uses them or from which they comes from.

Still, in the work introduced in Chapter 4, we also suggested that, in the engage-

ment with any musical tool, we should question what patterns it supports, how

can we recognise them, and how to account for this influence in the design of our

instruments. This led us to discuss digital instruments based on their idiomaticity

as they often remediate particular pre-existing structures and concepts making

22 Some of the most cited theories linked to these perspectives are Latour’s Actor-Network Theory

[217], Ihde’s Post-Phenomenology [192] and Barad’s Agential Realism [28] and Harman’s Object-

Oriented Ontology [162]. See Frauenberger [130] for a discussion on the implications of these works

on HCI research.
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easier the emergence of specific musical patterns [341, 259, 355].

Our work gave us the opportunity to appreciate how the discovery of musi-

cal values is a delicate and intricate processes where very little can be taken for

granted. The strategies here explored then aim to support researchers to acknowl-

edge and meditate the musical assumptions ascribed to musical instruments be-

fore committing to any particular approach to technology creation. The discovery

exercises we developed are playful explorations which obstruct immediate, produc-

tive and functional actions. In particular, our work draws from a set of approaches

to technology which integrate arts strategies and HCI research [109, 11, 14, 374, 36]

based on the idea that “[a] work is created artistically so that its perception is im-

peded and the greatest possible effect is produced through the slowness of the

perception” [328, p. 8].

Rather than jumping straight into the design of musical interactions, we priv-

ileged critical and reflexive attitudes to facilitate the emergence of the underly-

ing grammars that articulate musicians’ attitudes and conducts. We then involved

participants in creative and hands-on activities inspired by Kristina Andersen’s

intuition that “embodied processes facilitate a different form of thinking” [11, p.

630]. These activities can be intended as intermediate steps which resist the im-

pulse of developing to support the practice of noticing [235]. From a more musical

viewpoint, our mindset somehow expands on Alvin Lucier’s vision, according to

which: “[c]areful listening is more important than making sounds happen” [238].

Previous chapters offered a detailed overview of the advantages of such ap-

proach, probably being the most significant the possibility of getting a taste of the

subjective features that contribute to the emergence of a musical interface. Along-

side this element, the playful and untroubled explorations promoted in our studies

remarkably facilitated the challenging tasks of envisioning new musical artefacts.

We were indeed surprised by the generative power of the methods explored, both

in relation to the level of engagement of our participants and on the basis of the

variety and uniqueness of the artefacts created. In this respect, for their richness

and depth, the outcomes of our studies often rewarded us with precious insights

on the cultural, subjective and technological influences we were investigating.

However, considerable work remains to increase our abilities of querying, in a

creative and open-ended fashion, what individuals expect from their instruments,

and the role that computing might play within specific musical communities. In

particular, we believe that future research might focus on the exploration of music
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performance in itself [149], an element that received relatively little consideration

in this dissertation. For instance, fictional artefacts might be “acted out” by their

creators through the development of scenarios which might further aid the emer-

gence of instrumental assumptions and visions [186].

More generally, the co-performance of the instruments developed through the

playful explorations presented in this dissertation (or similar) might be an op-

portunity for critical reflection where researchers come together to explore each

other’s views and perspective. Music performances, rather than demos and pre-

sentations, might then turn to be a viable approach for the discovery of values

linked to broader musical communities, including, for instance, audiences, non-

professional and amateur musicians or music students.

The autobiographical notes introduced in Chapter 6 illustrate how the critical

framework developed in this dissertation generates a type of knowledge that do

not relate to the traditional scientific attitude. Indeed, if we follow this conception,

in which the researcher is (ideally) a neutral administrator of objective and rigor-

ous principles, to “speak in first person” becomes superfluous, or even disturbing.

More generally, our findings and reflections then elude the techno-scientific gaze

as they relate to qualities and experience that are not easily measurable.

Not being quantifiable in mathematical terms, our insights do not offer direct

opportunities for the implementation and optimisation of DMIs. Likewise the arte-

facts considered in Chapter 5, all the contributions here suggested are, from a

strictly functional point of view, useless. In contrast to the attitude that charac-

terises this thesis, the musical contributions we find in academic contests such as

NIME, SMC or ICMC, notoriously target the expansion of the technical horizon.

Indeed, the work of music technologists often focuses on the development of effec-

tive engineering strategies based on the the logic of efficiency – that is to achieve

the maximum result with the minimum of means.

Nothing is wrong with this approach in itself, except that it risks becoming a

prevailing strand which, privileged by funding bodies concerned with the quan-

tification of research impact, “may obscure other types of fruitful labour” [170, p.

431]. For instance, as our benchmarks essentially relate to the functioning of the art-

work, it seems that we are loosing the ability to express aesthetic judgments. Based

on this perspective, making “useless” research means to explore alternative views

to the techno-scientific conceptions and possibly re-discover some of the cultural,
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social, musical, aesthetic, subjective and mystical dimensions that are ignored by

the scientific investigation.

Overall, the contributions proposed in this dissertation are certainly unusual for

research carried within an engineering department. As a matter of fact, this work

fails to meet the legitimate expectations of any given specialised field – be it music

technology, composition, design, social-psychology, anthropology or musicology.

Rather, our work integrates bits from different domains aiming to establish an inte-

grated dialogue between these disciplines. This research might then be particularly

useful to those researchers that place themselves outside the self-referentiality of

their specialisations – which means to be critical.

The approaches to the discovery of values explored in this thesis support a

holistic view that allows us to acknowledge musical perspectives that might be

radically different from our own. One of the lessons we learned is that the dis-

covery of differences and particularities should be driven by a sense of curiosity

– the latin etymology of the term curious relates to the term care. This means to

try to understand the needs and problems that move practitioners linked to a con-

text that is not ours, and possibly imagine how they might perceive our own field.

Our work might then be encapsulated with the following formula: to take care of

other’s perspectives, outside the specialised dimension by integrating knowledge

coming from different domains.
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A
A P P E N D I X

The complete collection of artefact descriptions and pictures provided to the par-

ticipants of the on-line survey presented in Chapter 3.

SonicAlarm

Figure A.1: Sonic Alarms

“The ball, stingers and corks with the toothpicks are the elements that produce

sound [..] and the wires are like connectors between these elements. [..] This metal

can interact in different ways with different materials and with the ball. I already

got a considerable control [..] but then I thought, like this is just a controllable

thing [..] let’s add something that I can’t control [..] So, I took two corks, and these

being connected with the ball, they will move when the ball moves [..] The per-

formeruses these wires as a sort of control interface [..] By moving these objects,
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the objects also interact with each other and the sound is generated through this

kind of interaction.”

“At the beginning I thought about the clothespin, so that it could be thrown [..]

I like the idea of throwing things [..] and maybe it would be nice to have an instru-

ment in which you can throw things in the space [..] In reality the most interesting

thing is that these ropes, they can be released or dragged [..] I also thought that I

could connect it to a leg and move around.”

“It should be something that I can control with one or two hands, so I did a hole

in the ball I put the rope inside. Then I added various metal stingers with differ-

ent dimensions and shapes [..] And I would have preferred to have them made of

different materials [..] Like it would be nice if these could bounce.”

CorpoSuono

Figure A.2: Corpo Souno

“It is similar to the organ because it works thanks to the air that goes through

the tubes [..] These tubes have different timbre and frequencies because there are

made of different materials and different lengths [..] So each of them is conceived

for a specific type of sound. Each ‘room’ filters the sound differently, sounds that

go out from each room are different. I thought about a fan and with these balls

you can block the sound and in relation to how much I let the air going in I can

modify the intensity [..] Moreover, in relation to how much air I shoot from the
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fan, let’s say the power."

“It’s for single musicians [..] But it could become for orchestra as well [..] this

version is for children or soloist as well. It is very basic with limited sounds [..] But

if we could use an entire wall, with different people [..] We could have a mezzanine

and have different people that play upstairs and downstairs [..] Toproduce a well-

balanced sound, the wider is the possibility, the more difficult it is to balance. Well

not always, but there is always balance and density [..] Like a clarity of sounds but

well-balanced. And this, in my view, could produce, even within a short scale, a

variety of simple sounds but also much more complex and well-balanced sounds.”

“Like an orchestral chord sound, full-bodied and well balanced [..] I thought

about an entire wall with different people interacting on different levels.”

Plucker

Figure A.3: Plucker

“I was thinking at the beginning like the way to alter the sound would be simi-

larly to way the way that the French horn alters the pitch [..] I feel like if all of these

kinds of speakers [cups], shall we say, are connected to like some kind of electrical

current that will continue this noise [..] But at the same time, this electrical cur-

rent, it’s also able to be altered by your hand movements inside there to control

[..] The volume perhaps, but definitely also the pitch [..] I was originally thinking

of themlike the length or the thicknesses of wires or strings [..] Sometimes, you

know, the way you stroke a certain string can alter the pitch depending on how

much pressure you use on it [..] A similar kind of gesture was able to alter, you
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know, the flow or the rate of flow of electricity [..] that’s the volume or the pitch.”

“I guess it’s a sort of like organ sound that I have in mind [..] I want to sustain at

a variable volume and I want to control [..] you have the five wires for each of the

five points of the package [..] like each control by one finger [..] and then maybe

if you didn’t touch the strings at all electricity would stop! it relies on that kind of

input.”

“I was also thinking that each of these [wires] has like in some way a different

pitch as well so there are a number of different strings inside of a different wire

that you are able manipulating with the one hand [..] so that, yeah you could

actually be operating something quite chordal altogether and moving quite poly-

phonically [..] I kind of imagined somethingquite drone like perhaps with a very

consistent constant sound [..] to my ears like what I think of like a chorus of

alphorns [..] it’s sort of like that kind of consistency but also of that magnitude the

sound is very enormous that too.”

NonStopSound

Figure A.4: NonStopSound

“I took the concept of non-stop sound and bubble [sound] and tried to make

some kind of circular perpetual motion instrument that could roll in and create

sounds [..] [The ball] is interacting with the different things like metals [..] But then

they sometimes fall out and then it almost becomes like that game where you’re

trying to get the ball into [the hole]. And then I realised that it’s really my style
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[to] make a game of sound.”

“The thing that I thought about working on was the sound that [..] just like in

performance, no gaps between things [..] like there can still be a structure or many

different pieces but blending everything together so that it never stops.”

“It would create a rhythm of a sound, but it would always have slight differ-

ences because sometimes the metal is hitting each other and sometimes it’s not.

[..] I thought maybe it would be cool to put a different tone inside the box [..] like

even if it was strings or something and then it rolls on different surfaces.”

“Sometimes I like to makerandom things, but the randomness never ends up

in the performance or in the songs or anything so [..] say if instead of pressing

just a synth note this was generating a synth note but all the little tiny fragments

were changing because of what it is interacting with [..] that’s something I would

definitely use in production.”

AntennaLele

“I wanted an instrument that was able to play single notes, melodies and har-

monies but with lots of flexibility [..] So, that’s why it has a neck then you can

fold in several parts to get different notes [..] That was the idea, to be able to get

harmony and to shape that harmony along with it.”

“And that’s related to my image which is [a piece] I am listening to a lot lately

that does not have drums, but it’s like bass, piano and sax. I want to be able to play

bass with my instrument, to play [..] slightly complex harmonies and melodies

with lots of flexibility to shape with it.”

“I guess if I would have managed to put this one [the neck] like with some ten-

sion it would have worked. And that’s it. You can shape it to whatever you want.”

Stochastico
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Figure A.5: AntennaLele

Figure A.6: Stochastico

“It’s that’s a sort of semi-percussion [..] sort of immediate thing. You see it

doesn’t look like anything, [..] I mean it doesn’t look smart. So if you work on it,
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you know you just have the reaction of the elastic bands [..] [I used] the wire, the

elastic bands, the straws and the wooden sticks. [..] So, you could sort of move

them around [..] these things act as a sort of moving threads [..] You move these

[materials] around and it’s just [to] provide some sort of background or kind of

impetus.”

“I’m afraid this is toostaccato and immediate [..] It’s like when you’re carving

with the sound [..] That’s what I’m doing [..] You could make, you know, start

thinking of it and then making shapes with this.”

“I usually do [..] shapes of sound [..] where I kind of conceive of a shape I’m

going to make [..] you know, with my instrument, I sort of envisage the shape and

then I play it sort of like carving in the air [..] you could start thinking of it and

then making shapes with this [..] It just feels like when you know sometimes that

the shape the sound makes a shape which is almost tangible [..] but [the sound of

materials] is really staccato, sudden and momentary so it’s not really what I want,

but you know.”
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